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ABSTRACT

Understanding ecological changes in native vegetation communities often requires information over long time periods. The influence of fire on woody vegetation structure
in the Northern Territory has been well studied, however limited work has been undertaken to understand the impact of tropical cyclones, which can dramatically alter vegetation structure. Woody vegetation structure has been identified as an important metric
for monitoring trends in biomass, primary productivity and biodiversity. Both cover
and height have been identified as important structural attributes required for ecological
studies investigating long term changes and trends. Satellite remote sensing products
have the potential to provide information on cover and height at suitable spatial and
temporal scales. Obtaining estimates of cover and height from satellite sensors requires
the development of predictive models, often developed by relating field measured data
to satellite imagery. The aim of this thesis is to develop remote sensing products measuring cover and height enabling the assessment of the impact of tropical cyclones on
natural vegetation communities in the wet-dry tropics of northern Australia. To achieve
the aim of the study, the following objectives were identified to develop mapping products that quantified and characterised woody vegetation structure based on cover and
height.
The first objective was to develop and assess the suitability of using digital aerial photography to obtain woody vegetation biophysical parameters. This was done to enable
validation of a Landsat satellite-based model predicting woody foliage projective cover,
developed using field data collected over the state of Queensland. In this study, quantitative measurements obtained from digital aerial photography were compared to woody
biophysical parameters measured from 1 ha field plots. There was a strong relationship
(R2 ≥ 0.85) between all field measured woody canopy parameters and aerial derived
green woody cover measurements, however only foliage projective cover (FPC) was
found to be statistically significant. The results of this study show that accurate woody
biophysical parameters can be obtained from aerial photography from a range of woody
vegetation communities across the Northern Territory.
The second objective was to develop a predictive model to estimate vertical tree canopy
structure. A machine learning algorithm, random forest regression, was used to predict
i

canopy height from a single date Landsat-5 TM scene, using training data derived from
a 1 m canopy height model produced from LiDAR. The overall accuracy of the model
was expressed by an R2 of 0.53 and RMSE of 2.8 m. The model was also applied to
Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) resulting in an R2 of 0.49, RMSE
of 2.8 m. The model was applied to Landsat imagery over the years 1988 to 2016.
This study demonstrated that canopy height can be predicted from Landsat imagery.
The robustness of the model across a range of vegetation communities and three different Landsat sensors illustrated that the approach could be successfully used to explore
changes in woody vegetation height through time.
The third objective was to develop a predictive model to estimate a range of structural metrics characterising tree canopy structure from Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8
OLI satellite sensors. Models were developed at 10 m, 20 m and 30 m spatial resolution for Sentinel-2 models, which enabled comparisons with the Landsat-8 results.
To address limitations identified in the second objective, models were developed from
seasonal composites (annual and dry season) for the respective satellite sensors, using
training datasets captured across the Northern Territory. Of the seven models H99 (representing maximum canopy height) had the strongest relationship for both Sentinel-2
and Landsat-8 with R2 values ranging from 0.7 to 0.81, and RMSE% between 22.9
and 33.8. Model accuracy was found to improve as spatial resolution decreased, with
models produced at 30 m recording the highest overall accuracy. This study developed robust models predicting important forest structural metrics from Sentinel-2 and
Landsat-8 satellite sensors, providing new insights into vertical tree canopy structure
across an area covering 355,500 km2 in the Northern Territory.
The fourth objective was to combine annual estimates of canopy cover and height (H99 )
from Landsat satellite imagery to produce a structural classification product for a 30
year period (1988-2017). The structural mapping product was then used to investigate
the dynamics of woody vegetation in a region (≈ 11,500 km2 ) impacted by severe tropical cyclone Monica in 2006. Landsat estimates of woody foliage projective cover (FPC)
were validated and corrected for bias using estimates of FPC obtained from aerial photography, prior to being converted to canopy cover using a generalised model developed
from field data. Independent datasets obtained from field data and LiDAR were used to
validate the Landsat CC and height estimates. It was estimated that a total area of 3,551
ii

km2 was substantially impacted by cyclone Monica (2006). In 2017 it was estimated
that an area of 70 km2 was still severely impacted. The proportion of each structural
class was used to gain insight into the dynamics and recovery of woody vegetation post
cyclone Monica. The results show that recovery is occurring across the region, however the dynamics observed between the structural classes suggest that the region is still
recovering 11 years after the cyclone.
This thesis has developed methodology to quantify woody vegetation structure using
digital aerial photography, Landsat and Sentinel-2 satellite sensors. It enables the spatial
and temporal assessment of historic (three decades) woody vegetation structure. The
mapping products developed in this thesis have the potential to map and investigate
woody vegetation (historic and contemporary) change across northern Australia.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1

Background and rationale

Globally, natural environments are under increased pressure from both natural and anthropogenic threats (Alleaume et al. 2018). Population growth is resulting in changes
in land-use and land-cover which is putting pressure on natural ecosystems (Marques
et al. 2019). Invasive species, habitat loss and changes in climate are all factors threatening global biodiversity (McGeoch et al. 2010, Smale et al. 2019). Tropical cyclones
(also know as typhoons and hurricanes) are weather systems that develop in oceanic
basins north and south of the equator, which have the potential to impact both manmade and natural environments (Lin et al. 2020, Pruitt et al. 2019, Noy 2016, Chi et al.
2015, de Gouvenain and Silander 2003). The destructive winds associated with tropical
cyclones represent a natural disturbance agent that influences ecosystem structure and
function at a local (Lewis and Bannar-Martin 2012) and global scale (Lin et al. 2020,
Pruitt et al. 2019). For example, hurricane Katrina impacted the southeast United States
in 2005 and it was estimated that 8300 km2 of national forests were affected (Wang, Qu,
Hao, Liu and Stanturf 2010) with approximately 320 million trees killed or damaged,
representing a loss of 105 Tg of carbon equivalent to the annual terrestrial carbon sink
of all United States forests (Chambers et al. 2007). The destructive winds of hurricane
Hugo impacted northeast Puerto Rico in 1989, resulting in a 50 percent reduction in
above ground biomass (at the Luquillo Experimental Forest). After 15 years, biomass
had recovered along with increased species richness and stem densities when compared to pre-hurricane levels (Heartsill Scalley et al. 2010). Lewis and Bannar-Martin
(2012) reported that the impact of cyclone Fanele (2009) on the dry deciduous forests
of western Madagascar were likely to have long-term impacts on both flora and fauna
in the region, however the full impact could only be determined with long-term monitoring. While tropical cyclones can have a significant impact on ecosystem function at
a range of scales, Lin et al. (2020) contended that most of our ecological understanding (between 1989 and 2018) was gained from studies looking at cyclones in the North
Atlantic Basin. They suggested that this gap is likely to have resulted in a bias in the
global understanding of the impact of these storm events on ecosystem function (Lin
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et al. 2020). Between 1989 and 2018 they reported that despite having 22 percent of
cyclone activity globally, only 5 percent of studies were focused in the Indian Ocean
Basin (Lin et al. 2020).
Tropical cyclones frequently occur across the northern Australian coastline. The impact
of cyclonic winds are greatest on the coastal regions, however they also have the potential to cause significant disturbance further inland (Cook and Goyens 2008, Staben
and Evans 2008). A number of studies have reported on the impact of cyclones on
vegetation in the northern territory using a variety of techniques including field surveys
(ground and aerial based) (Stocker 1976, Fox 1980, Cameron et al. 1983, Bowman and
Panton 1994a, Cook and Goyens 2008, Woolley et al. 2018, Russell-Smith et al. 2019),
aerial photography and satellite imagery (Staben and Evans 2008, Williamson et al.
2011, Hutley et al. 2013). These studies have largely focused on two severe tropical
cyclones, cyclone Tracy which impacted the city of Darwin on the 25th of December
1974 and cyclone Monica which impacted the Arnhemland and Kakadu National Park
region on the 24th of April 2006. Severe localised windstorms can also have an impact
on woody vegetation resulting in significant tree damage (Williams and Douglas 1995,
Franklin et al. 2010). Franklin et al. (2010) investigated the re-sprouting response of
savanna trees after a tornado caused severe damage along a path estimated to be 3 km
long by 300 m wide. Although cyclones are frequent and have the potential to be a
major disturbance agent in ecosystems across the Northern Territory (Murphy 1984),
very few studies have been undertaken to quantify the impact and potential role they
play in driving the structure of these communities at a regional or continental (northern Australia) scale. While it is well recognised that fire and the stress of the seasonal
drought, a characteristic of the of the wet-dry tropics of northern Australia, are frequent
disturbance factors on vegetation communities very little focus has been given to the
impact cyclones and storms have on these ecosystems (Cook and Goyens 2008, Hutley
et al. 2013).
Biodiversity in northern Australia is under threat from, invasive species (flora and
fauna), changes in fire regimes and climate (Davies et al. 2018, Woolley et al. 2018,
Duke et al. 2017, Setterfield et al. 2010, Edwards and Russell-Smith 2009, Cook and
Goyens 2008). Across the northern half of the Northern Territory there are a substantial
number of endemic flora and fauna species which are both nationally and internationally significant (Woinarski et al. 2006, Allen et al. 2019). The development of long-term
monitoring programs using information collected in a consistent and frequent manner
has been identified as a way to help gain insight into the drivers of the change being
observed (Lindenmayer et al. 2012, 2015). Tropical cyclones have the potential to alter the structure of natural ecosystem and while there has been a focus on the impact
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of tropical cyclones in the wet tropics (Turton 2012), little attention has been given to
the savannas of the wet-dry tropics as this region (globally) is largely not affected by
tropical cyclones (Cook and Goyens 2008). Understanding the dynamics of tropical
savannas is important globally, as these ecosystems play an important role in the global
carbon cycle, contributing to approximately 30 % of the terrestrial net primary production (Murphy et al. 2010). Understanding change in woody vegetation structure is
also important for biodiversity conservation management (Levick et al. 2019). Disturbance from cyclone and fire was found to be related to the availability of tree hollows,
which are important habitat for many declining fauna species (Woolley et al. 2018).
Understanding both the spatial and temporal distribution of the impact of cyclones on
the structure of woody vegetation is important as it has the potential to increases the
accuracy of carbon stock estimates (Cook et al. 2015, O’Grady et al. 2000, Hutley et al.
2013) and assist in identifying the location of large hollow-bearing trees, which are a
keystone habitat in northern Australia for many fauna species (Woolley et al. 2018).
There has been a substantial effort in monitoring landscape change (woody cover) in
vegetation communities in the Alligator Rivers Region of the Northern Territory (Banfai and Bowman 2006, Bowman and Dingle 2006, Banfai and Bowman 2007, Lehmann
et al. 2008, 2009, Bowman et al. 2010). These studies used manual interpretation techniques of aerial photography spanning a 40 year period (1964, 1984, 1991 and 2004) to
measure changes in woody cover, and in general reported a trend in woody expansion
and densification (Williamson et al. 2011). These studies also looked at a range of possible drivers responsible for the changes, which included increased rainfall, changes in
feral animal populations, increased CO2 levels and changes in fire regimes. Notably the
effects of wind as a disturbance factor were largely not considered as a possible contributor to the changes they observed. Williamson et al. (2011) investigated the changes
in vegetation of three swamps in the Darwin region covering and area of 30 km2 which
was severely impacted by cyclone Tracy and found that there was a 16.2 % increase
in mangrove above the pre-cyclone distribution. They suggested that changes in sea
level, changes in local hydrology and elevated CO2 concentrations represent plausible
reason for the increase in mangrove extent. While no definitive reason could be given
for the changes observed in the suite of studies (Bowman and Dingle 2006, Lehmann
et al. 2008, 2009, Bowman et al. 2010), it was suggested that research at a regional
scale may help to gain a better understanding of the factors influencing the changes
observed (Williamson et al. 2011). Hutley et al. (2013) used empirical models developed by Cook and Goyens (2008) to estimate the severity of tree damage and satellite
imagery (moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS)) to assess gross primary productivity (GPP) and fire frequency post cyclone Monica. They found that GPP
was suppressed for four years after cyclone Monica and that the increased fuel loads
from destruction of the tree canopy did not dramatically shift fire regimes, however
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there was evidence that fires were more frequent in areas with high levels of damage.
The increased on-ground fuel loads as a result of cyclone Monica had the potential to
represent ≈ 10 % of Australia’s accountable green house emissions however, they concluded that the carbon balance is likely to be dominated by fire and termite consumption
rather than infrequent extreme disturbance events such as cyclone Monica. Hutley et al.
(2013) suggested that tracking recovery of highly damaged areas, monitoring fuel consumption and the rate of return of woody vegetation is required to gain a better understanding of cyclone disturbance and the impact it has on savanna structure and function
(Hutley et al. 2013). It is clear from the level of disturbance a cyclone can have on a
savanna ecosystems there is a need to gain a better understanding of their influence at a
regional scale. Cook and Goyens (2008) proposed that to understand the role of tropical
cyclones in the dynamics of the savanna ecosystems of northern Australia will require
the knowledge of “(i) their immediate impacts; (ii) subsequent recovery processes and
especially any interaction with fires; (iii) effects on landscape processes; and (iv) the
probability of recurrence”
There is a clear need to produce information on vegetation structure that enables assessment of the impact of cyclones at appropriate spatial and temporal scales. Remote
sensing provides the opportunity to objectively assess the landscape at a regional scale
(Wallace et al. 2006, Karfs et al. 2009). The spectral and spatial resolution of the Landsat imagery combined with its temporal record make it valuable for monitoring woody
cover change across large regions (Woodcock et al. 2001, Danaher et al. 2004, Gill
et al. 2017). The development of regional or continental scale remote sensing monitoring programs has become feasible due to the open source polices of the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) Landsat program and (more recently) the European
Space Agency (ESA) Sentinel-2 satellite program (Wulder, Masek, Cohen, Loveland
and Woodcock 2012). Remote sensing technology is particularly suited to the Northern
Territory, due to the low population density, harsh climate and vast areas (Hill and Carter
1999, Staben and Evans 2008, Whiteside et al. 2011). The Northern Territory Government (NTG) is currently implementing a remote sensing monitoring program based on
the Landsat and Sentinel-2 sensors. The development of the remote sensing programs
is being undertaken under a partnership between the Northern Territory, Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) and the Remote Sensing Centre (RSC) of
the Queensland Government’s Department of Environment and Science (DES). The aim
of the remote sensing monitoring programs are to use quantitative information derived
from both the historical archive and current Landsat and Sentinel-2 imagery to monitor
and assess land cover change/condition across the Northern Territory.
To obtain quantitative information from optical satellite data relationships between bio4

physical variables need to be established (Moulin et al. 1998). Numerous studies have
derived empirical relationships between satellite imagery and field-based measurements
such as leaf area index (LAI) (Coops et al. 1997, Eriksson et al. 2006), above ground
biomass of woody vegetation (Foody et al. 2003, Powell et al. 2010, Avitabile et al.
2012), fractional cover (Scarth et al. 2010), woody vegetation foliage projective cover
(Danaher et al. 2004, Armston et al. 2009) and tree height (Hudak et al. 2002, Pascual
et al. 2010, Hill et al. 2011, Ota et al. 2014, Ahmed et al. 2015, Lang et al. 2019). Currently the NTG is using fractional cover products developed by Scarth et al. (2010) that
have been calibrated using field data captured across Australia, including the NT. These
fractional cover products have been produced from both Landsat and Sentinel-2 satellite
sensors, which are being used to monitor the pastoral estate and mangroves in Darwin
Harbour (Staben et al. 2019). Estimates of woody FPC, which provide information on
the horizontal structure of woody vegetation, are also routinely produced for all Landsat
imagery captured across the Northern Territory. These estimates of woody FPC were
produced using a multiple linear regression model developed from field data, collected
in the state of Queensland (QLD), Australia (Armston et al. 2009). These Landsat based
woody FPC products are used by the Queensland Government for the Statewide Landcover and Trees Study (SLATS). As this woody FPC product was developed using field
data collected in the state of Queensland, assessment of the accuracy of the woody FPC
product needs to be undertaken to enable them to be used with confidence in the NT.
Field data is typically used to assess the accuracy of remote sensing models. The collection of sufficient number of field sites to validate remote sensing products such as
Landsat at a regional scale can be inhibited by both financial cost and logistical constraints (Laliberte et al. 2010, Armston et al. 2013). In addition to these constraints,
assessment of the models applied to historical imagery needs to be compared to biophysical parameters measured at the time of the image capture. Aerial photography has
been used to derive biophysical parameters to calibrate Landsat satellite imagery (Xu
et al. 2003, Pu et al. 2003, Carreiras et al. 2006, Samani Majd et al. 2013), and provides
the level of detail enabling it to be used as a surrogate for the collection of ground data
(Mannel et al. 2006).
While a number of products currently exist that have the potential to be used to quantify
horizontal structure of woody vegetation, the availability of products to assess the vertical structure, identified as a key parameter for inferring long term trends in biomass
and carbon stock (Skidmore et al. 2015, Cook et al. 2015) is limited. Light detection
and ranging (LiDAR) data is an efficient way to map and quantify woody vegetation
structure (Lim et al. 2003, Wulder, White, Nelson, Næsset, Ørka, Coops, Hilker, Bater
and Gobakken 2012, Goldbergs et al. 2018), however, the use of these data at a regional
level can be prohibitive due financial constraints (Pascual et al. 2010). In addition to the
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financial constraints, availability of LiDAR for long-term studies (multiple decades) is
limited due to the paucity of data. A number of studies have used LiDAR data to develop predictive models, which have enabled estimates of vertical structure from Landsat (Hudak et al. 2002, Pascual et al. 2010, Hill et al. 2011, Ota et al. 2014, Ahmed
et al. 2015, Matasci et al. 2018) and Sentinel (Lang et al. 2019) sensors with an aim to
enhance the spatial and temporal coverage.

1.2

Problem statement

It is well known that tropical cyclones and windstorm can have a significant impact on
native vegetation, however, very little is known about how these weather events influence the structural dynamics of woody vegetation across northern Australia (Cook and
Goyens 2008, Turton 2012, Hutley et al. 2013). On average 11 tropical cyclones (based
on data between 1981/1982 to 2012/2013 wet season) affect the Australian continent
per year (Dowdy 2014). Numerous studies over the years have looked at the impact of
cyclones on natural vegetation across northern Australia (Webb 1958, Grove et al. 2000,
Nott 2006, Cook and Goyens 2008, Paling et al. 2008, Turton 2012, Hutley et al. 2013,
Asbridge et al. 2018), however, given the number of cyclones that have impacted the
Northern Territory (http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/tropical-cyclone-knowledge-centre/
history/tracks/) there has been relatively little focus on the impact of these events in the
Northern Territory (Turton 2008). Furthermore, there is very little to no information
identifying the spatial extent of these disturbance events or any subsequent recovery.
A number of studies have looked at the dynamics of woody vegetation in the Northern Territory using a variety of methods including aerial photography and field surveys (Banfai and Bowman 2006, Bowman and Dingle 2006, Banfai and Bowman 2007,
Lehmann et al. 2008, 2009, Bowman et al. 2010, Murphy et al. 2010, Williamson et al.
2011, Murphy et al. 2014). While these studies provide detailed information on the dynamics of woody vegetation over multiple decades and large areas (Murphy et al. 2010,
2014), in the Northern Territory context these studies cover relatively small geographical extents. With the availability of the Landsat and Sentinel-2 satellite image archives
there is the potential to identify and quantify woody dynamics over much larger geographic areas, providing important information for natural resource management.
While a number of products have been developed that enable assessment of horizontal woody vegetation structure at a regional and Continental scale over a 30 year period
(Armston et al. 2009, Scarth et al. 2010, Gill et al. 2017), the availability of products
that enable assessment of vertical structure are limited. Information on vertical structure
is important for the assessment of cyclone or windstorm damage to woody vegetation,
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as generally larger trees are impacted (Williams and Douglas 1995, Cook and Goyens
2008), resulting in an initial loss of taller trees with larger canopies. Understanding
change in woody vegetation structure is important for biodiversity conservation management (Levick et al. 2019). Disturbance from cyclones and fire have been found to be
related to the availability of tree hollows, important keystone habitat for many declining fauna species in northern Australia for many fauna species (Woolley et al. 2018).
Remote sensing products have the potential to provide new insights into the dynamics of vegetation structure and the role disturbance factors such as cyclones have on
savanna ecosystems. The initial assessment of the damage using horizontal structure
(Woody FPC or canopy cover) is likely to reflect the change, however it is possible that
post the cyclone event, rapid regrowth of low woody vegetation may result in similar or
higher levels of canopy cover being recorded by the satellite sensor. While the changes
in the horizontal structure may reflect the woody cover on the ground, these changes
may obscure the actual change in vertical structure, which has significant implications
for identifying or characterising the longer term impacts of cyclones on natural ecosystems. It is also important to validate remote sensing models as this gives the users of
the information confidence and enables the limitations to be taken into account when
applying these data to change detection or vegetation mapping applications. While field
data can be obtained to assess models derived from contemporary/current satellite imagery, assessment using field data can be prohibitive due the high costs and logistical
constraints and often historic field data are not available.

1.3

Aim and objectives

The focus of this thesis is the development of remote sensing methods that enable the
assessment of the structural dynamics of woody vegetation in response to storms and
tropical cyclones. The key research objectives used to achieve the overall aim of the
thesis were;
1. Development of methodology that enables the utility of very high resolution digital aerial photography to obtain woody vegetation biophysical parameters for use
as a surrogate for the collection of field data.
2. Development of methodology to predict tree canopy height across a range of vegetation communities in the wet-dry tropics of northern Australia using Landsat-5
TM satellite sensor.
3. Investigate the utility of optical satellite imagery, Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8
OLI for predicting tree canopy structure. This objective build onto objective 2
and develops models predicting seven tree canopy structure metrics at range of
spatial scales to produce annual forest structure maps across northern Australia.
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4. Develop an annual mapping product, detailing the spatial and temporal distribution of woody vegetation structure between the years 1988 and 2017 using the
Landsat suite of sensors; and investigate the impact of severe tropical cyclone
Monica (2006) and the assessment of subsequent recovery of woody vegetation
over a 12 year period.

1.4

Structure of the thesis

This thesis consist of six chapters, with chapters 2-5 representing original research with
the aim to fulfill the requirements of a thesis by publications. Chapters 2 and 3 have
been published in the peer-review-journal ”International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation”.
The first three chapters of this thesis focus on the development of remote sensing products. In chapter 2 the relationship between estimates of woody FPC obtained from both
field data and digital aerial photography is investigated and quantified. This provides a
method to use digital aerial photography to validate historical satellite imagery predicting woody FPC. In chapter 3, a methodology is developed to predict tree canopy height
(vertical structure) from single date Landsat satellite sensor. In chapter 4, further work
is undertaken to refine and develop more robust models predicting annual estimates of
tree canopy structure at a range of spatial scales using Sentinel-2 at (1 0m, 20 m 30 m)
and Landsat-8 (3 0m). In chapter 5, the work undertaken in chapters 2, 3 and 4 is used
to produce an annual mapping product detailing vegetation structure, based on woody
FPC and tree canopy height derived from Landsat sensors over three decades. Change
detection analysis is used to describe and quantify the impact of cyclones on woody
vegetation structure using severe tropical cyclone Monica as a case study. Chapter 6
provides an synthesis and conclusion for the overall thesis. Chapter 6 also includes
a discussion of the limitations and current operational use (by the Northern Territory
Government) of the remote sensing products and methodologies developed in this thesis, and makes recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Obtaining biophysical measurements of woody vegetation from high
resolution digital aerial photography in tropical and arid
environments: Northern Territory, Australia.

Thesis context: The aim of this chapter is to assess the suitability of digital aerial
photography to quantify woody vegetation biophysical parameters. The results of this
study showed that estimates of woody foliage projective cover (FPC) were able to be
obtained from digital aerial photography, enabling them to be used to validate and calibrate Landsat derived estimates of woody FPC, demonstrated in chapter 5 of this thesis.
This chapter has been published in the ”International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation”.
Staben, G., Lucieer, A., Evans, K., Scarth, P. and Cook, G. (2016), ‘Obtaining biophysical
measurements of woody vegetation from high resolution digital aerial photography in tropical and arid environments: Northern Territory, Australia’, International Journal of Applied
Earth Observation and Geoinformation 52, 204–220. http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/
pii/S0303243416300939

Abstract
Biophysical parameters obtained from woody vegetation are commonly measured using
field based techniques which require significant investment in resources. Quantitative
measurements of woody vegetation provide important information for ecological studies investigating landscape change. The fine spatial resolution of aerial photography
enables identification of features such as trees and shrubs.Improvements in spatial and
spectral resolution of digital aerial photographic sensors have increased the possibility
of using these data in quantitative remote sensing. Obtaining biophysical measurements
from aerial photography has the potential to enable it to be used as a surrogate for the
collection of field data. In this study, quantitative measurements obtained from digital
aerial photography captured at ground sampling distance (GSD) of 15 cm (n = 50) and
30 cm (n = 52) were compared to woody biophysical parameters measured from 1 ha
field plots. Supervised classification of the aerial photography using object based image analysis was used to quantify woody and non-woody vegetation components in the
imagery. There was a high correlation (r ≥ 0.92) between all field measured woody
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canopy parameters (Foliage projective cover, Plant projective cover and Canopy cover)
and aerial derived green woody cover measurements, however only foliage projective
cover (FPC) was found to be statistically significant (paired t-test; α= 0.01). There was
no significant difference between measurements derived from imagery captured at either GSD of 15 cm and 30 cm over the same field site(n = 20). Live stand basal area
(SBA) (m2 ha−1 ) was predicted from the aerial photographs by applying an allometric equation developed between field-measured live SBA and woody FPC. The results
show that there was very little difference between live SBA predicted from FPC measured in the field or from aerial photography (R2 , 0.88). The results of this study show
that accurate woody biophysical parameters can be obtained from aerial photography
from a range of woody vegetation communities across the Northern Territory.

2.1

Introduction

Biophysical parameters obtained from woody vegetation such as stand basal area, canopy
cover and foliage projective cover are important information for studies investigating
landscape change (Armston et al. 2013, Clewley et al. 2012). These attributes are commonly measured in the field and have been used extensively in ecological studies (Cook
et al. 2005, Williams et al. 1997), for forest inventories (Wulder et al. 2008), and monitoring mine rehabilitation (Ludwig et al. 2003). A number of studies have shown that
biophysical parameters from woody vegetation can been derived from aerial photography with reasonable levels of accuracy (Sharp and Bowman 2004, Fensham and Fairfax
2007, Fensham et al. 2007, Browning et al. 2009, Laliberte et al. 2010). Aerial photography represents one of the earliest forms of remote sensing and its use has been diverse
(Campbell 1996), ranging from military reconnaissance, infrastructure mapping, natural disaster management and ecosystem monitoring. It has been used in a wide range of
environmental studies, with applications ranging from invasive weed mapping (Robinson et al. 2008, Dorigo et al. 2012), rangeland mapping and assessment (Laliberte et al.
2010, Browning et al. 2009, Foran and Cellier 1980), forestry management (Coggins
et al. 2008, Wulder, White, Coggins, Ortlepp, Coops, Heath and Mora 2012) and vegetation community mapping (Harvey and Hill 2001, Lucas et al. 2002, Lewis et al. 2013).
The spatial resolution and historical record of aerial photography provide an important
resource for landscape investigations (Morgan et al. 2010, Fensham et al. 2002). The
fine spatial resolution(< 1 m ground sampling distance) of aerial photography enables
features within the landscape, such as trees and shrubs to be identified (Morgan et al.
2010). It is also used as a source of information to produce calibration and validation
data for use with coarser spatial resolution satellite imagery such as Landsat suite of
sensors (Mellor et al. 2013, Wulder, White, Coggins, Ortlepp, Coops, Heath and Mora
2012, Pu et al. 2003, Xu et al. 2003, Congalton and Green 2009, Coops et al. 1997).
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The development of digital sensors has led to a marked improvement in the spatial
and spectral resolution of aerial photographic imagery (Rosso et al. 2008, Wulder,
White, Coggins, Ortlepp, Coops, Heath and Mora 2012). These improvements have
increased the potential use of these data for quantitative remote sensing (Laliberte et al.
2010). Coggins et al. (2008) used 10 cm ground sampling distance (GSD) digital aerial
photography to extract individual tree canopy cover in forest in the Canadian Rocky
Mountains. These canopy cover measurements were then related to field measured tree
canopy cover and stem diameter to estimate stocking density. There was a significant
correlation between estimates derived from the aerial photography and field data to
enable them to be used as inputs into a model to predict the potential impacts of mountain pine beetle on these forest stands (Coggins et al. 2008, Wulder, White, Coggins,
Ortlepp, Coops, Heath and Mora 2012). Laliberte et al. (2010) used ultra-high resolution digital aerial photography (4 cm GSD) to estimate percent cover of vegetation
and bare ground for a range of vegetation communities in rangelands in south-western
USA. They reported high correlations between shrub, grasses and non-vegetated surfaces derived from imagery and field-based measures (Laliberte et al. 2010). One of the
motivating factors for their study was to develop reliable methods which enabled the
assessment of plots at an equivalent scale and detail to field-based sampling measurements, over extensive and often remote areas (Laliberte et al. 2010).
Remote sensing technology is particularly suited to the Northern Territory, due to the
low population density, harsh climate and vast areas (Hill and Carter 1999, Whiteside
et al. 2011). The Northern Territory Government (NTG) is currently implementing a remote sensing monitoring program based on the Landsat suite of sensors. The temporal
and spatial scales of these data has the potential to enable objective assessment of the
landscape at a regional scale (Wallace et al. 2006, Karfs et al. 2009). The aim of this remote sensing program is to use quantitative information derived from both the historical
archive and current Landsat imagery to monitor and assess land cover across the entire
Northern Territory. This requires the development and assessment of models to predict
biophysical parameters (e.g. woody cover estimates and fractional ground cover) from
the suite of Landsat sensors. Studies that use coarser spatial resolution satellite imagery, such as Landsat (30 m GSD), to estimate biophysical parameters often develop
predictive models by relating field measured data to the satellite imagery (Armston et al.
2009, Scarth et al. 2010). To enable these models to be developed, a sufficient quantity
of field data covering the range of variability across the landscape is required. The collection of an adequate number of field sites to calibrate and validate products derived
from sensors such as Landsat at a regional scale can be inhibited by both financial cost
and logistical constraints (Laliberte et al. 2010, Armston et al. 2013). In addition to
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these constraints, assessment of the models applied to historical imagery needs to be
compared to biophysical parameters measured at the time of the image capture. The
level of detail within aerial photography has enabled it to be used as a surrogate for the
collection of ground data (Mannel et al. 2006). A number of studies have used aerial
photography to derive biophysical parameters to calibrate Landsat satellite imagery (Xu
et al. 2003, Pu et al. 2003, Carreiras et al. 2006, Samani Majd et al. 2013). Samani Majd
et al. (2013) reported significant correlation between Landsat derived Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and fractional canopy cover measured from digital
aerial photographs. In many instances, aerial photographs may be the only available
data from which to assess the accuracy of results derived from coarse scale historical
satellite imagery. Often when aerial photography is used to produce calibration and validation data, the assumption is made that the interpretation of the aerial photographs are
correct,when in fact there may be significant errors in the interpretation which remain
unknown unless validation of the results are undertaken (Congalton and Green 2009).
The NTG has a large archive of aerial photographs captured since 1940’s (http://www.
ntlis.nt.gov.au/imfPublic/airPhotoimf.jsp). In 2008 the NTG moved away from the traditional film aerial photography and now routinely captures imagery using digital format cameras. The extensive archive of very high resolution digital aerial photography
held by the NTG has the potential to be a valuable source of calibration and validation
data for use with coarser spatial resolution sensors. The combined spatial resolution
and radiometric quality of the digital sensors (Leberl et al. 2012) used to capture the
imagery across the Northern Territory has the potential to enable accurate measurements of biophysical parameters from woody vegetation. The spatial extent of these
data would enable a large number of surrogate field sites to be randomly generated
across the Northern Territory, representing a broad range of vegetation communities.
To enable these data to be used as a surrogate for field data the biophysical parameters
measured need to be first extracted from the imagery, and secondly, the accuracy of the
information derived needs to be quantified. The objectives of this study are: (1) develop
a methodology that enables the extraction of quantitative woody vegetation biophysical
parameters from very high resolution digital aerial photography, (2) statistically quantify the relationship between digital aerial photography and field measured biophysical
parameters, and (3) identify and assess the effect of different GSD on the biophysical
parameters extracted from digital aerial photographs. The overall aim of this study is
to investigate the utility of very high resolution digital aerial photography to be used
as a surrogate for the collection of field data. This paper presents the methodology developed to extract biophysical parameters from digital aerial photography captured at
both 15 cm and 30 cm GSD and evaluates the accuracy of the quantitative information
derived from the imagery.
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2.2
2.2.1

Methods
Study area

The field sites and aerial photography used in this study are distributed across the Northern Territory of Australia (2.1). The Northern Territory covers an area of 1,346,664 km2 ,
representing approximately 16.5% of the entire Australian landmass. It is sparsely populated with most people living in the main urban centres of Darwin, Katherine and Alice
Springs. The climate is varied, ranging from wet dry tropics in the north, transitioning
to semiarid and arid regions in the south (Ringrose et al. 1994). Temperatures are generally warm all year with the annual average temperature ranging from 32◦ C in Darwin,
34◦ C in Katherine, 32◦ C in Tennant creek and 29◦ C in Alice Springs. Much of the
Northern Territory is influenced by a monsoonal climate with a majority of the rainfall
occurring between the months of October and April (McDonald and McAlpine 1991).
There is a distinct rainfall gradient moving south (Cook and Heerdegen 2001) with average annual rainfall of 1729 mm recorded at Darwin airport, 1133 mm in Katherine,
474 mm for Tennant Creek and 283 mm recorded in Alice Springs (www.bom.gov.au).

Fig. 2.1 Location of the study area Northern Territory (NT) Australia, major bioregions obtained from the Interim Biogeographic Regionalisation for Australia (IBRA)
version 7 (http://www.environment.gov.au/land/nrs/science/ibra).
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Woody vegetation in the Northern Territory is dominated by three main Genera, Eucalyptus and Corymbia in the north transitioning to Acacia communities in the arid
south (Wilson et al. 1990). Large areas of the northern region are dominated by Eucalyptus tetrodonta and E. miniata woodlands to open forests containing a mid-stratum
of mixed semi-deciduous to deciduous trees and shrubs and grasses (Williams et al.
1997). Melaleuca species are found on floodplains and river systems (Franklin et al.
2007), while pockets of dry and wet rain forests are scattered across the northern half
of the Northern Territory (Wilson et al. 1990). Moving south into the semi-arid regions
woodlands and low open woodlands consisting of E. tectifica, Corymbia terminalis and
E. chlorophylla are common on undulating plains and plateaux (Wilson et al. 1990). In
the coastal Gulf region (Fig 2.1, IBRA7 code GUC), both E. tetrodonta and E. miniata are more dominant, while C. dichromophloia, E. tetrodonta and E. patellaris are
found on the undulating plains of the Sturt Plateau (IBRA7 code = STU). Large stands
of E. pruinosa low woodlands are found in more poorly drained areas while Melaleuca
woodlands are found on extensive low lying plains close to the coast (Wilson et al.
1990). Large areas of tussock grassland containing scattered trees and shrubs are found
on cracking clay soils in the east (Barkly Tablelands, IBRA7 code MGD) and west (Victoria River Region, IBRA7 codes VIB, OVB). E. microtheca low open woodlands are
found along clay-dominated water courses and intermittent swamps on clay plains and
at the southern end of the semi-arid region (Wilson et al. 1990). Toward the southern
edge of the semi-arid and into the arid region Acacia shrublands and open-shrublands
are the most common woody vegetation communities. Acacia aneura (mulga) is the
most common woody species in this region and it is found in a wide range of habitat
types (Nicholas et al. 2009, Bowman et al. 1994), with open to sparse shrublands of
A. kempanana dominate rocky calcareous landscapes (Wilson et al. 1990). Large tracts
of spinifex (Triodia spp.) hummock grasslands are found across the sandy plains and
dune fields of the central Australian deserts (Buckley 1981, Bowman et al. 2007). Eucalyptus camaldulensis is commonly found along the major sandy watercourses of the
semi-arid and arid zones, while in areas fringing episodic water holes E. microtheca
and E. camaldulensis low open woodlands and Melaleuca glomerata open-shrublands
are common (Wilson et al. 1990). For a more detailed review of the diverse range of
vegetation communities across the Northern Territory readers are directed to Wilson
et al. (1990).
2.2.2

Aerial photography

A total of 31 aerial photograph mosaics captured between the years 2010 and 2013
were used in this study. They cover abroad range of structural formations and vegeta-
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tion communities ranging from monsoon rainforests, savannah woodlands dominated
by Eucalyptus and Corymbia trees, Mulga woodlands, Acacia shrublands and Triodia
grasslands (Fig 2.2). The imagery used in this project has been captured on either a
Vexcel Ultracam D orUltracam X large-format digital camera. These cameras have
four multispectral bands (red, green, blue and near infrared) and one panchromatic
band, captured at 14-bit dynamic range (Gruber and Reitinger 2008, Leberl and Gruber 2005). The majority of digital aerial photography projects commissioned by the
NTG are captured in the early dry season (around May–June) to reduce the impact of
cloud,smoke, and haze on the imagery. To minimise the impact of shadow,imagery
captured over areas with steep terrain and woody cover is restricted to times with a
minimum solar altitude of 35◦ and for areas with open woody cover and flat terrain a
minimum of 25◦ . Image processing is undertaken by the commercial contractors who
produce a true colour (red, green, blue) orthorectified mosaic with a dynamic range of
8 bit. Imagery is supplied in a JPEG2000 compression format (10:1) with a reported
spatial accuracy of < ± 1 m. The ground sampling distances (GSD) of imagery captured is dependent on the requirements of the project. For this study, only 15 cm and
30 cm orthorectified mosaics supplied in true colour (red, green, blue) 8 bit dynamic
range were available, captured between 2010 and 2013.
2.2.3

Field data

In total, 168 field sites located across the Northern Territory were available for use
in this study (Fig 2.3 (a)). These field sites were sampled for a variety of projects
undertaken by the NTG between the years 2009 and 2013. A number of the sites used
in this study were part of a network of plots, which had been remeasured between the
years 2010–2013 (Cuff and Brocklehurst 2015). In some instances, the same field sites
were measured on different dates, these sites were used to assess aerial photography
captured at either different GSD or on different dates. Locations of field sites were
selected based on a methodology developed by the NTG rangelands monitoring unit to
enable these data to be used with satellite imagery, this method is based on national
Australian guidelines detailed in Muir et al. (2011). Sites were located within large
homogeneous patches of vegetation 100 m from any boundary effect or disturbance
(Muir et al. 2011). At each field site, a range of plant biophysical parameters and
ground cover estimates were obtained over a 100 m × 100 m quadrat. These data were
measured using a point-based intercept method which obtains measurements at 1 m
intervals along three 100 m tapes configured in a star shape (Fig 2.4). A densitometer
sight tube (Stumpf 1993)
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Fig. 2.2 Example of four of the sites used in this study; 15 cm GSD aerial photograph (left) and corresponding field site photograph (right); (a) Mixed species Monsoon
forest,(b) Eucalyptus miniata and E. tetrodonta woodland (c) Acacia aneura (Mulga)
woodland and (d) Sparse Acacia shrubland.
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was used at the operator’s eye height to record vertical intercepts of green leaf, dead
leaf, branch, and sky within the extent of canopy for woody vegetation for the upper
and mid stratum. Below the operators eye height an optical laser pointer was used
to record the intercepts for woody vegetation in the ground stratum. In addition to the
woody vegetation parameters, estimates of ground cover were also obtained along these
transects. The ground layer measurements included green and dead leaf for herbs, forbs
and grasses,litter, bare ground, rock and cryptogam. Stand basal area (SBA) estimates
(m2 ha−1 ) for individual woody species were also obtained for each site using a Haglöf
factor gauge (Muir et al. 2011). At each site, seven individual basal sweeps were performed at predefined locations on the star transect (Muir et al. 2011). The mean of these
measures were used to calculate the SBA (m2 ha−1 ) for live and dead trees at each site.
The centre of each plot was recorded using aver-aged GPS readings. Averaged GPS
readings were recorded during the measurement of each field site which took between
1 to 3 h. Parameters for woody vegetation, such as total canopy cover, plant projective
cover and foliage projective cover for the overstory, mid story and ground stratum are
derived for each site. Foliage projective cover (FPC) represents the percentage of the
sample site covered by the vertical projection of green foliage for woody vegetation.
In this project, three broad vegetation strata were recorded, upper, mid and ground as
defined in Brocklehurst et al. (2007). The number of strata recorded was dependent
on the woody vegetation structure at each site. In some instance no upper or mid stratum existed, the height of vegetation in each strata is site specific and determined by
the field team at the time of data collection. This enabled the proportion of FPC to
be calculated for each stratum, UF P C represents FPC for the upper canopy, UMF P C is
the combination of the upper and mid canopy FPC and UMGF P C represents the total
woody FPC for the site. Plant projective cover (PPC) represents the percentage of a site
which is covered by the vertical projection of both green, dead foliage (dead leaf) and
branches for woody vegetation for all three strata. Canopy Cover (CC) is defined as the
percentage of the sample site within the periphery of the tree crown, treating the crown
as opaque (Walker and Hopkins 1990). In this study, CC represented the area of the site
covered by the vertical projection of PPC and sky (canopy gaps) recorded within the
crowns of woody vegetation in the upper and mid stratum.
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Fig. 2.3 (a) Location of all the field sites used in this study; (b) sites used to independently assess the relationship between digital aerial photography and predicted live
SBA;(c) sites used to assess the relationship between tree canopy parameters and aerial
photography GSD 15 cm; and (d) GSD 30 cm.
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Fig. 2.4 Example of the transect configuration of a 100 m × 100 m (1 ha) field site used
to collect woody cover estimates, circles denote where tree basal area measurements
were collected.
2.2.4

Canopy biophysical parameters and aerial photography

Of the 168 sites available, 75 were located within the extent of digital aerial photography representing a broad range of structural classes (Table 2.1). These 75 field sites
were used to assess the relationship between aerial photography and field measured
woody biophysical canopy parameters. For aerial photography captured at 15 cm GSD,
50 individual field site measurements (on different sampling dates) from 46 sites were
available, while 52 individual field site measurements recorded from 50 field sites were
used to assess aerial photography captured at 30 cm GSD. Twenty of the 75 field sites
used in this study had aerial photography captured at both 15 cm and 30 cm GSD and
were used to investigate the difference between parameters derived from aerial photography at the same field sites. The difference between the field and image capture dates
used in this study are summarised in Tables 2 and 3, with 75% of field sites measured
<1 year of the image capture.
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Table 2.1 Summary of the field sites used to investigate the relationship between tree
biophysical parameters and 15 cm and 30 cm GSD aerial photographs, field sites are
grouped into broad structural classes based on the National Vegetation Information System (Brocklehurst et al. 2007).
NVIS class

No. sites Mean
range
Mean SBA (range)
No. sites No. sites
CC (%)
(m2 ha−1 )
15 cm GSD30 cm GSD
Low isolated shrubs
8
1.2
(0.33-3.99)
0.04
(0.00–0.19)
1
7
Low isolated trees
1
3.7
0.93
1
Low open forest
1
55.0
7.46
1
Low open woodland
10
13.3 (8.65 - 18.33)
2.11
(1.69 - 3.04)
6
4
Low sparse shrubs
2
6.3
(5.66 - 7.00)
0.02 (0.00 - 0.042)
1
1
Low tussock grassland
1
0.0
0.00
1
Low woodland
13
29.5 (20.00 - 37.33) 3.68
(0.35 - 6.60)
9
4
Mid closed forest
7
94.2 (89.63 - 100)
26.63 (17.78 - 34.2)
4
3
Mid hummock grassland
2
0.0
0.00
2
Mid isolated shrubs
1
0.7
0.00
1
Mid isolated trees
2
3.5
(2.33 - 4.65)
0.51
(0.00 - 0.09)
2
Mid open forest
22
64.2 (53.00 - 77.99) 13.74 (5.96 -20.14)
13
9
Mid open woodland
6
11.6 (5.66 - 17.34)
1.44
(0.03 -2.64)
3
3
Mid sparse shrubland
2
6.7
(6.31 - 7.00)
0.02
(0.00 -0.04)
2
Mid woodland
20
34.9 (21.26 - 49.33) 5.66
(1.37 -14.93)
10
10
Tall isolated shrubland
1
0.0
0.66
1
Tall open shrubland
1
28.0
3.94
1
Tall sparse shrubland
2
10.0 (6.00 - 14.00)
1.41
(0.11 -2.71)
1
1

Table 2.2 Summary statistics for the number of days between the field and image capture dates for the 15 cm GSD aerial photography.
15 cm
n sites
min (days)
max (days)
mean (days)

< 1 year
34
9
350
120

1-2 years
10
373
493
413

2-3 years
6
737
1093
837

Table 2.3 Summary statistics for the number of days between the field and image capture dates for the 30 cm GSD aerial photography.
15 cm
n sites
min (days)
max (days)
mean (days)
2.2.5

< 1 year
43
24
342
143

1-2 years
3
735
736
735

2-3 years
5
770
783
776

4-5 years
1
1477
1477

Classification of aerial photographs

For each of the field sites, a 100 m × 100 m subset was extracted from the digital aerial
photo mosaic and classification of these data was performed using an object based image analysis (OBIA) approach in eCognition®Developer 8. A ruleset was developed
that first segmented the image into meaningfully sized objects and then classified the
image using a supervised nearest neighbour classification algorithm (Fig.2.5). This
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studies area of interest encompasses a broad range of vegetation communities from
the wet-dry tropics to the arid deserts of interior Australia. The digital number values
representing green vegetation for the different vegetation communities across the NT
were highly variable (see Fig. 2.2). Classification of imagery using an OBIA approach
has been shown to reduce the salt and pepper effect in the imagery and increase accuracy of the classification over a per-pixel approach in northern Australia (Whiteside
et al. 2011). Coggins et al. (2008) successfully used an OBIA supervised classification
approach to obtain tree crown areas from aerial photography. Laliberte et al. (2010)
developed an OBIA hierarchical classification approach which used a combination of
rule based based and supervised nearest neighbour algorithm to successfully classify
ultra-high resolution aerial photography. They used the nearest neighbour algorithm to
classify the image at the finer scale level as it enabled them to take in to account the
spectral variability of tar-get objects in different images (Laliberte et al. 2010). The
OBIA supervised classification method used in this study enables the user to rapidly
train the classification algorithm taking into account the specific spectral variability
within each aerial photograph sub-set. For a comprehensive review of OBIA readers
are referred to Blaschke (2010) and Blaschke et al. (2014).

Fig. 2.5 Example of the segmentation and classification of 15 cm digital aerial photography, showing that objects produced from the fine segmentation of the imagery which
enable gaps in the tree canopy to be identified and classified.
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Table 2.4 Example of the summary statistic for objects derived in the segmentation
process and the number of objects used for the training of each class for sites shown
in Figure 2.2. The letter in brackets in the site column corresponds to the 15 cm aerial
photograph shown in Figure 2.2 and for two sites (a) and (b) where both GSD were
captured the summary statistics for 30 cm imagery are also shown.

Site

GSD

Total
no.

HJ(a)
HJ
HOW(b)
HOW
MURR(c)
EPA(d)

15 cm
30 cm
15 cm
30 cm
15 cm
15 cm

168652
37067
152203
54740
136948
130327

2.2.6

Image Objects statistics
Max
Min
Mean (SD)
no.
no.
no. pixels
pixels pixels
1
32
2.64 (2.37)
1
35
3.00 (2.62)
1
32
2.92 (2.64)
1
20
2.03 (1.59)
1
40
3.48 (3.13)
1
50
3.63 (3.29)

Training samples per class (no. objects)
Green
Trunk Green
woody Ground Shadow Branch grass
1587
81
981
71
67
136

555
211
1256
2748

35
19
151
47
129
56

7
5
6
8

40

Segmentation

The multi-resolution segmentation algorithm used by eCognition is a bottom-up region
merging technique, starting with single pixel objects. During the hierarchical segmentation smaller image objects are merged into larger ones, based on unit-less parameters
scale, colour and shape (Benz et al. 2004). These parameters define the growth in
heterogeneity between adjacent image objects and this iterative process stops once the
smallest growth exceeds the threshold defined by the scale parameter (Laliberte et al.
2007). To define the segmentation parameter, a number of different values were assessed to determine the optimal segmentation of the aerial photography for both GSD.
This is a subjective process which relies on the operator’s expert knowledge to select
parameters that produce objects at a meaningful size. The main objective of this study
was to identify green woody vegetation cover in a broad range of vegetation communities. Thus the final parameters for the segmentation of the 15 and 30 cm aerial photographs were chosen to reduce the spectral heterogeneity in the image while still retaining enough detail to identify gaps in individual tree canopies. The final parameters
selected for the segmentation of both the 15 cm and 30 cm imagery were; scale 3, colour
and shape 0.9/0.1 and smoothness/compactness 0.5/0.5 respectively. All three spectral
bands were weighted evenly (weight value = 1) in the segmentation. An example of
the number of objects and summary statistics for the aerial photographs for field sites
shown in Figure 2.2 are detailed in Table 2.4.
2.2.7

Classification

The supervised nearest neighbour classification algorithm used in this study returns a
value for each object indicating the probability of belonging to a certain class. If an
object is identical to a sample it is given a value of one, while objects different from
a sample are assigned a value between zero and one based on a fuzzy dependency of
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the feature space distance to the nearest sample of a class (Trimble 2013). The user
determines both the number of classes used in the classification and the features used
to define the feature space. A large number of statistics describing colour,shape and
texture characteristics derived from the image objects are available to define the feature
space used in the classification (Blaschke 2010). In this study, only the mean digital
numbers from each band were used to define the feature space used in the classification. For the majority of the aerial photograph subsets four main classes were defined
(1) green woody vegetation, (2) branches or trunks, (3) shadow and (4) ground layer.
Due to the dry season conditions at the time of a majority of the image capture dates,
the ground layer class usually consisted of either bare ground or non-green vegetation.
In some instances where the ground stratum had green grass present, a fifth class (green
grass) was added to the classification to reduce confusion between green woody and
no-woody vegetation. For each aerial photograph subset, samples were selected from
across the image to train each of the classes. The number of training samples per class
varied (see Table 2.4 for an example) and was dependent on the area covered by the
particular class in the aerial photograph. On average, about 1% of the total objects
were selected as training objects to classify each aerial photograph subset. It took between 20 and 30 min to process each aerial photo subset this included extracting the
100 m × 100 m sub-set from the aerial photo mosaic, selecting the training samples
for each class and running the classification and exporting the results. The results of
the classification were exported to enable accuracy assessment of the classification and
identify the proportion of area (m2 ) for each class. The area attributed to the green
woody vegetation class (APGW C ) was used to estimate the percentage green woody
cover for each 1 ha site. The green woody cover estimates derived from each of the
aerial photograph subsets were then compared with the field measured tree biophysical parameters CC, PPC, UFPC, UMF P C and UMGF P C to identify any relationships
between the estimates of APGW C obtained from the digital aerial photography. The
APGW C estimates derived from the aerial photographs were also used to predict live
woody SBA for each of the plots.
2.2.8

Classification method accuracy assessment

In order to assess the performance of the classifier’s ability to predict the desired classes
based on the training data, a test was undertaken to understand the classifier commission and omission error when used on novel data that were not used in the formation
of the algorithm. This tests how well the method generalises to new examples from the
same data domain (Baldi et al. 2000). This test requires the same expert operator who
collected the training data to undertake labelling of additional random samples across
the RGB digital aerial photograph. Assessment of the accuracy of the classified aerial
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photographs was undertaken on a subset (30) of the 96 sites used in this study. Fifteen sites were randomly selected to represent each spatial resolution (GSD 15 cm and
30 cm). To produce a reference dataset to evaluate the classification, 200 points were
randomly generated in a GIS for each of the 30 aerial photographs and overlayed on the
100 m × 100 m RGB aerial photograph subset. The 200 points were visually evaluated
and assigned to one of the five classes used in the classification and the point vector files
were then intersected with the corresponding classified image to produce the accuracy
statistics. The results were then pooled into their respective GSD categories (15 cm =
3000 points, 30 cm = 3000 points) to calculate the producer (commission error) and
user accuracy (omission error) for each class and the overall accuracy, which were presented in a standard error matrix (Congalton and Green 2009).
2.2.9

Stand basal area and aerial photography

An allometric relationship between coincident field measured UMGF P C and live stand
basal area (SBA) measurements was developed from 127 sites across the Northern Territory. This allometric relationship was developed using a non-linear power function
based on a robust regression technique;
liveba = a ∗ xb + c ∗ xd

(2.1)

where a, b, c, and d are the best fit parameters and x is the field measured UMGF P C .
The field-based allometric relationship was then applied to estimates of APGW C derived from aerial photography, captured at 15 cm and 30 cm GSD to predict live SBA.
A robust regression technique was chosen as the independent variables (field measured
UMGF P C ) would not be free of measurement error and robust regression techniques
are less impacted by outliers (Cohen et al. 2003). To independently assess the live SBA
estimates derived from the aerial photography, 50 of the 168 field sites available in this
study were not used in the development of the allometric equation. Forty four of the 50
sites were randomly selected from the 75 sites used in the assessment of canopy biophysical parameters and aerial photography. These 44 randomly selected sites contained
both field measured UMGF P C and live SBA, while only live SBA measurements were
recorded during the field surveys at the remaining six sites. The allometric equation
developed in this study was applied to field measured UMGF P C (n = 44) and APGW C
(n = 50) obtained from the independent sites.
2.2.10

Statistical analysis of relationship between field biophysical parameters and
APGW C

The assumption in this study was that field measured biophysical parameters represent
the accurate measure of these parameters at each location. A number of statistics were
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used to identify and assess the relationships between measures derived from the aerial
photographs and the field woody vegetation cover and live SBA measures. Pearson’s
product moment correlation coefficient (Zar 1984) was used to assess the correlation between the field-based biophysical parameters and photo-derived green woody cover and
predicted live SBA. The root mean square error (RMSE) (Congalton and Green 2009)
was used to assess the overall error (difference) between the field-measured biophysical
parameters and the photo-derived estimates. Variance was used to assess the precision
of the biophysical estimates from the aerial photography and the field-measured estimates. Bias was calculated to assess the average difference between the photo-derived
and field-measured parameters and indicates the dispersion of data around the one-toone line. To determine if there were statistically significant differences between APGW C
derived from aerial photography and the field-measured biophysical parameters (CC,
PPC, UF P C , UMF P C , UMGF P C ,live SBA) a paired t-test was used with a confidence
level of 99% (Zar 1984).

2.3
2.3.1

Results
Classification accuracy assessment

The results of the accuracy assessment of the classified aerial photographs are presented
in Tables 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. For sites captured at 15 cm GSD the minimum individual
accuracy was 69.5%. This occurred in a Eucalyptus tetrodonta and Euc miniata open
forest site located in the north half of the NT. The site with the highest accuracy (89%)
occurred in a site dominated by Eucalyptus tectifica also located in the northern half of
the NT. The overall accuracy for the 15 cm imagery was 80%, with the highest individual accuracy for the ground layer class. For the green woody vegetation class (the
focus of this study) the producer and user accuracy was similar to the overall accuracy
(≈80%), with the majority of the commission and omission error between the ground
layer and shadow classes. While there was minor omission and commission error between the green grass and branch/trunk class and green woody vegetation. The producer
and user accuracy for the branch and trunk class was very low with commission error
between the green woody vegetation, ground layer and shadow classes. Producer’s accuracy for the green grass class was low with commission error between green woody
vegetation and ground layer class, and omission error occurring as a result of confusion
with the ground layer, shadow and green woody vegetation classes. For the 30 cm classification accuracy the lowest value (74.5%) occurred in a site located in the semi-arid
zone dominated by the species Bauhinia cunninghamii. The highest accuracy (97%)
occurred in two sites located in the arid zone. The accuracy for the classification for
sites at 30 cm GSD was higher than the 15 cm imagery with an overall accuracy of 86%.
While overall accuracy was higher than the 15 cm imagery the users and producers ac25

curacy for the green woody vegetation class for 30 cm imagery was slightly lower. As
with the results of the 15 cm classification most of the omission and commission error
for the green woody vegetation class occurred between the shadow and ground layer
classes. The accuracy of the ground layer was high with most omission and commission error between the green woody vegetation, shadow and green grass classes. For the
green grass class most omission and commission error occurred with the ground layer
class. The branch and trunk class was not assessed as none were identified during the
visual assessment of the 3000 randomly selected points.
Table 2.5 Accuracy of the 15 aerial photographs 15 cm (GSD) randomly selected to assess the object based classification, along with the NVIS structural class, broad climatic
zone and dominant vegetation species taken from the field data.
NVIS class
Broad climate Zone Dominant vegetation species
Accuracy
Low open woodland Semi-arid
Lophostemon lactifluus /Acacia auriculiformis
81.5
Low woodland
Semi-arid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta
82.5
Low woodland
Humid
Acacia estrophialata
81.5
Low woodland
Arid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta / Eucalyptus miniata
70.0
Mid closed forest
Humid
Eucalyptus tectifica
89.0
Mid closed forest
Humid
Bauhinia cunninghamii
80.0
Mid open Forest
Humid
Erythrophleum chlorostachys / Corymbia polysciada
80.5
Mid open forest
Humid
Callitris intratropica
77.0
Mid open forest
Humid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta / Eucalyptus miniata
69.5
Mid open woodland Arid
Corymbia opaca / Acacia coriacea
80.0
Mid woodland
Semi-arid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta / Eucalyptus miniata
88.5
Mid woodland
Humid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta / Eucalyptus miniata
84.0
Mid woodland
Semi-arid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta / Eucalyptus miniata
79.5
Mid woodland
Humid
Corymbia dichromophloia
71.5
Tall sparse shrubland Arid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta / Eucalyptus miniata
87.0
Broad climatic zones are defined by the median rainfall (Figure 5.2), Humid zone > 1000 mm, Semi-arid zone
500-1000 mm and Arid zone < 500 mm.

Table 2.6 Accuracy of the 15 aerial photographs 30 cm (GSD) randomly selected to assess the object based classification, along with the NVIS structural class, broad climatic
zone and dominant vegetation species taken from the field data.
NVIS class
Broad climate Zone Dominant vegetation species
Accuracy
Low open woodland Semi-arid
Lophostemon lactifluus /Acacia auriculiformis
81.5
Low isolated shrubs Arid
Acacia kempeana
90.0
Low isolated shrubs Arid
Acacia aneura/Eremphila spp
89.5
Low isolated shrubs Arid
Sclerolaena laniscuspis/Enneapogon polyphyllus
77.5
Low isolated trees
Arid
Corymbia terminalis
77.0
Low open forest
Semi-arid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta/Eucalyptus miniata
82.0
Low open woodland Arid
Acacia aneura/Senna spp
79.0
Low open woodland Semi-arid
Bauhinia cunninghamii
74.5
Mid closed forest
Humid
Acacia auriculiformis/Carpentaria acuminata
85.0
Mid isolated shrubs Arid
Eremophila duttonii
97.0
Mid isolated trees
Humid
Corymbia polycarpa
92.5
Mid open woodland Arid
Eucalyptus microtheca
93.5
Mid sparse shrubland Arid
Acacia aneura/Acacia kempeana
97.0
Mid sparse shrubland Arid
Acacia kempeana
90.0
Mid woodland
Arid
Acacia aneura
89.5
Mid woodland
Humid
Eucalyptus tetrodonta/Eucalyptus miniata
77.5
Broad climatic zones are defined by the median rainfall (Figure 5.2), Humid zone > 1000 mm, Semi-arid zone
500-1000 mm and Arid zone < 500 mm.
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Table 2.7 Error matrix showing the accuracy assessment results for the classification of
15 cm GSD digital aerial photography (n = 15 sites).
Reference data
Classified data

Green
woody

Green woody
726
Shadow
97
Ground layer
99
Branches and trunks
1
Green grass
6
Total
929
Producers accuracy
78.1 %
Overall accuracy 80.1 %

Shadow

Ground
layer

72
389
103
0
16
580
67.1

100
48
1232
5
22
1407
87.6

Branches
and
trunks
4
1
3
1
0
9
11.4

Green
grass
12
0
8
0
55
75
73.3

Total
914
535
1445
7
99
3000

Users
accuracy
79.4 %
72.7 %
85.3 %
14.3 %
55.6 %

Table 2.8 Error matrix showing the accuracy assessment results for the classification of
30 cm GSD digital aerial photography (n = 15 sites).
Reference data
Classified data

Green
woody

Green woody
306
Shadow
60
Ground layer
39
Branches and trunks
3
Green grass
6
Total
436
Producers accuracy
73.9 %
Overall accuracy 86.1 %

2.3.2
2.3.2.1

Shadow

Ground
layer

51
220
75
0
17
345
60.6

57
23
1942
0
52
2070
93.6

Branches
and
trunks
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0

Green
grass
3
5
26
0
115
149
77.2

Total
417
308
2082
3
190
3000

Users
accuracy
73.4 %
71.4 %
93.3 %
0.0 %
60.5 %

Relationship between field biophysical parameters and APGW C
15 cm aerial photography

The results show that there is a significant correlation between the field measured cover
parameters (UF P C , UMF P C , UMGF P C , PPC, CC) and 15 cm aerial derived APGW C
estimates (n = 50) (Fig. 2.6, Table 2.9). Field-measured UF P C and UMF P C were overestimated by APGW C and conversely PPC and CC were underestimated (Fig. 6). The
lowest RMSE value was found between UMGF P C and APGW C while the variance was
slightly lower between UMF P C and APGW C . The lowest bias value was recorded between UMGF P C and APGW C which is also reflected in the scatter around the 1 for 1
line (Fig. 6). A paired t-test (α= 0.01) was used to assess if there were differences in the
mean values between field-based measurements and the aerial photo derived estimates
(Fig. 2.6). The only field based cover parameter that was not significantly different to
the mean of APGW C estimates was UMGF P C .
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Table 2.9 Results of assessment of the relationship between APGW C estimated from
15 cm digital aerial photography and field woody cover estimates (UF P C , UMF P C ,
UMGF P C , PPC and CC).
Woody cover parameter
UF P C
UMF P C
UMGF P C
PPC
CC

2.3.2.2

r RMSE Variance Bias T statistic
0.92 10.85
62.85
7.49
−6.68
0.95 7.28
38.17
3.94
−4.51
0.95 6.84
47.74
0.09
0.09
0.95 8.62
52.86
−4.74
4.61
0.95 14.83
88.12 −11.56
8.71

P value
<0.001
<0.001
0.926
<0.001
<0.001

30 cm aerial photography

The results for the 30 cm imagery (n = 52) are similar to the 15 cm imagery with high
correlations between all field-measured woody cover parameters and APGW C (Fig. 2.6,
Table 2.10). The scatter plots show that field measured UF P C was overestimated by
APGW C , while UMF P C and UMGF P C were scattered around the 1:1 line. Both PPC
and CC were underestimated when compared to APGW C values. Based on the r, RMSE,
variance and bias statistics shown in Table 2.10, both UMF P C and UMGF P C had the
strongest relationship with APGW C , with UMF P C having both the lowest RMSE and
variance. Results from the paired t-test (α= 0.01) show that both field measured UMF P C
and UMGF P C were not significantly different to the mean values of APGW C .

Table 2.10 Results of assessment of the relationship between APGW C estimated from
30 cm digital aerial photography and field woody cover estimates (UF P C , UMF P C ,
UMGF P C , PPC and CC).
Woody cover parameter
UF P C
UMF P C
UMGF P C
PPC
CC

r RMSE Variance Bias T statistic
0.92 8.81
56.98
4.66
−4.45
0.95 6.89
44.68
1.91
−2.06
0.94 7.39
53.48
−1.46
1.44
0.95 9.66
67.93
−5.16
4.51
0.95 15.88 141.14 −10.67
6.47
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P value
<0.001
0.045
0.157
<0.001
<0.001

Fig. 2.6 Scatter plots showing the relationship between APGW C (x-axis) estimated from
digital aerial photography captured at GSD 15 cm (a–e) and 30 cm (f–j) and fieldmeasured UF P C , UMF P C , UMGF P C , PPC and CC (y-axis), fitted line represents the
1:1 correspondence.
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2.3.3

Comparison of the results between aerial photography captured at 15 cm and
30 cm GSD

The results show that the relationship between the field measured canopy parameters
and imagery was stronger for 15 cm GSD in comparison to imagery captured at 30 cm
GSD (Fig. 2.6). Overall the variance was lower for the 15 cm data for each of the
parameters assessed, which is reflected in the spread of data in Fig. 2.6. Variance between field tree canopy parameters for both the 15 cm and 30 cm imagery was lowest
between UMF P C , however, for all other statistics the relationship was strongest with
UMGF P C for both 15 cm and 30 cm GSD. To further investigate the influence of the
different GSD, comparisons were made between the APGW C values derived from 20
field sites where both 15 cm and 30 cm aerial photographs had been captured. A paired
t-test was used to investigate if there was a statistically significant difference between
the APGW C estimates derived from the two different GSD. There was a high correlation (r = 0.94) between APGW C derived from aerial photography at GSD of 15 cm and
30 cm for most sites (Fig.2.7). The results of the paired t-test indicated that there was
no significant difference between the two spatial resolutions (T value = 1.35; P-value =
0.191; α= 0.01). While most of these data points were close to the 1:1 line, a number of
outliers were present, recording up to 22% difference in estimated APGW C between the
different GSD.
2.3.4

Stand basal area

The best fit function for the allometric relationship between field-measured UMGF P C
and live SBA is shown in Fig. 2.7. The scatter around the best fit function highlights
the variability in the relationship between UMGF P C and live SBA, with the greatest
variance occurring between the ranges of 30 and 60% UMGF P C . Summary statistics
for the non-linear power function and best fit parameters for the allometric equation are
presented in Table 2.11. The allometric relationship was then applied to independent
field measured UMGF P C (n = 44) and aerial photograph (n = 50) measured APGW C
to assess the accuracy of the predicted live SBA measures.The statistics used to assess the overall accuracy based on the predicted and observed values (Table 2.11) show
that there was little difference between the 127 sites used to define the allometric relationship and the 50 independent sites. The predicted (Equ. 2.1 ) and observed live
SBA estimates derived from aerial photography APGW C and field-measured UMGF P C
for the independent validation sites are presented in Figure 2.9. It shows that the predicted values above10 m2 ha−1 were generally underestimating live SBA, which may be
a reflection on the limited number of sites used to independently assess the allometric
relationship in this value range. A paired t-test between the 44 independent sites with
field-measured UMGF P C and aerial photography APGW C estimates showed that there
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was no significant difference between live SBA estimated from either field or aerial
photography APGW C (T value = 1.94; P-value = 0.059; α= 0.01).

Fig. 2.7 Scatter plot showing the relationship between APGW C derived from aerial photography captured at both 15 cm and 30 cm GSD for the same field site, fitted line
represents the 1:1 correspondence.

Fig. 2.8 Fitted line for the allometric relationship between field-measured UMGF P C
and live SBA m2 ha−1 ; the equation for the fitted line is shown in equ 2.1 and the best
fit parameters are shown in Table 2.11
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Table 2.11 Best fit parameters for the allometric equation and summary statistics for
live SBA predicted from field UMGF P C and aerial derived APGW C using the allometric
relationship developed between coincident field-measured live tree SBA (m2 ha−1 ) and
UMGF P C (%).
Allometric relationship

Best Fit
Parameters

No.field sites
r
RMSE
Variance
Bias

a = −0.32374
b = 1.366307
c = 0.387253
d = 1.366307
127
0.92
2.33
5.41
0.21

Predicted vs observed
Field measured
UMGF P C vs observed
live SBA

Aerial photography
measured APGW C vs
observed Live SBA

44
0.95
2.29
5.04
0.54

50
0.95
2.29
5.31
0.16

Fig. 2.9 Scatter plot showing the predicted and observed live SBA estimates, plot (a)
represents the 50 sites where live SBA was predicted from APGW C and plot (b) where
live SBA was predicted from 44 field-measured UMGF P C .

2.4

Discussion

Estimates of tree biophysical parameters were extracted from very high resolution digital aerial photography captured at a GSD of 15 cm and 30 cm using OBIA. The very
high spatial resolution of the digital aerial photography used in this project enabled estimates of green woody cover to be obtained over the 1 ha field sites. There was a high
correlation between aerial photo derived APGW C and all the woody canopy parameters
assessed (UF P C , UMF P C , UMGF P C , PPC and CC). The relationship between all the
field-measured canopy variables and aerial derived estimates were consistent across a
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wide range of vegetation communities, structural classes, and across a large climate gradient, ranging from the monsoon tropics to the arid desert region. The strong relationship between all the field-based canopy parameters and aerial-derived values are likely
to be due to the natural occurring relationships between these canopy attributes. Strong
relationships between field-measured foliage projective cover (FPC) and CC were reported across a range of vegetation communities in the state of Queensland, Australia
(Scarth et al. 2008). Scarth et al. (2008) found that FPC had a higher dynamic range
than CC, saturating at around 75% and suggested that this relationship is likely to be
similar elsewhere in Australia. While the number of sites used in this study with CC >
75% were limited, a non-linear relationship between CC and UMGF P C obtained from
field measurements is evident (unpublished data). Armston et al. (2009) showed how
woody FPC at Landsat scale (30m spatial resolution) could be predicted from observed
densitometer measurements recording the presence and absence of green leaf along
transects. This is because estimates of vegetation cover fraction, which are proportions,
can generally be scaled, unlike NDVI (Jiang et al. 2006). The ability to discriminate between different objects in any remotely sensed imagery is determined by the spatial and
spectral limitations of the data (Blaschke 2010, Staben et al. 2012). Accuracy assessment of the supervised classification showed that while overall accuracy for imagery
captured at 30 cm GSD was higher than 15 cm imagery, accuracy of the green woody
class was higher in the 15 cm imagery. For the green woody class the majority of the
commission and omission error occurred between the ground layer and shadow classes.
It could be assumed that the ability to resolve green from non-green components in the
30 cm GSD would become more difficult, due to the increased mixing of these components in each pixel. This increased spectral homogeneity of 30 cm pixels may have
reduced the ability of the classification algorithm to spectrally separate these classes.
To enable parameters extracted from aerial photography to be used with any confidence
the results need to be compared with field-measured data (Fensham and Fairfax 2007).
In this study, the collection of the proportion of woody FPC for each stratum enabled
the relationship between APGW C estimates and field-measured parameters to be better understood. The results show that parameters extracted from the 15 cm GSD aerial
photography exhibited the strongest relationship with field-measured woody UMGF P C .
Relationships between estimates derived from imagery at GSD of 30 cm were not as
clearly defined for UMF P C and UMGF P C with both showing statistically significant
relationships. Not all field sites used in this study contained multiple strata, which can
be seen in the underestimation of UF P C and UMF P C from the aerial photography for
both GSD 15 cm and 30 cm (Fig. 2.6). In a number of the sites the only woody cover
present were shrubs recorded in the ground strata. The parameters derived from the
aerial photographs were generally lower when compared to field measured PPC and
CC. Overall, there was less variance and scatter in the relationship between the field
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parameters and measures derived from the higher spatial resolution 15 cm GSD imagery. It is possible that the increased scatter observed in the results for the 30 cm GSD
imagery is due to the differences in the spatial resolution. Previous studies using film
captured aerial photography to estimate CC from both 1:25,000 and 1:40,000 scales
found that increase in photo scale resulted in overestimation of CC when compared to
field-measured data (Fensham et al. 2002, Fensham and Fairfax 2007). The increased
pixel size of the 30 cm imagery would lead to a reduction in the number of gaps visible
in the canopy resulting in an overestimating of the green woody fraction at some sites.
Examination of the scatter plots in Figure 2.6 indicates that PPC was in general being underestimated by the APGW C . This suggests something other than the non-green
component of the canopy is influencing the scatter observed around the 1:1 line for
UMF P C and UMGF P C . The increased error for the 30 cm imagery may be a result
of small shrubs going undetected due the reduced spatial resolution. Previous studies
have shown that detection of smaller shrubs can be problematic due to the spatial resolution of the imagery used (Robinson et al. 2008, Browning et al. 2009). Comparisons
of twenty sites where imagery was captured at both GSD of 15 cm and 30 cm suggest
that aerial APGW C measures were not significantly different. While the statistical tests
indicate that there was no significant difference, a number of sites varied by up to 22%.
These outliers (Figure 2.7) could be a result of real changes occurring at these sites due
to the different image capture dates, up to 35 months in some instances. The difference
observed could be due to factors such as fire which occur at these sites on a regular
basis (Murphy et al. 2010) or storm events which result in wind-throw and damage to
tree crowns (Staben and Evans 2008, Franklin et al. 2010). The differences in green
woody vegetation may also be as a result of annual seasonal variation in FPC at these
sites. Sites with the greatest difference in green woody vegetation were located in Eucalyptus tetrodonta and E. miniata dominated woodlands, which contain understories
of mixed species. The differences measured in the aerial photography may represent
natural variation in leaf fall and leaf flush, which occurs during the year (Williams et al.
1997, O’Grady et al. 2000). Williams et al. (1997) identified four main phenological
types in the Darwin region, which included evergreen, brevidecidous or partly deciduous, semi-deciduous and fully deciduous species and reported that there were significant
interannual, interspecific and intraspecific differences in leaf phenophases, over the 2.5
years period of their study. An example of seasonal variation in green woody vegetation visible in the imagery captured at 15 cm GSD on different dates is shown in Figure
2.10. Field measurements also captured the seasonal variability at this site with data
collected on the 05/06/2012 and 23/05/2013 resulting in UMGF P C values of 41% and
55% respectively. This example highlights the sensitivity of the imagery to detect the
changes in green woody vegetation at this site.
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Fig. 2.10 Example of the seasonal differences in green woody vegetation captured in
different date imagery (GSD 15 cm) for the same field site.
Some of the difference between field and image derived estimates could be due to error
in the field surveys. The star transect used to measure these sites represents a sample of
the woody cover over an area of 1 ha. In sites where there is a low density of tree cover
it is possible that the configuration of the three 100 m transects may fail to detect individual trees, resulting in an underestimation of cover. This did occur on one site where
no woody cover was measured along the three 100 m transects, however, there were
clearly a number of trees visible in the imagery. While every effort is made to locate
field sites in areas of homogeneous tree cover, the natural variability in the distribution
of trees at a site may also result in an over or underestimation of woody cover. This
is largely determined by the location of the star transect at the site, which may sample
a disproportion of either tree canopy or bare ground. This is one advantage in using
aerial photography as it enables a complete census of the 1 ha plot, removing one of the
limitations of the field survey in sites where there is scattered or uneven clumping of
woody vegetation.
Shadow can also reduce the overall accuracy of estimates of canopy parameters from
aerial photography with the shadow from taller trees obscuring adjacent lower tree
canopy (Coggins et al. 2008). To reduce the impact of shadow in the imagery Coggins
et al. (2008) recommended that imagery could be captured during overcast condition
and during times that reduce the impact of the sun angle. While the timing of the capture of the aerial photography used in this study is restricted to reduce the effect of the
sun angle in an image, shadow did impact on the estimates of APGW C in sites with high
cover such as the monsoon rainforest. This was evident in the monsoon rainforest site
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for both GSD 15 cm and 30 cm, where shadows from taller trees were obscuring the
canopy of lower trees reducing the overall accuracy by 13% and 16% respectively. It is
also possible that the underestimation in UMGF P C in more open sites was due to shadows from taller trees obscuring woody vegetation in the mid and ground stratum. The
addition of the infrared spectral band (not available in this study) would enable vegetation indices to be produced and may assist in the discrimination of green and non-green
vegetation in the imagery. Standard image enhancement of the 8-bit imagery during the
selection of segments to train the classification did not enable identification of vegetation within shadows. If the operator training the image classification is able to identify
objects within shadow it may be possible to create an additional class to identify the
fraction of green vegetation within shadow. The reduction in the radiometric resolution
of the imagery limited the detection of vegetation within shadows, however, discrimination between green fractions for woody and non-woody vegetation was reasonably
successful (Tables 2.7 and 2.8). While most aerial photography captured in the NT is
during the dryer months when grass species are senescent, a number of the field sites
used in this study contained non-woody green vegetation such as spinifex. Spinifex is
a perennially green grass, which is found across large tracks of the Northern Territory
(Wilson et al. 1990). Despite the limited radiometric resolution of the 8-bit data, the
supervised nearest neighbour classification algorithm used in this project was able to
spectrally separate the different green fractions for larger trees and non-woody spinifex
species within imagery captured at 30 cm GSD. It should be noted that the method
used in this study relies on the operator selecting the training samples in the imagery.
If the operator selecting the training samples is not familiar with the objects visible in
the imagery the results are likely to be erroneous. At one site located in the southern
NT, separation of small shrubs (chenopods, height range 0.01–0.03 m) from non-woody
green vegetation was not able to be achieved. In this example, the green component of
the small shrub was not able to be identified in the 30 cm GSD imagery. The apparent
shadow of these shrubs was visible in the imagery and classified accordingly. When
the percentage of shadow in the imagery (2.97%) was compared with the woody cover
measured in the field (2.33%) the results were very similar with only 0.64% difference.
While the results at this site suggest that shadow was representative of the woody FPC
it is likely that the green woody component of these shrubs were not able to be resolved
in the 8-bit 30 cm imagery. The supervised classification method used in this study
requires that the targets being classified are visible to the operator selecting the training
classes. In this instance, imagery captured at a smaller GSD may enable these small
shrubs to be identified and classified. Laliberte et al. (2010) reported high correlation
between image-derived and field-measured shrub cover using very high resolution digital imagery captured at 4 cm GSD. They used an OBIA classification method and were
able to classify all the dominant shrub species in their plots. In general, they found
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that the image-derived shrub cover was higher than the field-measured cover, however,
for some shrub species estimates derived from the imagery were lower, possibly due to
smaller shrubs (< 12 cm x 12 cm) not being detected in the imagery (Laliberte et al.
2010).
The development of allometric relationships between tree structural attributes is well
established (O’Grady et al. 2000, Cook et al. 2005, Williams et al. 2005, Suganuma
et al. 2006, Armston et al. 2009). O’Grady et al. (2000) reported strong relationships
between field-measured leaf area index (LAI) and basal area for the dominant woodland
tree species Eucalyptus tetrodonta and E. miniata in the northern half of the NT. Allometric relationships based on field-measured parameters have also been developed to
predict woody FPC from SBA across the state of Queensland, Australia,with reported
RMSE of 7.26% (Armston et al. 2009). Similar allometric relationships between fieldmeasured live SBA and UMGF P C have been developed across the Northern Territory
(based on 167 field sites), resulting in an RMSE of 7.48% (unpublished data). In this
study, the inverse of this relationship was applied to 127 field sites to develop an allometric equation to predict live SBA from woody UMGF P C measured in the field.
A number of studies have developed models to predict SBA from CC estimates derived from aerial photography (Fensham et al. 2002, Coggins et al. 2008). Coggins
et al. (2008) used digital aerial photography captured at 10 cm GSD to measure canopy
crown area of individual lodgepole pine trees. Prediction equations were developed
between field-measured tree crown area and stem diameter (cm) from individual trees,
which were applied to the crown area estimated from the aerial photography to predict
stocking densities (Coggins et al. 2008).
In this study, there was very little difference between the values of the error statistics for
data used to develop the allometric relationship and data used independently to assess
the overall accuracy of the predicted live SBA (Table 2.11). While there is inherent
scatter in the relationship between live SBA and UMGF P C (Fig. 2.8) the close agreement between live SBA values predicted from the independent validation sites from
both field and aerial photographs supports the fact that UMGF P C is being accurately
estimated from aerial photographs at a similar accuracy level to the field measurements.
Unless there is some sort of disturbance at a site, the live SBA is not likely to change
dramatically during the year. The natural seasonal variability in woody FPC values due
to the presence of deciduous species is likely to be contributing to the error in the estimates of live SBA derived from the aerial photography.
The close agreement demonstrated in this study between APGW C estimates obtained
from the aerial photography and field measured UMGF P C have the potential to be used
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in a number of different applications, including the calibration and validation of image products derived from coarser spatial resolution satellite imagery such as Landsat.
The prediction of biophysical parameters, such as woody FPC from coarser spatial resolution satellite imagery at a regional scale requires a significant quantity of samples
representing the variability and range of woody FPC. This type of information is typically obtained from the collection of field data and represents a significant financial
investment (Cohen et al. 2003). The methodology and assessment of the APGW C estimates derived from aerial photography in this study would enable a large number of
surrogate field sites to be obtained from vegetation communities across the full spectrum of woody FPC values in the Northern Territory. The use of the digital aerial
photography enables sites to be randomly selected, reducing bias in site selection, reducing the risk of spatial autocorrelation, and enabling sufficient sites to be produced
for comprehensive accuracy assessments. While large numbers of surrogate field sites
could be obtained, the need to collect field data can never be completely replaced by the
methodology developed in this study. This is highlighted by the effect of shadow in the
imagery where estimates in sites with high woody cover such as monsoon forests are
likely to be underestimated. Analysis of digital aerial photography with the addition of
the fourth multispectral infrared band and full dynamic range may reduce this error, and
requires further investigation. One of the major benefits of this study is the ability to
extract biophysical parameters from the historical archive of digital aerial photography.
This is particularly relevant when the satellite imagery (such as Landsat-5 TM) is no
longer operational and field estimates are required coincident with the image overpass.
The results of this study show seasonal variability in green woody vegetation could be
detected in the digital aerial photography. This sensitivity suggests that when relating
biophysical parameters (derived from the aerial photography) to satellite imagery it is
important to obtain satellite imagery coincident as possible with the capture date of the
aerial photography.

2.5

Conclusion

The overall goal of this study was to investigate the use of digital aerial photography
as a surrogate for the collection of field data.The findings of this study show that there
is a strong relationship between field-measured woody UMGF P C and APGW C derived
from aerial photography captured across a broad range of vegetation communities in
the Northern Territory (NT), Australia. To our knowledge this is the first study that
looks at the relationship between field measured woody FPC (measured using the Australian national standard methodology), based on an extensive field dataset covering a
diverse range of vegetation communities,and biophysical parameters from digital aerial
photography in the NT. Statistical analysis shows that quantitative measurements of the
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UMGF P C can be extracted from digital aerial photography captured at GSD of 15 cm
and 30 cm. Evidence of the relationship is further highlighted by the close agreement
of live SBA predicted from both UMGF P C and APGW C using allometric relationship
developed from field measured data. The classification methodology presented in this
paper relies on the operator’s ability to identify green woody and non-green material in
the imagery. Despite the reduced dynamic range (8-bit) of the aerial photography used
in this project, the supervised classification of the aerial photography using an object
based image analysis approach, enabled green woody components in the imagery to be
quantified across a diverse range of vegetation communities. The use of aerial photography to obtain woody FPC estimates has advantages for sites with low tree density,
as it samples the entire image ensuring all trees are detected. Shadow is likely to limit
its use in areas with very high woody cover, however, it may be possible that imagery
retaining the full dynamic range (14-bit) of the sensor and the addition of the near infrared band may enable green woody vegetation to be identified within shadow areas.
The aerial photography classified in this study was subset to represent 100 m × 100 m
field sites designed to be used for the calibration and validation of Landsat satellite
sensors. However, it is also possible that larger areas could be classified, providing
a source of calibration and validation data for other coarser spatial resolution sensors
such as MODIS.
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CHAPTER 3

Modelling LiDAR derived tree canopy height from Landsat TM,
ETM+ and OLI satellite imagery:a machine learning approach.

Thesis context: The focus of this chapter is on the development of a remote sensing
product that provides estimates of woody vegetation vertical structure (mean canopy
height). The results demonstrated that canopy height can be predicted from Landsat
satellite imagery at moderate to high levels of accuracy across a range of vegetation
communities. The methodology developed and the limitations identified in this study
were used to guide and refine the development of remote sensing products predicting
seven woody vegetation structural metrics, characterising height from both Landsat8 and Sentinel-2 satellite sensors (chapter 4). This chapter has been published in the
”International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation”.
Staben, G., Lucieer, A. and Scarth, P. (2018), ‘Modelling LiDAR derived tree canopy height
from Landsat TM, ETM+ and OLI satellite imagery — A machine learning approach’, International Journal of Applied Earth Observation and Geoinformation 73, 666–681 https://www.
sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0303243418303970

Abstract
Understanding ecological changes in native vegetation communities often requires information over long time periods (multiple decades). Tropical cyclones can have a
major impact on woody vegetation structure across northern Australia, however understanding the impacts on woody vegetation structure is limited. Woody vegetation
structural attributes such as height are used in ecological studies to identify long term
changes and trends. LiDAR has been used to measure woody vegetation structure, however LiDAR datasets cover relatively small areas and historical coverage is restricted,
limiting the use of this technology for monitoring long-term change. The Landsat
archive spans multiple decades and is suitable for regional/continental assessment. Advances in predictive modelling using machine learning algorithms have enabled complex relationships between dependent and independent variables to be identified. The
aim of this study is to develop a predictive model to estimate woody vegetation height
from Landsat imagery to assist in understanding change through space and time. A
LiDAR canopy height model was produced covering a range of vegetation communi-
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ties in northern Australia (Darwin region) for use as the dependent variable. A random
forest regression model was developed to predict mean LiDAR canopy height (30 m
spatial resolution) from Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper (TM). Validation of the random
forest model was undertaken on independent data (n = 30,500) resulting in an overall
R2 = 0.53, RMSE of 2.8 m. Assessment of the RMSE within four broad vegetation
communities ranged from 2.5 to 3.7 m with the two dominant communities in the study
area Mangrove forests and Eucalyptus communities recording an RMSE value of 2.9 m
and 2.5 m respectively. The model was also applied to Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic
Mapper Plus (ETM+) resulting in an R2 of 0.49, RMSE of 2.8 m. The model was
then applied to all cloud free Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) imagery (106/69 path/row) available between the months
April, May and June for 1987 to 2016 to produce annual estimates (29 years) of canopy
height. A number of time traces were produced to illustrate tree canopy height through
time in the Darwin region which was severely impacted by cyclone (hurricane) Tracy
on the 25th December 1974.

3.1

Introduction

The value of remote sensing in ecological studies has been well recognised (Roughgarden et al. 1991, Wang, Franklin, Guo and Cattet 2010, Pettorelli et al. 2014). Landsat
satellites have been capturing multispectral imagery of the earth surface since 1972
representing the longest record of temporal space-borne land observations (Roy et al.
2010). Landsat data has been used for a variety of applications, such as natural hazard assessment (Barlow et al. 2003, Joyce et al. 2009), fire scar mapping (Gill et al.
2000, Goodwin and Collett 2014), coral reef mapping (Joyce et al. 2004), rangeland
monitoring (Wallace et al. 2004, Scarth et al. 2010), temperate and tropical forest mapping (Brown et al. 2000, Renó et al. 2011), and many others. The characteristics of the
Landsat sensors have been identified as valuable for regional monitoring applications
(Cohen and Goward 2004). The spectral and spatial resolution of the Landsat imagery
combined with its temporal record make it valuable for monitoring woody cover change
across large regions (Woodcock et al. 2001, Danaher et al. 2004, Staben et al. 2016, Gill
et al. 2017). Amongst its many applications Landsat imagery has been utilised to detect
severe forest damage (Ekstrand 1996) including damage as a result of cyclonic (hurricane) winds (Preston 1987, Paling et al. 2008, Staben and Evans 2008).
Tropical cyclones occur on a frequent basis across the coastline of the Australian Northern Territory. The destructive winds associated with these cyclones can have a major
impact on both the man-made and natural environments. The impact of cyclonic winds
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are greatest on the coastal regions, however they also have the potential to cause significant disturbance further inland (e.g. Cyclone Monica) (Staben and Evans 2008). The
impact on native vegetation can be significant, resulting in major structural changes
to vegetation communities. A number of studies have reported on the impact of cyclones on vegetation in the Northern Territory (Stocker 1976, Fox 1980, Cameron et al.
1983, Bowman and Panton 1994b, Cook and Goyens 2008, Staben and Evans 2008,
Williamson et al. 2011, Hutley et al. 2013). These studies have used a number of methods ranging from collection of field data, aerial photography and satellite imagery. Although cyclones are frequent and have the potential to be a major disturbance agent in
ecosystems across the Northern Territory (Murphy 1984), very few studies have been
undertaken to quantify the impact and potential role they play in driving the structure
of these communities (Cook and Goyens 2008). While it is well recognised that fire
and the stress of the seasonal drought (a characteristic of the of the wet-dry tropics of
northern Australia) are frequent disturbance factors on vegetation communities, very
little focus has been given to the impact cyclones have on these ecosystems (Cook and
Goyens 2008, Hutley et al. 2013).
While severe damage to woody vegetation can be relatively easy to identify by comparing satellite imagery captured directly before and after the change event (e.g. cyclones), accurate assessment of the subtle changes through time is enhanced by relating
biophysical variables to satellite remote sensing observations. To obtain quantitative
information from optical satellite data relationships between biophysical variables need
to be established (Moulin et al. 1998). Numerous studies have derived empirical relationships between Landsat imagery and field based measurements such as; leaf area
index (Coops et al. 1997, Eriksson et al. 2006), above ground biomass of woody vegetation (Foody et al. 2003, Powell et al. 2010, Avitabile et al. 2012), fractional cover
(Scarth et al. 2010) and woody vegetation foliage projective cover (Danaher et al. 2004,
Armston et al. 2009). A variety of statistical methods have been used to develop these
relationships including, linear and non-linear regression models based on single or multiple predictor variables (Cohen et al. 2003), while others have used machine learning
algorithms such as neural networks, tree-based models, K-nearest neighbours and support vector machines (Labrecque et al. 2006, Li et al. 2010, Avitabile et al. 2012).
Vegetation height has been identified as a key parameter for inferring long term trends
in biomass and carbon stock (Skidmore et al. 2015, Cook et al. 2015). Combined with
species and site quality information vegetation height helps to inform estimates of stand
age and successional stages (Stojanova et al. 2010). Light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data has been used extensively to measure woody vegetation structure, and while
LiDAR is an efficient way to map and measure woody vegetation structure (Lim et al.
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2003, Wulder, White, Nelson, Næsset, Ørka, Coops, Hilker, Bater and Gobakken 2012,
Goldbergs et al. 2018),the use of these data at a regional level can be prohibitive due
to financial constraints Pascual et al. (2010). Furthermore, the availability of LiDAR
for long-term studies (multiple decades) is limited due to the paucity of data. Ecological processes can occur over long time frames, and understanding these processes
often requires information recorded over multiple decades, captured at an appropriate
spatial, spectral and temporal resolution. Numerous studies have used structural information obtained from LiDAR data to develop predictive models using Landsat sensors
with an aim to enhance the spatial and temporal coverage (Hudak et al. 2002, Pascual et al. 2010, Hill et al. 2011, Ota et al. 2014, Ahmed et al. 2015). These studies
have been undertaken across a variety of vegetation communities ranging from conifer
forests (Ahmed et al. 2015) to tropical evergreen and deciduous forests (Ota et al. 2014,
Hill et al. 2011, Wilkes et al. 2015). In southern Australia, Wilkes et al. (2015) predicted canopy height over a 2.9 million ha area of heterogeneous temperate forests by
developing a relationship between LiDAR derived canopy height and a combination of
satellite imagery (Landsat and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) using
the random forest algorithm. Machine learning techniques based on ensemble models
such as random forest have been used successfully for a variety of remote sensing classification and regression modelling applications (Pal 2005, Avitabile et al. 2012, Mellor
et al. 2013, Mascaro et al. 2014, Karlson et al. 2015, Wilkes et al. 2015, Mellor et al.
2015). These studies demonstrate the advantages of random forest algorithm such as
its robustness to outliers in the training data, ability to handle non-parametric data, its
ability to uncover complicated non-linear relationships between variables and the ease
in tuning the models parameters.
In this study, we investigate the application of Landsat satellite sensors to predict woody
vegetation canopy height and develop a model predicting canopy height across a range
of vegetation communities in the wet-dry tropics of Northern Australia. While previous
studies have demonstrated a fusion of different sensors and LiDAR to derive predictive
models of canopy height in Australia (Wilkes et al. 2015), this study investigates the
use Landsat sensors only for the estimation of canopy height over a long time series of
multiple decades. To our knowledge, this is the first study to look at predicting LiDAR
derived canopy height from Landsat sensors in the wet-dry tropics of northern Australia.
A canopy height model (1 m spatial resolution) was produced from a LiDAR dataset
captured in 2009 for use as the dependent variable. Random forest regression was used
to produce a model to predict LiDAR derived canopy height from a single Landsat-5
Thematic Mapper (TM) image captured in 2009 (30 m spatial resolution). We developed a three-stage approach to identify the important independent variables and optimise the parameters used in the random forest model, which was applied to Landsat-5
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TM, Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) and Landsat-8 Operational
Land Imager (OLI) sensors.

3.2
3.2.1

Data and Methods
Study Area

This study was undertaken in the Darwin region, located in northern Australia’s wet
dry tropics (Figure 3.1). The average annual temperature for the Darwin region is 32◦
with average annual rainfall of 1729 mm, with the majority of the precipitation occurring during October and April. The study site covers an area of approximately 1,800
km2 consisting of urban, peri-urban development and native vegetation. The dominant
native vegetation communities occurring in the study area include Mangrove forests
and Eucalyptus open forest to woodlands. Eucalyptus communities are dominated by
E tetrodonta and E. miniata woodlands (average height 15 m) to open forests containing a mid-stratum of semi-deciduous to deciduous trees and shrubs such as Corymbia
polysciada, E.porreota, Livistona humifis, Terminalia ferdinandiana and Xanthostemon
paradoxus and grasses (Brock 1995, Williams et al. 1997, O’Grady et al. 1999). Mangrove communities consist of a variety of species, the two dominate species mapped
by Brocklehurst and Edmeades (1996) included Ceripos tagal closed to open forests
(heights 1 m to 10 m) and Rhizophora stylosa closed forest, heights between 6 to 18 m
tall. Stands of Melaleuca species are located on the floodplain and riparian zones across
the study area (Brock 1995). Patches of wet and dry Monsoon forests are also found
across the study area, containing a mix of species. Canopy height in wet monsoon forest rarely exceeds 25 m while dry monsoon forest canopies range from 10 m to 17 m
(Bach 2002, Brock 1995).

3.2.2

LiDAR Canopy Height Model

The airborne LiDAR used in this study was captured between the 3rd and 5th of July
2009 using a LEICA ALS50-II laser scanner, on-board a Cessna 404 aircraft. LiDAR
data were captured within two hours of low tide at a nominal flying height of 2012 m
AGL. The LiDAR’s foot print was 0.45 m in diameter with an average point density
of 1.1 m2 . These data were pre-processed by contractors and supplied as las files containing 4 discrete returns. A pit filled canopy height model (CHM) was produced at a
spatial resolution of 1 m using the suite of LAStools (Khosravipour et al. 2014) (Figure 3.2 (a)). The las files were first classified as either ground or non-ground using the
lasground tool. These classified las files were then used to normalise the z coordinates
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of the non-ground returns to represent relative height at ground level (LAStools 2017).
The final step was to produce the raster CHM using the lasgrid tool. As the LiDAR
was captured with an average point density of 1.1 m2 the pixel size for the output raster
layer was set to 1 m. The parameter ”-highest” was used as it ensures that only the
highest z coordinate for each 1 m2 pixel is used to produce the CHM. The parameter
”-subcircle” which converts each point to a disc shape was used to remove pits within
the tree canopies, for this study the subcircle parameter was set to 0.3 m 1 . At the time
of the LiDAR capture (July, mid dry season), the native grasses in the study area were
senescent. While the grass understory is senescent it would in some instances represent
the highest z coordinate for a given pixel in the development of the CHM. As native
grasses in the NT savannas are generally 0.5 m in height(Setterfield et al. 2010) pixels
≤ 0.5 m were removed, resulting in a CHM with values ranging from 0.51-36.5 m used
to produce the dependent variable, mean canopy height.
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Fig. 3.1 Location of the study area in Northern Territory of Australia.
3.2.3

Satellite imagery

Details of the Landsat satellite imagery used to develop and validate the canopy height
model in this project are shown in table 3.1. The canopy height model was developed
using a Landsat-5 TM image captured on the 26th of May 2009. This image date was
chosen as it was the first cloud free Landsat-5 TM image captured between the transition
from the monsoon wet season to the dry season. A number of images capture in 2009,
2013 and 2016 were used to assess how well the final canopy height model generalised
1

http://rapidlasso.com/2014/11/04/rasterizing-perfect-canopy-height-models-from-lidar/
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between sensors and years (table 3.1). Time series analysis was also undertaken to
produce canopy height estimates from Landsat imagery captured between the years
1987 and 2016 to further evaluate the generalisation error. Details of the imagery used
to produce the time series are provided as supplementary material.

Fig. 3.2 Example of the canopy height model produced from the LiDAR data captured
in 2009 (a) over Eucalyptus woodland (West) and transition to Mangrove forest (in the
Eastern side of the figure), 15 cm digital aerial photography (b) shown for clarity.
Imagery captured in the early dry season was chosen to minimise the impact of fire scars
in the imagery, as large areas of northern Australia are burnt each year with prescribed
burning undertaken by land managers at the onset of the dry season as the grass understory starts to become senescent (Edwards et al. 2013). While imagery captured later
into the dry season (June - August) has the potential to provide greater spectral separability between woody and non-woody vegetation the impact of fire scars in the imagery
limits the use of these data for producing woody vegetation structure maps. The Landsat image used in this study was atmospherically corrected using 6S radiative transfer
code and a bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) model was applied
to the imagery. This BRDF model takes into account topographic illumination effects
and produces surface reflectance values to a standard view geometry (Flood 2014). For
a detailed description of the image pre-processing applied to the Landsat imagery used
in this study see Flood et al. (2013). To reduce noise introduced by differing atmospheric conditions between image dates, the Blue spectral band which is sensitive to
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aerosol conditions (Flood 2014) was not used in the development of the canopy height
model. In addition to the five multispectral bands (Green, Red, Near-Infrared (NIR),
Short Wave Infrared 1 (SWIR1), Short Wave Infrared 2 (SWIR2)), a number of band
ratios and vegetation indices were derived to investigate the relationship between mean
canopy height and Landsat-5 TM derived predictor variables.
Table 3.1 Landsat-5 TM and 7 ETM+ imagery used in the development* and validation
of the canopy height model.
Sensor
Landsat-5 TM*
Landsat-5 TM
Landsat-7 ETM+
Landsat-7 ETM+
Landsat-8 OLI
Landsat-7 ETM+
Landsat-8 OLI
3.2.3.1

WRS-2 path/row
106/69
106/68
106/68
106/69
106/69
106/69
106/69

Capture date
26/05/2009
26/05/2009
19/06/2009
27/04/2013
19/04/2013
21/05/2016
13/05/2016

Vegetation indices and band ratios

The vegetation indices investigated in this study included the more common NIR and
Red band indices such as Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Modified Simple Ratio (MSR), and several indices based on the SWIR and Green spectral
bands. A combination of the ratios of all the five surface reflectance bands was also
investigated. A total of 12 vegetation indices detailed in table 3.2 and 10 band ratios
was calculated for this study.

3.2.4

Training and Validation data

The training and validation data were obtained from separate areas within the extent of
the LiDAR CHM shown in figure 3.3.
3.2.4.1

Training data

The training data were located within the extent of Landsat scene 106/69 (path/row)
while the validation data were located within the extent of the scene 106/68. Validation
data were obtained from areas outside of the extent of the training data to reduce autocorrelation between the training and validation data. To produce the training dataset the
mean value for the LiDAR CHM was calculated for each 30 × 30 m pixel (excluding
urban areas), resulting in CHM values ranging from 0 m to 29.1 m and a mean value
of 10.5 m. While there is likely to be some misregistration between the location of the
LiDAR canopy height model and pixels in the Landsat imagery, we chose a 30 × 30 m
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Modified Simple Ratio

Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
Difference Vegetation Index
Soil adjusted Vegetation index

Spectral Index
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
Green Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index
Green Normalised Vegetation Index
Chlorophyll Vegetation Index
Normalized Difference Greenness Index NDGI
Normalized Burn Ratio SWIR2 (Band 7)
Normalized Burn Ratio SWIR1 (Band 5)
Green Difference Vegetation Index
2∗N IR+1−

(2∗N IR+1)2 −8∗(N IR−Red)
2

nir
Red

+1

DV I = N IR − Red
N IR−Red
SAV I = (N IR+Red+0.5)∗(1+0.5)

N IR
−1
Red
M SR = q 

M SAV I =

Formula
IR−Red
N DV I = N
N IR+Red
N IR−Green
GSAV I = (N IR+Green+0.5)∗(1+0.5)
N IR−Green
GN DV I = N
IR+Green
N IR
Red
CV I = Green
∗ Green
Green−Red
N DGI = Green+Red
N IR−SW IR2
N BR = N
IR+SW IR2
IR−SW IR1
N DII = N
N IR+SW IR1
GDV I = N
√IR − Green

Table 3.2 Vegetation indices and band ratios used in this study.

Chen (1996)

Qi et al. (1994)
Tucker (1979)
Huete (1988)

Reference
Tucker (1979)
Sripada et al. (2006)
Buschmann and Nagel (1993)
Vincini et al. (2008)
Bannari et al. (1995)
Ji et al. (2011)
Ji et al. (2011)
Sripada et al. (2006)

window to ensure that the maximum mean LiDAR canopy height range was achieved
in the training data. Increasing the window size (e.g. 90 × 90 m) to account for any
misregistration between the two datasets reduces the maximum height values (≈ 4 m) in
the training dataset. As the random forest algorithm will only predict within the bounds
of the training data it was important to maintain as much of the height range as possible.
It also ensures that as much of the variance in the spectral values of the Landsat image
is seen by the model. A stratified random sampling approach for height ranges between
0 and 18 m was taken to ensure that the values of the dependent variable (mean canopy
height) were evenly distributed across the height range in the study area (Figure 3.3).
For canopy heights ranging between 19 m – 20 m, only 405 pixels were available, while
for heights between 20 m and 29.1 m, only 927 pixels were present. In an attempt to
create a more balanced training dataset and retain as much variance as possible, 500
pixels were randomly selected at 1 m intervals between 0.51 m and 18 m. An additional
500 pixels were randomly selected from pixels where no canopy height was recorded,
resulting in a training dataset with 11,322 pixels.
3.2.4.2

Validation data

Canopy height estimates predicted from Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+ (Table
3.1) imagery for 106/68 (path/row) were obtained and compared with the mean LiDAR
CHM values. Pixels in the Landsat-5 TM corresponding with the pixels affected by
the scan-line corrector error in the Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery were removed from further analysis. Any pixels impacted by cloud, water or fire in both the Landsat-5 TM
and Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery were also removed, resulting in a total of 30,500 pixels
available to assess the accuracy of the final canopy height model. The CHM values fro
the validation pixels ranged from 0 m to 25.1 m and a mean value of 7.9 m. Additional
assessment was also undertaken to produce accuracy statistics in four vegetation community groups in the region using 1:25,000 scale remnant vegetation mapping (Brock
1995). To further evaluate the generalisation error the canopy height model was applied
to a time series of Landsat imagery captured between 1987 and 2016 for sites located
in the Darwin region scene 106/69 (path/row).
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Fig 3 3 Location of training and validation data within the extent of the LiDAR data
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Random Forest Model Development

Random forest is an ensemble learning algorithm (Breiman 2001) consisting of many
decision trees built from a bootstrap sample of the training data These individual decision trees are then combined to produce a more accurate model (Cutler et al 2007)
Random forest is able to handle thousands of input variables with complex non-linear
relationships (Breiman 2001 Cutler et al 2007) The random forest algorithm used
in this study is implemented in the open source Python module Scikit-learn (Pedregosa
et al 2011) At a minimum there are two parameters that need to be set to produce a random forest model (Rodriguez-Galiano et al 2012) These parameters define the number
of trees (n estimator) used and the number of prediction variables (max features) used
to grow the tree One advantage of random forest is that it also calculates the relative
feature importance for each predictor variable for the model (Strobl et al 2008) In this
study we undertook a number of experiments to identify the number of decision trees
important predictor variables and the number of features to grow the trees in the random
forest model This was undertaken to produce a model that would generalise through
time and be computationally practical when applied to an archive of time series imagery
(Landsat sensors TM ETM+ OLI) used in this study
3251

Model Development Stage One: optimising number of trees

In the first stage the optimal number of decision trees (n estimator parameter) used
to build the model was identified Studies have shown that predictive accuracy of the
50

random forest algorithm converges with the increase in the number of decision trees
(Oshiro et al. 2012, Rodriguez-Galiano et al. 2012, Gao et al. 2015). Similar to the
study undertaken by Oshiro et al. (2012), we assessed a range of values (2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, and 4096) to identify the optimal number of decision
trees. For each of the n estimator parameters assessed the random forest model was
run 100 times and, for each iteration 90 % of the training data were randomly selected
to train the model, while the remaining 10 % of these data (data unseen by the model)
were used to assess the predictive accuracy of the random forest model using the root
mean squared error (RMSE), defined as
rP
RM SE =

(yi − xi )2
n

(3.1)

where n is the number of observations, yi are the observed and xi the predicted mean
canopy height respectively. For each test of the random forest model, box plot statistics were produced for the 10 % test data’s RMSE scores. The candidate n estimator
parameter was selected based on the consistency of the predictive accuracy for the 100
iterations of the model. The predictor variables feature importance scores were also
calculated for each run of the model and the mean feature importance score for each
n estimator was recorded for the 27 parameters tested. The predictor variables feature
importance scores (highest to lowest) for the candidate n estimator were then used in
the second stage of the models development. For the first stage the max features parameter was set to the default “auto” in Scikit-learn which uses all features.
3.2.5.2

Model Development Stage Two: variable selection.

In the second stage, highly collinear predictor variables were identified and removed
from further analysis. A correlation matrix was used to assess the linear and non-linear
relationships between all predictor variables. Visual assessment of the correlation matrix identified a number of the band ratios and vegetation indices that were transformations of each other. Variables that were transformations of each other were identified
and the least important variable based on the feature importance score highest to lowest
output from stage one were removed from further analysis. For the remaining variables,
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated and any predictor variables with a
score ≥ 0.95 were assessed and the least important of the two variables based on the
feature importance score were removed from further analysis. Predictor variables were
assessed from highest to lowest based on the feature importance score out put in stage
one.
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3.2.5.3

Model Development Stage Three: optimising number of variables.

In the third stage, a backward elimination process was undertaken to identify the number of predictor variables and the number of features used to grow the trees (max features).
In this analysis the number of decision trees (n estimators) and predictor variables identified in stage one and two were used as inputs for the random forest model. Two
max features parameters (auto, log2) were evaluated to optimise the number of features
used to grow the trees in the random forest model. The setting “auto” is the default
setting which equates to using all predictor variables, while the “log2” is the logarithm
base 2 of the number of predictor variables. For each suite of predictor variables the
mean feature importance score was calculated, the least important variable was removed
and the process repeated until only one variable remained. Again for each suite of predictor variables 100 iterations of the random forest were run (as described above) and
the mean accuracy statistics based on the independent test data (randomly selected each
permutation) were calculated. This approach was taken to expose the random forest
model to as much variance in the training data as possible while still assessing the predictive accuracy of the model using an independent set of data. The final candidate
model was selected using the accuracy statistics (test data R2 and RMSE) derived from
the 100 independent runs of the random forest model for each suite of predictor variables.
3.2.5.4

Final Model Validation

The optimal suite of predictor variables max features and n estimators identified in
stages 1, 2 and 3 were used to produce a final model from all the training data (n =
11,322). The final model was then applied to Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+
imagery to predict mean canopy height for path/row 106/68. Accuracy of the model
was evaluated using a number of statistics, including the coefficient of determination
(Zar 1984), RMSE, variance and the bias. Variance was used to assess the precision of
the predicted observations;
n

1 X
((xi − yi ) − ē)2
variance =
n − 1 i=1

(3.2)

where ē is the mean of the error. Bias was used to assess the average difference between
the predicted and observed mean canopy height values;
n

1X
bias =
xi − y i
n i=1

(3.3)

Validation statistics were produced from Landsat-5 TM imagery captured on the same
date as the models training data, while statistics produced from Landsat-7 ETM+ were
52

used to assess how transferable the model was to other Landsat sensors and image
capture dates. The final model was also applied to Landsat-8 OLI imagery to enable
comparisons between Landsat-7 ETM+ and produce examples of time series plots for
a number of sites. Canopy heights predicted from the three Landsat sensors for the
years 2009, 2013 and 2016 were also compared to investigate any bias between the
different sensors. This was undertaken by producing scatter plots and using the slope
of the regression line forced through the origin (using ridge regression) to identify any
systematic bias between sensors (Flood 2014). The final canopy height model was also
applied to all available Landsat imagery for scene 106/69 between the years 1987 to
2016 and a number of time traces were produced to show canopy height estimates for
this period in sites that were severely impacted by cyclone Tracy in 1974.

3.3
3.3.1

Results and discussion
Model Development Stage One: optimising number of trees

To reduce the computational burden of the random forest model we undertook an experiment to identify the optimal number of decision trees, the results are presented as
box plots in figure 3.4. Each box plot represents the RMSE values for the number of
trees in the random forest model (based on 100 using independent test data) with mean
RMSE values ranging between 3.18 m and 3.92 m. The lowest mean RMSE score was
recorded for n estimator values 512 and 4096. These results are consistent with other
studies which have found that as the number of decision trees increase the overall accuracy converges (Oshiro et al. 2012, Gao et al. 2015, Rodriguez-Galiano et al. 2012,
Belgiu and Drăgu 2016). A recent review of remote sensing applications using random forest reported the number of decision trees being used ranged between 70 and
5000, with a majority using 500 to build their models (Belgiu and Drăgu 2016). Based
on these studies, Belgiu and Drăgu (2016) recommended that 500 represents a default
value for remote sensing data. Based on the empirical results of this study we selected
512 decision trees for further use in the development of the random forest model.
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Fig. 3.4 Box plots showing the RMSE scores for the number of trees (n estimator) in
the random forest model, each box plot represents 100 iterations of the model where
10% of the training data is randomly selected to independently test each iteration of the
model (dot = mean, box = 25th and 75th percentile, line = median, whiskers = show the
range of the data).

3.3.2

Model Development Stage Two: variable selection.

While random forest is a non-parametric model that can handle complex interactions
and high dimensional datasets (Breiman 2001, Strobl et al. 2008), to further increase
the computational efficiency and obtain a more parsimonious model (Wilkes et al. 2015)
we identified and removed predictor variables that were highly correlated. Visual assessment of a correlation matrix for the 27 predictor variables assessed in this study
identified a number of the band ratios and vegetation indices that were transformations of each other. The predictor variable importance scores output for 512 decision
trees (stage one, Table 3.3) were used to guide the decision on which of the correlated
variables were removed. From the original 27 predictor variables, 12 were removed.
Out of the 15 candidate variables, eight were combinations of band ratios, three were
vegetation indices and the remaining were the single surface reflectance bands. The relationship between mean CHM and the remaining 15 candidate predictor variables are
shown in scatter plots Figure 3.5. Interestingly none of the variables alone suggest a
particularly strong relationship with mean LiDAR canopy height, and several variables
clearly display a bimodal relationship.
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Table 3.3 Results for the predictor variable importance scores (Model development
Stage One) for 512 decision trees (n estimator).
Predictor variable
SWIR1
NIR/Green
GNDVI
GSAVI
SWIR2
SAVI
SWIR1/Red
SWIR1/Green
MSR
NIR/Red
NDVI
Green
NDII
SWIR1/NIR

3.3.3

Importance score
17.9480
14.5789
14.4570
10.5619
5.7975
4.7715
2.8598
2.3242
2.2335
2.2216
2.2197
1.9765
1.9681
1.9652

Predictor variable
SWIR2/SWIR1
SWIR2/Green
SWIR2/NIR
NBR
CVI
NIR
SWIR2/Red
Red
GDVI
DVI
MSAVI
Red/Green
NDGI

Importance score
1.4282
1.3867
1.3272
1.3054
1.2069
1.1859
1.1787
1.1585
0.8464
0.8196
0.8149
0.7292
0.7291

Model Development Stage Three: optimising number of variables.

To reduce over-fitting and further optimise the random forest model, we performed an
experiment to assess different values of the max features and the number of predictor variables used to build the model. The max features parameter (in the scikit-learn
implementation of random forest regressor) enables the user to determine the number
of predictor variables randomly selected to split each node of the individual decision
trees (Müller and Guido 2016). Reducing the max features parameter increases the
variance and conversely decreases the bias and produces weaker individual decision
trees, however when combined in the ensemble of decision trees it increases the models
overall accuracy (Breiman 2001, Rodriguez-Galiano et al. 2012). Accuracy statistics
for the variable reduction and max features parameters analysis are shown in figure 3.6.
RMSE values ranged from 3.14 to 5.88 m while R2 values ranged from 22% to 78%.
Overall the accuracy statistics were similar for each of the max features and number of
predictor variables, with a decline in accuracy starting to occur around eight predictor
variables. The highest R2 value (78%) was recorded for max features parameters “log2”
and predictor variables between 11 and 15 (78%), while the lowest RMSE value was
recorded for 14 predictor variables. Reducing the number of predictor variables randomly selected to split the nodes increased the overall accuracy of the model slightly;
based on these results we selected the max features parameter “log2” and the 14 predictor variables shown in Figure 3.8 to produce the canopy height model.
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Fig. 5. Scatter plots showing the relationship between mean CHM and the 15 predictor variables identiﬁed in stage two of the development of the random forest
model.

Fig. 3.5 Scatter plots showing the relationship between mean CHM and the 15 predictor
between
70 and 5000,
with a majority
using 500two
to build
Strobl et al., 2008),
to further
increaseforest
the computational
eﬃciency and
variables
identified
in stage
oftheir
themodels
development
of the
random
model.
(Belgiu and Drăgu, 2016). Based on these studies, Belgiu and Drăgu
(2016) recommended that 500 represents a default value for remote
sensing data. Based on the empirical results of this study we selected
512 decision trees for further use in the development of the random
forest model.

obtain a more parsimonious model (Wilkes et al., 2015) we identiﬁed
and removed predictor variables that were highly correlated. Visual
assessment of a correlation matrix for the 27 predictor variables assessed in this study identiﬁed a number of the band ratios and vegetation indices that were transformations of each other. The predictor
variable importance scores output for 512 decision trees (stage one,
Table 3) were used to guide the decision on which of the correlated
variables were removed. From the original 27 predictor variables 12
were removed. Out of the 15 candidate variables eight were combinations of band ratios, three were vegetation indices and the remaining

3.2. Model Development Stage Two: variable selection
While random forest is a non-parametric model that can handle
complex interactions and high dimensional datasets (Breiman, 2001;
672
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Fig. 6. Mean R2 (a) and RMSE (b) values (based on 100 iterations) used to identify the number of predictor variables and the number of features used to grow the
2
trees in the random forest model.

Fig. 3.6 Mean R (a) and RMSE (b) values (based on 100 iterations) used to identify
the number of predictor variables and the number of Fig.
features
used to grow the trees in
7. Random forest canopy height model applied to both (a)
Landsat-5
TM
(acquired
26/05/2009) and (b) Landsat-7 ETM+
the random forest model.
(acquired 19/06/2009) imagery for path/row 106/68 to independently validate the accuracy of the model; black areas denote no data values. Note, the region shown in this ﬁgure is the
grey area shown in Fig. 3.

3.3.4

Canopy height model

The final canopy height model was developed using the following parameters; 512 decision trees, “log2” max features parameter and 14 predictor variables based on all
training data (11,322 data points). The random forest model was serialised to enable it
to be applied to Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI imagery. To assess the accuracy of the model on independent data captured outside of the extent of the
training data, the model was applied to Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery
were the single surface reﬂectance bands. The relationship between
height, and several variables clearly display a bimodal relationship.
mean CHM
and the over
remaining
15 candidate
predictorCanopy
variables are
captured
path/row
106/68.
height estimates derived from Landsat TM and
shown in scatter plots (Fig. 5). Interestingly none of the variables alone
forstrong
the area
usedwith
to mean
validate
final random forest model is shown in Figure
suggest ETM+
a particularly
relationship
LiDAR the
canopy
3.7.
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Fig. 3.7 Random forest canopy height model applied to both (a) Landsat-5 TM
(acquired 26/05/2009) and (b) Landsat-7 ETM+ (acquired 19/06/2009) imagery for
path/row 106/68 to independently validate the accuracy of the model; black areas denote nodata values. Note, the region shown in this figure is the grey area shown in
Figure 3.3.
3.3.4.1

Predictor variable importance

The importance scores for the 14 predictor variables for the random forest model are
shown in Figure 3.8. The most important predictor variable was the nir/green ratio followed by the vegetation index GSAVI and the SWIR1 band. A combination of band
ratios were found to be important, representing eight of the 14 predictor variables. The
green band featured six times, while the Red, NIR and SWIR1 bands occurred five times
in either vegetation indices, band ratios or as individual bands. Hill et al. (2011) investigated the relationships between LiDAR derived canopy height and Landsat-7 ETM+
data for four tropical rainforest types. Their study showed that the NIR band was the
most sensitive variable when related to mean and maximum canopy height followed by
the green normalised vegetation index. They concluded that their study supported the
hypothesis that canopy height distribution and shadow effects due to canopy complexity and emergent trees significantly influences spectral response for tropical rainforests
(Hill et al. 2011). Hansen et al. (2016) mapped tree height distributions in Sub-Saharan
Africa covering a wide range of vegetation community types using Landsat-7 ETM+
and Landsat-8 OLI. They used a regression tree model and found that seasonal derivatives (inter-percentile ranges) from the Red band were the top two important variables,
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while the SWIR2 band was the third most important (Hansen et al. 2016). These studies highlight the complex relationships between woody vegetation height and spectral
reflectance of the Landsat bands.

Fig. 3.8 Relative importance score for the 14 predictor variables used in the final random
forest model.
In this study, the woody vegetation communities are structurally variable, ranging from
closed forests, woodlands, open woodlands and grasslands with sparse trees. The variability in the relationship between the top four predictor variables and canopy height
for three major vegetation communities in this study are shown in Figure 3.9. The distinct relationships between canopy height and ratio NIR/Green is evident for each of
the three broad vegetation communities. As with Hill et al. (2011), it is likely that the
shadow fraction contributed to the spectral reflectance in the Landsat pixels in many of
the vegetation communities in this study. The SWIR bands, which are sensitive to leaf
water content (Hunt and Rock 1989), featured eight times in the 14 predictor variables.
Typically, the SWIR reflectance values will increase as leaf water content decreases (Ji
et al. 2011). The bimodal relationship between SWIR1 reflectance and canopy height
for three of the major vegetation communities in the study area can be seen in Figure 3.9. SWIR1 reflectance values for the Mangrove communities were low across
the range of canopy heights, while mangrove canopy cover is dense and the leaf water
content is likely to contribute to the low values, soil moisture and water would also
be influencing the SWIR1 values. The Monsoon rainforests in the study area generally
have dense canopy cover, resulting in low SWIR1 reflectance values clustered above the
12 m canopy height, while for Eucalyptus communities SWIR1 reflectance increases as
canopy height declines. While the SWIR1 band was the third most important predictor
59

3.4. Canopy height model
The ﬁnal canopy height model was developed using the following
parameters; 512 decision trees, “log2” max_features parameter and 14
predictor variables based on all training data (11,322 data points). The
random forest model was serialised to enable it to be applied to
Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI imagery. To assess
the accuracy of the model on independent data captured outside of the
extent of the training data, the model was applied to Landsat-5 TM and
Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery captured over path/row 106/68. Canopy
height estimates derived from Landsat TM and ETM+ for the area used
to validate the ﬁnal random forest model is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8. Relative importance score for the 14 predictor variables used in the ﬁnal
random forest model.

3.3. Model Development Stage Three: optimising number of variables

variable in the model the relationship between canopy height and Mangrove and Monsoon rainforest communities is low. It is clear from the individual relationships between
the canopy height and the predictor variables in this study that no one variable has a par3.4.1. Predictor variable importance
ticularly strong relationship (Figure 3.5, 3.9. One
of the scores
benefits
strengths
The importance
for theand
14 predictor
variablesof
for the
the random
forest model are shown in Fig. 8. The most important predictor variable
random forest algorithm is its ability to handle
non-parametric
data
and
learn
from
the
was the NIR/Green ratio followed by the vegetation index GSAVI and
the SWIR1 band. A combination of band ratios were found to be imcomplex interactions between variables (Grömping
2009, Strobl et al. 2008, Avitabile
portant, representing eight of the 14 predictor variables.
The green band featured six times, while the Red, NIR and SWIR1
et al. 2012).
bands occurred ﬁve times in either vegetation indices, band ratios or as

To reduce over-ﬁtting and further optimise the random forest model
we undertook an experiment to assess diﬀerent values of the max_features and the number of predictor variables used to build the model.
The max_features parameter (in the scikit-learn implementation of
random forest regressor) enables the user to determine the number of
predictor variables randomly selected to split each node of the individual decision trees (Müller and Guido, 2016). Reducing the max_features parameter increases the variance and conversely decreases the
bias and produces weaker individual decision trees, however when
combined in the ensemble of decision trees it increases the models
overall accuracy (Breiman, 2001; Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012). Accuracy statistics for the variable reduction and max_features parameters
analysis are shown in Fig. 6. RMSE values ranged from 3.14 to 5.88 m

individual bands. Hill et al. (2011) investigated the relationships

Fig. 9. Scatter plot showing the relationship between mean canopy height and the top four predictor variables, ratio of NIR and Green, GSAVI, SWIR1 reﬂectance and
Red reﬂectance for three vegetation communities (Monsoon rainforest n = 759, Mangroves n = 1182, Eucalyptus n = 1159). Data points were subset from the
training dataset within the extent of the 1:25,000 scale remnant vegetation mapping (Brock, 1995).

Fig. 3.9 Scatter plot showing the relationship between mean canopy height and the top
four predictor variables, ratio of NIR and Green, GSAVI, SWIR1 reflectance and Red
674 (Monsoon rainforest n= 759, Mangroves
reflectance for three vegetation communities
n= 1182, Eucalyptus n= 1159). Data points were subset from the training dataset within
the extent of the 1:25,000 scale remnant vegetation mapping (Brock 1995).

3.3.4.2

Model validation

Accuracy statistics and the predicted and observed mean canopy height for Landsat5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+ (path/row 106/68) are shown in Figure 3.10. The model
performance for the two sensors and image dates were very similar with only slight differences in the accuracy metrics. Canopy height predicted from Landsat-5 TM recorded
a R2 of 0.53 and RMSE value of 2.795 m, while Landsat-7 ETM+ recorded R2 of 0.49
and RMSE 2.778 m, the variance and bias values were also very similar for both sensors. Even though the validation data were obtained from outside the extent of the
training data, it would be expected that the Landsat-5 TM image would have achieved
60

a higher accuracy as it was captured on the same path (106) and date of the image used
to develop the model, which is essentially the same image as it is captured on the same
date and overpass of the sensor. The similar results between sensors suggests that the
random forest model has transferred well to the Landsat-7 ETM+ sensor and has low
generalisation error.
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Fig. 10. Scatter plot showing the predicted and observed mean CHM for the validation region: (a) Landsat-5 TM acquired 26/05/2009 and (b) Landsat-7 ETM+
acquired 19/06/2009; solid line = 1:1 line.

Fig. 3.10 Scatter plot showing the predicted and observed mean CHM for the validation
region (a) Landsat-5 TM acquired 26/05/2009 (b) Landsat-7 ETM+ acquired 19/06/
between LiDAR derived canopy height and Landsat-7 ETM+ data for
2012).
2009, solid line = 1:1 line.
four tropical rainforest types. Their study showed that the NIR band
was the most sensitive variable when related to mean and maximum
canopy height followed by the green normalised vegetation index. They
concluded that their study supported the hypothesis that canopy height
distribution and shadow eﬀects due to canopy complexity and emergent
trees signiﬁcantly inﬂuences spectral response for tropical rainforests
(Hill et al., 2011). Hansen et al. (2016) mapped tree height distributions in Sub-Saharan Africa covering a wide range of vegetation community types using Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI. They used a
regression tree model and found that seasonal derivatives (inter-percentile ranges) from the Red band were the top two important variables, while the SWIR2 band was the third most important (Hansen
et al., 2016). These studies highlight the complex relationships between
woody vegetation height and spectral reﬂectance of the Landsat bands.
In this study, the woody vegetation communities are structurally variable, ranging from closed forests, woodlands, open woodlands and
grasslands with sparse trees. The variability in the relationship between
the top four predictor variables and canopy height for three major vegetation communities in this study are shown in Fig. 9. The distinct
relationships between canopy height and ratio NIR/Green is evident for
each of the three broad vegetation communities. As with Hill et al.
(2011) it is likely that the shadow fraction contributed to the spectral
reﬂectance in the Landsat pixels in many of the vegetation communities
in this study. The SWIR bands, which are sensitive to leaf water content
(Hunt and Rock, 1989) featured eight times in the 14 predictor variables. Typically, the SWIR reﬂectance values will increase as leaf water
content decreases (Ji et al., 2011). The bimodal relationship between
SWIR1 reﬂectance and canopy height for three of the major vegetation
communities in the study area can be seen in Fig. 9. SWIR1 reﬂectance
values for the Mangrove communities were low across the range of
canopy heights, while mangrove canopy cover is dense and the leaf
water content is likely to contribute to the low values, soil moisture and
water would also be inﬂuencing the SWIR1 values. The monsoon
rainforests in the study area generally have dense canopy cover, resulting in low SWIR1 reﬂectance values clustered above the 12 m canopy height, while for Eucalyptus communities SWIR1 reﬂectance increases as canopy height declines. While the SWIR1 band was the third
most important predictor variable in the model the relationship between canopy height and Mangrove and Monsoon rainforest communities is low. It is clear from the individual relationships between the
canopy height and the predictor variables in this study that no one
variable has a particularly strong relationship (Figs. 5 and 9). One of the
beneﬁts and strengths of the random forest algorithm is its ability to
handle non-parametric data and learn from the complex interactions
between variables (Grömping, 2009; Strobl et al., 2008; Avitabile et al.,

3.4.2. Model validation
Accuracy statistics and the predicted and observed mean canopy
height for Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+ (path/row 106/68) are
shown in Fig. 10. The model performance for the two sensors and image
dates were very similar with only slight diﬀerences in the accuracy
metrics. Canopy height predicted from Landsat-5 TM recorded a R2 of
0.53 and RMSE value of 2.795 m, while Landsat-7 ETM+ recorded R2
of 0.49 and RMSE 2.778 m, the variance and bias values were also very
similar for both sensors. Even though the validation data were obtained
from outside the extent of the training data, it would be expected that
the Landsat-5 TM image would have achieved a higher accuracy as it
was captured on the same path (106) and date of the image used to
develop the model, which is essentially the same image. The similar
results between sensors suggest that the random forest model has
transferred well to the Landsat-7 ETM+ sensor and has low generalisation error.
To further evaluate the models performance and generalisation
error, accuracy statistics were obtained for vegetation communities
using existing mapping undertaken by Brock (1995). The predicted and
observed mean canopy height and accuracy metrics for the four vegetation communities (Mangrove, Eucalyptus, Monsoon rainforest and
Melaleuca) are shown in scatter plots (Fig. 11). There were variations in
the models performance between sensors and vegetation communities.
The lowest RMSE value 2.332 m was recorded for Eucalyptus communities predicted from Landsat-7 ETM+, while for Landsat-5 TM the
lowest RMSE value (2.356 m) was recorded for the Eucalyptus communities, followed by the Mangrove communities (2.864 m). Bias was
lowest for the Eucalyptus and Mangrove communities for both sensors
with the predicted and observed data reasonably distributed around the
1:1 line. Bias in the model for both the Monsoon Rainforest and Melaleuca communities is clearly seen in Fig. 11 with both sensors overestimating mean canopy height. Landsat-7 ETM+ recorded the lowest
RMSE (3.037 m) for the Monsoon Rainforests, while Landsat-5 TM recorded the lowest RMSE for the Melaleuca communities (3.674 m).
The Monsoon Rainforest in the study area is described as either wet
or dry (Bach, 2002). Wet monsoon rainforests are predominately
evergreen with canopies rarely greater than 25 m, while dry monsoon
forest are more diverse and contain deciduous species with a maximum
canopy height of 12 m (Bach, 2002). The overestimation of canopy
height clustered around the 12–17 m range predicted from Landsat-5
TM are predominately located in dry monsoon rainforest patches. There
is a slight improvement in the predictions from dry rainforests from
Landsat-7 ETM+ captured later in the year (June), which is likely due
to a reduction of the overall canopy greenness as a result of leaf fall in

To further evaluate the models performance and generalisation error, accuracy statistics were obtained for vegetation communities using existing mapping undertaken by
Brock (1995). The predicted and observed mean canopy height and accuracy metrics
for the four vegetation communities (Mangrove, Eucalyptus, Monsoon rainforest and
Melaleuca) are shown in scatter plots Figure 3.11. There were variations in the models
performance between sensors and vegetation communities. The lowest RMSE value
2.332 m was recorded for Eucalyptus communities predicted from Landsat-7 ETM+,
while for Landsat-5 TM the lowest RMSE value (2.356 m) was recorded for the Eucalyptus communities, followed by the Mangrove communities (2.864 m). Bias was lowest for the Eucalyptus and Mangrove communities for both sensors with the predicted
and observed data reasonably distributed around the 1:1 line. Bias in the model for both
the Monsoon Rainforest and Melaleuca communities is clearly seen in Figure 3.11 with
both sensors overestimating mean canopy height. Landsat-7 ETM+ recorded the lowest
RMSE (3.037 m) for the Monsoon Rainforests, while Landsat-5 TM recorded the lowest RMSE for the Melaleuca communities (3.674 m). The Monsoon Rainforest in the
study area is described as either wet or dry (Bach 2002). Wet monsoon rainforests are
predominately evergreen with canopies rarely greater than 25 m, while dry monsoon
forest are more diverse and contain deciduous species with a maximum canopy height
of 12 m (Bach 2002).
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Fig. 11. Scatter plots showing the predicted CHM from Landsat-5 TM (26/05/2009) and Landsat-7 ETM+ (19/06/2009) for path/row p106r068 and the observed
mean CHM (LiDAR, 03/07/2009) for broad vegetation communities located in the validation region; mapping by Brock (1995), solid line is the 1:1 line.

Fig. 3.11 Scatter plots showing the predicted CHM from Landsat-5 TM (26/05/2009)
andatLandsat-7
ETM+
(19/06/2009)
for path/row
andit the
observed
mean
CHMsamples
dry rainforests
this time of the
year (Bach,
2002). The bias observed
acrossp106r068
the height ranges,
is likely
that there were
insuﬃcient
in the dry(LiDAR,
monsoon rainforest
and
Melaleuca
communities
may
be
also
from
both
the
Dry
Monsoon
Rainforest
and
Melaleuca
communities,
03/07/2009) for broad vegetation communities located in the validation re- as
due to the lower number of data points available to train the model.
they represent a small percentage of the overall study area.
gion;
mapping
by Brock
(1995),
solid
Avitabile et
al. (2012)
mapped woody
biomass using
random
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and is the 1:1 line.
stressed the importance of obtaining suﬃcient training data to capture
the spectral variance within each classes. While the training data
(Section 2) in this study was stratiﬁed to obtain an even distribution

3.4.3. Model generalisation/time series
Pre-processing the imagery to standardise the reﬂectance values
between image dates and sensors is important for time series analysis

The overestimation of canopy height clustered around the 12 - 17 m range predicted
676
from Landsat-5 TM are predominately located
in dry monsoon rainforest patches. There
is a slight improvement in the predictions from dry rainforests from Landsat-7 ETM+
captured later in the year (June), which is likely due to a reduction of the overall canopy
greenness as a result of leaf fall in dry rainforests at this time of the year (Bach 2002).
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The bias observed in the dry monsoon rainforest and Melaleuca communities may be
also due to the lower number of data points available to train the model. Avitabile
et al. (2012) mapped woody biomass using random forest and stressed the importance
of obtaining sufficient training data to capture the spectral variance within each classes.
While the training data (section 2) in this study was stratified to obtain an even distribution across the height ranges, it is likely that there were insufficient samples from both
the Dry Monsoon Rainforest and Melaleuca communities, as they represent a small
percentage of the overall study area.

3.3.4.3

Model generalisation /time series

Pre-processing the imagery to standardise the reflectance values between image dates
and sensors is important for time series analysis (Roy et al. 2016, Vicente-Serrano et al.
2008). In this study, the Landsat images were pre-processed (atmospheric, BRDF and
topographic corrected) to a standardised solar-zenith angle of 45◦ (Flood et al. 2013,
Flood 2014) which enabled the model developed from Landsat-5 TM to be directly
applied to both Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI. Scatter plots comparing canopy
heights predicted from Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI from the
validation sites are shown in Figure 3.12. There was reasonable agreement between
sensors, with the ridge regression slope close to 1 for all three years assessed. The results of this study are similar to Flood (2014) who reported similar regression values
when comparing NDVI and a fractional cover model predicted from Landsat-7 ETM+
and Landsat-8 OLI imagery.
Canopy height estimates were obtained from 1 ha areas for sites located in the Mangrove community, wet Monsoon Rainforest, and Eucalyptus community predicted from
Landsat imagery (captured between April and June) over a period of 29 years (1987
- 2016) are shown in figure 3.13. These sites were all severely impacted by cyclone
Tracy on 25th December 1974 with large numbers of trees windthrown and damaged
(Cameron et al. 1983, Stocker 1976, Fox 1980). In each time series, the individual
canopy height estimates for each Landsat sensor are shown along with smoothed fitted
line (dashed line) using a rolling median of three years. Variability in canopy height estimates for individual dates within a year is evident. It is likely that a number of factors
are contributing to this variability, including differences in sensor characteristics, atmospheric conditions and seasonal variation in phenology between image capture dates.
While pre-processing of imagery has been undertaken to standardise the reflectance
values, it is likely that the 6S radiative transfer code used is unable to remove all the
atmospheric effects resulting in variability in the spectral values recorded by the sensor.
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Differences in canopy height values could also be due to variability in spectral response
due to differences in timing of leaf fall. The predictor variables used in the random forest model are all sensitive to changes in the level of photosynthetic vegetation and plant
vigour. While the two dominant Eucalyptus species in the study region, are evergreen
and canopy foliage projective cover remains reasonably high through the dry season
(Williams et al. 1997). Many of the mid story tree species in the Eucalyptus communities in the study area are semi-deciduous or fully deciduous and timing of leaf fall
varies between and within species and years (Myers et al. 1997, Williams et al. 1997).
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Fig. 12. Scatter plots comparing mean canopy height estimates predicted from
Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI in (a) 2009, (b) 2013 and
(c) 2016; solid line is the 1:1 line and the dashed red line is the ridge regression.
Statistics were only obtained from regions corresponding with valid Landsat-7
ETM+ pixels from the validation region for each year.

Fig. 3.12 Scatter plots comparing mean canopy height estimates predicted from
Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI in (a) 2009 (b) 2013 and (c) 2016,
solid line is the 1:1 line and the dashed red line is the ridge regression. Statistics were
only obtained from regions corresponding with valid Landsat-7 ETM+ pixels from the
validation region for each year.
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This variation in phenology is likely to be more pronounced in Eucalyptus communities
where the upper canopy is more open and the mid-story vegetation is more visible to the
sensor. The level of damage to Eucalyptus communities in the region (along McMillan’s
Road, Darwin) of the time trace (Figure 3.13 (d)) six months after cyclone Tracy is
evident Figure 3.14 (a). For the Eucalyptus community sites shown in Figures 3.13 (c),
3.13 (d)) canopy height appears to be increasing and starts to reach an asymptote around
65

the mid to late 1990’s for these sites. Wilson and Bowman (1987) undertook field work
in the Howard Peninsula (located in the study area) in 1985 and reported dense regrowth
and crown damage in the over story in the Eucalyptus communities and attributed it to
the impact of cyclone Tracy in 1974. Likewise Brock (1995) also undertook field work
during 1994 and 1995 in the study area and reported that within the Eucalyptus communities there were stands of vigorous uniform regrowth of E. tetrodonta and E. miniata
to 10 m tall, and attributed this to recovery as a result of extensive damage from cyclone Tracy in 1974. The recovery observed in the 1994 - 1995 field surveys appears to
be evident in the two Eucalyptus time trace examples with canopy heights around 8 m
around that time period. The sudden drop in canopy height shown in Figure 3.13 (c)
around 2013 is an example of land clearing for residential development in the area. In
contrast to the Eucalyptus communities the wet Monsoon Rainforests example shows
that canopy height remains consistent over the 29 years (Figure 3.13 (b)). This Monsoon Rainforest site was also severely impacted by cyclone Tracy with a large number
of trees uprooted or having major branch or trunk damage (Stocker 1976). Regeneration
months after cyclone Tracy in the Monsoon forest in the Darwin region was reported to
be profuse (Fox 1980). Wilson and Bowman (1987) reported that Monsoon rainforest
in the Howard Peninsula (located 15 km west of the time series Figure 3.13 (b)) 10
years after cyclone Tracy appeared to have no apparent evidence of damage, other than
an absence of canopy emergents. The canopy height for the wet Monsoon rainforest
shown in Figure 3.13 (b) is consistent with recovery (from cyclone Tracy) having occurred prior to the capture of the first Landsat image (1987) used in this study. The wet
Monsoon rainforest time trace (Figure 3.13 (b)) shows less variability in canopy height
between sensors, this may be due to the evergreen species in wet Monsoon rainforests
resulting in more consistent foliage cover through time (Bach 2002). There is a clear
spike in the rainforest canopy height recorded in 2009. This point represents data used
to fit the random forest model and indicates that for this wet Monsoon forest it is likely
that canopy height is being underestimated. This is in contrast with the dry Monsoon
forest (discussed earlier) where canopy height is being overestimated.
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Fig. 13. Canopy height estimates predicted from Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI for sites impacted by cyclone Tracy from 1987 to 2016 for a (a)
mangrove forest, (b) monsoon rain forest, (c) Eucalyptus woodland with clearing and (d) Eucalyptus woodland.

Fig. 3.13 Canopy height estimates predicted from Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+
and Landsat-8 OLI for sites impacted by cyclone Tracy from 1987 to 2016 for a (a)
Regeneration months after cyclone Tracy in the Monsoon forest in
Monsoon rainforest shown in Fig. 13b is consistent with recovery (from
mangrove forest, (b) monsoon rain forest, (c)cyclone
Eucalyptus
woodland with clearing and
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(Fig. 13b) shows less variability in canopy height between sensors; this
may be due to the evergreen species in wet Monsoon rainforests resulting in more consistent foliage cover through time (Bach, 2002).
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time series plots for a period of 27 years (1987 – 2016). The results showed that the
model could be transferred to Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat-8 OLI, however, there was
variability between canopy height estimates likely to be due to seasonal variations in
the image capture dates and sensors characteristics. The four time series plots used as
example were all impacted by severe tropical cyclone Tracy in 1974. The canopy height
estimates for the Monsoon forest example showed that it had recovered to the current
height by 1987 (13 years post cyclone) while the two Eucalyptus community site were
still in a state of recovery. The canopy height estimates for the Mangrove community
indicate that this site has taken decades to recover and has only recently recovered to
its pre-cyclone condition. It should be noted that the random forest regression model
will not extrapolate beyond the range of canopy height values in the training dataset. In
this study, the minimum and maximum heights in the validation dataset did not exceed
the values in the training dataset, and the vegetation communities were similar in both
regions. Further work is required to assess how well the random forest model transfers beyond the current study area. This study demonstrates that canopy height can be
predicted from optical Landsat imagery at moderate to high levels of accuracy. The
robustness of the model across a range of vegetation communities and three different
Landsat sensors illustrate that our approach can be successfully used to explore changes
in woody vegetation canopy height through time.
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CHAPTER 4

Broad-scale mapping of tree canopy structure using optical satellite
sensors, Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8 OLI.

Thesis context: The focus of this chapter is the development of a remote sensing
products predicting seven woody vegetation structural metrics from both Landsat-8 and
Sentinel-2 satellite sensors. The models in this study produced annual estimates of tree
canopy structure which were developed using training data derived from three LiDAR
datasets captured in 2016, 2017 and 2018, representing a broad range of vegetation communities across the Northern Territory. The Landsat model was used to produce annual
estimates of height for woody vegetation between the years 1988 and 2017 which was
used in the development of the structural mapping product developed in chapter 5.
Abstract
This study has developed predictive models to obtain estimates of tree canopy structure
from optical satellite sensors Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8 OLI over an area covering 355,500 km2 in the Northern Territory, Australia. Airborne LiDAR datasets were
used to produce canopy height models for training and validation of the models. The
machine learning algorithm Random Forest was used to develop regression models predicting seven structural metrics, which described characteristics of tree canopy height
(99th , 95th , 75th , 25th percentiles, mean, standard deviation and coefficient of variation)
at spatial resolutions of 10 m, 20 m and 30 m for Sentinel-2 MSI and 30 m for Landsat-8
OLI. Overall model accuracy improved as spatial resolution decreased, with models at
30 m recording the highest accuracy. The Sentinel-2 red-edge bands featured as important predictor variables, however they did not significantly improve model performance
when compared with the models derived from Landsat-8. Of the seven structural attributes, the 99th percentile, representing maximum canopy height for a respective pixel
had the strongest relationship for both Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 with R2 values ranging from 0.81 to 0.70 and RMSE% between 33.8 and 22.9. Model accuracy declined
with a reduction in spatial resolution, however models at 10 m spatial resolution provided increased level of detail not available at 30 m. Combining the different structural
metrics to produce three band composites provides insight into tree structure across the
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landscape. This study demonstrates the utility of optical satellite sensors Sentinel-2 and
Landsat-8 for broad-scale mapping of tree canopy structural metrics and has produced
the first mapping products at 10 m spatial resolution identifying tree canopy structure
across the northern half of the Northern Territory, Australia.

4.1

Introduction

The World’s natural environments are under increased pressure from both natural and
anthropogenic threats (Alleaume et al. 2018). Increase in the human population is
resulting in changes in land-use and land-cover which is putting pressure on natural
ecosystems (Marques et al. 2019). Invasive species, habitat loss and changes in climate are all factors threatening global biodiversity (McGeoch et al. 2010, Smale et al.
2019). In northern Australia, biodiversity is under threat from a number of factors including invasive species (flora and fauna), changes in fire regimes and climate (Davies
et al. 2018, Woolley et al. 2018, Duke et al. 2017, Setterfield et al. 2010, Edwards and
Russell-Smith 2009, Cook and Goyens 2008). There are a substantial number of endemic flora and fauna species in the northern half of the Northern Territory, which are
both nationally and internationally significant (Woinarski et al. 2006, Allen et al. 2019).
The development of long-term monitoring programs using information collected in a
consistent and frequent manner has been identified as a way to help gain insight into the
drivers of the change being observed (Lindenmayer et al. 2012, 2015).
Satellite remote sensing products have the potential to provide information at suitable spatial and temporal scales for long-term monitoring of important ecological variables (Alleaume et al. 2018, Luque et al. 2018, Pettorelli et al. 2016, Skidmore et al.
2015). Ecologists have identified classes of essential biodiversity variables which include, species traits and populations, ecosystem function and structure (Skidmore et al.
2015, Pereira et al. 2013). Forest structure has been identified as an important metric for monitoring trends in biomass, primary productivity and biodiversity (O’Grady
et al. 2000, Cook et al. 2015, Skidmore et al. 2015, Pettorelli et al. 2016). Identifying the structural distribution of forests at a broader landscape scale is important, as it
has the potential to increases the accuracy of carbon stock estimates (Cook et al. 2015,
O’Grady et al. 2000) and assist in identifying the location of large hollow-bearing trees,
which are a keystone habitat in northern Australia for many fauna species (Woolley
et al. 2018). Fire, termites and cyclones are all drivers influencing vegetation structure
in northern Australia (Woolley et al. 2018, Russell-Smith et al. 2019). The influence
of fire on woody vegetation structure in the Northern Territory has been well studied
(Anderson et al. 1998, Williams et al. 1999, Edwards and Russell-Smith 2009, Levick
et al. 2019), however limited work has been undertaken to understand the impact of cy71

clones, which have the potential to dramatically alter tree structure (Cook and Goyens
2008, Hutley et al. 2013). Tree structure is commonly measured using Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data and provides highly detailed information (Lim et al.
2003, Wulder, White, Nelson, Næsset, Ørka, Coops, Hilker, Bater and Gobakken 2012,
Goldbergs et al. 2018, Levick et al. 2019). While the level of information available
from LiDAR is very detailed, the use at a broad scale is cost prohibitive (Pascual et al.
2010, Lang et al. 2019). Numerous studies have used LiDAR to obtain tree structural
information to develop predictive models from optical satellite sensors (Hudak et al.
2002, Pascual et al. 2010, Hill et al. 2011, Ota et al. 2014, Ahmed et al. 2015, Sohn
and Mccoy 1997, Staben et al. 2018, Matasci et al. 2018, Lang et al. 2019). While the
accuracy of the forest metrics obtained from optical sensors is reduced when compared
with LiDAR, it does enable greater spatial and temporal coverage to be obtained. To
develop long-term monitoring programs there is a need to produce information in a
consistent manner through time (Lindenmayer et al. 2012). The open source policies
for the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Landsat and European Space Agency
(ESA) Sentinel-2 satellite programs have enabled the development of long-term monitoring programs at regional and global scales (Wulder, Masek, Cohen, Loveland and
Woodcock 2012).
There is limited information available on the tree structure of the northern Territory.
Scarth et al. (2019) recently published a mapping product detailing a structural classification based on height and woody foliage projective cover for the Australian continent
using a fusion of sensors (ICESat/GLAS, ALOS PALSAR and Landsat imagery). While
this structural classification provides insight into the forests across the Australian continent, it is produced from composites of data and provides a single snapshot in time.
To enable long-term assessment of changes in forest structure across the Northern Territory, products need to be developed that identify change consistently through time.
This study advances previous work (Staben et al. 2018) which demonstrated the utility
of Landsat sensors in predicting mean canopy height across the Darwin region in the
Northern Territory. Random forest regression was used to develop a model to predict
mean canopy height from Landsat-5 Thematic mapper (TM) which was then applied to
both Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) and Landsat-8 Operational
Land Imager (OLI) sensors (Staben et al. 2018). Overall accuracy based on the root
mean square error (RMSE) was 2.8 m for both Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+
(Staben et al. 2018). In this study seven structural metrics were modelled from Landsat8 OLI and Sentinel-2 MSI sensors using training data captured in 2016, 2017 and 2018
obtained from a broad range of vegetation communities across three locations in the
Northern Territory. Lang et al. (2019) developed models to predict vegetation height
from composites of Sentinel-2 MSI satellite imagery captured over Gabon (Africa) and
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Switzerland (Central Europe) and reported RMSE of 3.4 m and 5.6 m respectively for
vegetation heights up to 50 m. The improved spectral resolution of both Landsat-8 OLI
sensor and additional red-edge bands and increased spatial resolution available with
Sentinel-2 sensors have the potential to develop more accurate models over our study
area.
The aims of this study are to (1) investigate the utility of optical satellite imagery,
Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8 OLI in predicting tree canopy structural parameters derived from LiDAR canopy height models and; (2) produce tree canopy structure maps
across the northern half of the Northern Territory to provide baseline information to
natural resource managers. Seven metrics characterising tree canopy structure were extracted from 1 m canopy height models derived from LiDAR captured across the study
area. As the Sentinel-2 satellite push-broom sensors capture imagery at different spatial
resolutions, models were developed at 10 m and 20 m to assess the influence of different
scales on model performance. Models were also developed at 30 m spatial resolution
for Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 imagery to enabled comparisons between the two sensors.

4.2
4.2.1

Data and Methods
Study Area

This study was undertaken in the wet-dry tropics of the Northern Territory, Australia
covering an area of approximately 355,500 km2 (Figure 5.2). The average annual temperature is high with 32◦ on the coast (Darwin) to 34◦ for inland regions. The majority
of the rainfall occurs between the months of October and April. There is a distinct rainfall gradient moving south (Cook et al. 2015), with a mean annual rainfall of 1725 mm
for Darwin in the north and 790 mm at Borroloola in the south east of the study area
(http://www.bom.gov.au/).
Vegetation communities across the study area are diverse, with mangrove forests found
along the coastal regions (Rogers et al. 2017, Duke et al. 2017) and Melaleuca species
found in poorly drained soils, along river systems and floodplains (Franklin et al. 2007).
Pockets of dry and wet rainforests are scattered across the region (Bach 2002, Wilson et al. 1990). There are large sandstone plateaus which consist of a mix of woodlands and shrublands (Wilson et al. 1990). The study area is dominated by Eucalyptus
and Corymbia species found on the undulating lateritic plains and plateaus (Wilson
et al. 1990). Large areas of woodland and open forests are dominated by Eucalyptus
tetrodonta and E. miniata which have mid-strata of mixed semi-deciduous to deciduous
trees and shrubs and grasses (Williams et al. 1997).
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Fig. 4.1 Location of the study area Northern Territory, Australia and the Sentinel-2 MSI
and Landsat-8 OLI scenes used in this study.
4.2.2

LiDAR

A number of airborne LiDAR datasets captured in 2016, 2017 and 2018 were used
in this study (Figure 4.2). The 2018 LiDAR was captured over the Elizabeth River
catchment in the Darwin region, covering an area approximately 300 km2 . The Elizabeth River catchment contains a mix of land use (urban, peri-urban, agricultural) and
natural vegetation communities (Staben and Edmeades 2017). The 2016 LiDAR was
captured inland over the town of Katherine, covering approximately 97 km2 . Land
use consists of urban, peri-urban and agricultural with a mix of vegetation communities including tall riparian vegetation found along the banks of the Katherine River and
woodlands. The LiDAR data captured in 2017 over the Gulf of Carpentaria were part
of the investigation into the extensive Mangrove die-back event in 2015-2016 (Duke
et al. 2017). The Gulf LiDAR consisted of flight lines captured along the coastline
with a particular focus on capturing mangrove forests (http://wiki.auscover.net.au/wiki/
LIDAR data, Gulf of Carpentaria). While large areas were acquired along the coast,
we selected a number of the single flight lines consisting of both mangrove forests
and upland vegetation communities, covering an area of approximately 54 km2 . All
LiDAR data were processed by the respective data providers and supplied as classified point clouds. Details of the sensors used, point density and footprint for each
LiDAR dataset are presented in Table 4.1. Canopy height models were produced at
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1 m spatial resolution from each of the LiDAR datasets using the open source software
Fusion (http://forsys.cfr.washington.edu/fusion/fusion overview.html). Surface models
were produced to enable the canopy heights to be normalised to the ground surface. All
pixels in each of the canopy height models between the values >0 and 0.51 m were removed from further analysis. This was undertaken to account for the fact that the native
grasses at the time of data capture were senescent and on average 0.5 m tall (Setterfield
et al. 2010), and may represent the highest z value for a given pixel in the canopy height
model.
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Fig. 4.2 Location of the LiDAR used in this study.

Table 4.1 Details of the LiDAR surveys used in this study
LiDAR
Elizabeth River (Darwin)
Katherine Region
Gulf of Carpentaria

Acquisition
Dates
18/19 May 2018
18 May 2016
16 Aug/2 Sep 2017

Point
density m2
4
4
6-7

Foot print
(m)
0.15
0.335
0.15

Sensor
Trimble AX60
Riegl Q1560
Riegl Q680i-S

A number of metrics were derived from the canopy height models to characterise woody
vegetation structural attributes across the study area (Table 4.2). The structural metrics
were calculated from 10 × 10 m, 20 × 20 m and 30 × 30 m plots, determined by the
pixel size of the satellite imagery being used in the model development. The mean
and a number of percentiles were calculated to characterise a range of woody vegetation heights. Metrics such as the 99th percentile represent the maximum canopy
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height, while the mean canopy height (Hmean ) provides information on how variable
tree canopy is within the pixel. While a number of the percentiles were correlated, they
were assessed to identify the optimal relationships with Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 sensors. LiDAR also provides insight into the structural variability in woody vegetation
(Garcı́a et al. 2017, Carrasco et al. 2019). In this study, we calculated the standard deviation of the mean height and coefficient of variation from the canopy height models to
assess variability in canopy height for each plot. Examples of these structural metrics
estimated from 1 m canopy height model at 20 m spatial resolution are shown in Figure
4.3.
Table 4.2 Details of the canopy height structural metrics derived from the 1 m canopy
height models used in this study
Metric
H99
H95
H75
H25
Hmean
Hsd
Hcov

4.2.3

Description
99th percentile canopy height
95th percentile canopy height
75th percentile canopy height
25th percentile canopy height
Mean canopy height
Standard deviation mean canopy height
Coefficient of variation canopy height

Units
m
m
m
m
m
m
%

Sentinel-2 and Landsat satellite imagery

Seasonal composites for both Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8 OLI imagery captured over
each of the three LiDAR datasets were produced for use as predictor variables. Two
seasonal composites (annual and dry season) for each year were produced to exploit
seasonal changes in vegetation growth through the year. The dry season composites
were produced using imagery captured between May and September. Typically during
this period the grass understory is senescent and provides greater spectral separability between woody and non-woody vegetation. The Landsat path/row and Sentinel
tile grids used in this study are shown in Figure 5.2. The single date Sentinel-2 and
Landsat-8 imagery were atmospherically corrected using 6S radiative transfer code and
a bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) model was applied to take into
account topographic illumination effects, producing surface reflectance values at nadir
and a solar zenith angle of 45◦ (Flood 2014, 2017). The blue spectral bands, which
are sensitive to aerosol conditions for both Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2, were not used in
this study to reduce noise potentially introduced by differing atmospheric conditions
between image dates (Flood 2014). A summary of the spectral bands used in this study
for each sensor is shown in Table 4.3. To enable transfer of models from Landsat-8 to
Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+ sensors, the reflectance values were converted to
predict Landsat-7 reflectance using the coefficients published in Flood (2014). Cloud,
shadow and water were masked from the single date images before producing the composite surface reflectance imagery using a multidimensional medoid (median) detailed
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in Flood (2013). Vegetation indices and band ratios were also derived from each of
the Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 seasonal composites (Table 4.4). For Landsat-8, a total
of 56 predictor variables consisting of surface reflectance bands, band ratio’s and vegetation indices derived from the two seasonal composites (annual and dry season) were
assessed, while for Sentinel-2 a total of 124 variables were available due to the addition
of the red-edge bands.
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Fig. 4.3 Example of the structural metrics derived from the LiDAR canopy height model
resampled to 20 m spatial resolution.
To assess the capacity of Sentinel-2 to predict forest structural metrics and make comparisons with Landsat-8 we developed four sets of models at differing spatial resolutions. For Sentinel-2 we produced models at 10 m, 20 m and 30 m and for Landsat-8,
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models were produced at 30 m. Sentinel-2 seasonal (annual and dry season) composites
were produced at 10 m, 20 m and 30 m by up or down sampling the respective bands. To
produce the Sentinel-2 10 m stack the six 20 m bands were down-sampled to the pixel
grid of the 10 m bands, while the 10 m bands were up-sampled to the 20 m pixel grid
to produce the 20 m Sentinel stack, using cubic convolution. To produce the Sentinel-2
composites at 30 m resolution the Sentinel-2 20 m stack were resampled based on the
pixel grid of the Landsat-8 composites.
Table 4.3 Summary of the spectral bands for Sentinel-2 (MSI) and Landsat-8 (OLI)
used in this study.
Sentinel-2
Name
(band)
Green (B3)
Red (B4)
RE1 (B5)
RE2 (B6)
RE3 (B7)
NIR (B8)
nNIR (B8a)
SWIR1 (B11)
SWIR2 (B12)

4.2.4

2a
Centre
Wavelength
(nm)
559.8
664.6
704.1
740.5
782.8
832.8
864.7
1613.7
2202.4

2b
Centre
Wavelength
(nm)
559.0
664.9
703.8
739.1
779.7
832.9
864.0
1610.4
2185.7

Resolution
(m)
10
10
20
20
20
10
20
20
20

Landsat-8
Name
(band)

Centre
wavelength
(nm)
561.41
654.59

Resolution

NIR (B5)

864.67

30

SWIR1 (B6)
SWIR2 (B7)

1608.86
2200.73

30
30

Green (B3)
Red (B4)

(m)
30
30

Model Training and Validation datasets

Training and validation datasets were produced from the extent of the canopy height
models. As fire is a frequent occurrence in northern Australian landscapes (Edwards
et al. 2013, Williams et al. 1999) burnt areas within the Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 composites were visually identified and removed from the training and validation datasets.
Burnt areas were removed as the spectral response received by the satellite sensor is
more representative of burnt vegetation and ash, which is seasonal and does not reflect
tree canopy height. The predictor variables used to train the models were obtained from
the respective seasonal composites the year the LiDAR data were captured. Producing
a training dataset from LiDAR and satellite imagery captured in 2016, 2017 and 2018
was undertaken to capture inter-annual variability in the spectral response of the satellite data, due to seasonal conditions. To enable independent assessment of the accuracy
of the final models, a number of regions within the extent of the Elizabeth River and
Katherine LiDAR were excluded in the production of the training datasets. Polygon
grids were produced for each of the Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 images based on the pixel
resolution (10 m, 20 m and 30 m) over the extent of each of the LiDAR datasets. These
polygon grids were used to define the area for calculation of the tree structural parameters (detailed in Table 4.2) from the LiDAR-derived canopy height models. A total
of 148,000 pixels were randomly selected from the Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 imagery
within the extent of the LiDAR for use as training data. Two validation datasets were
produced to assess the final model performance; the first dataset (identified here after
as Val01) was randomly selected from the same regions as the training dataset while
the second (identified here after as Val02) was selected from regions independent of
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N DRE2 = RE3−RE1
RE3+RE1

nir
Red

DV I = N IR − Red
N IR−Red
SAV I = (N IR+Red+0.5)∗(1+0.5)

N IR
−1
Red 

M SR = q

M SAV I =

Formula
IR−Red
N DV I = N
N IR+Red
N IR−Green
GSAV I = (N IR+Green+0.5)∗(1+0.5)
N IR−Green
GN DV I = N
IR+Green
Red
N IR
CV I = Green ∗ Green
N DGI = Green−Red
Green+Red
N IR−SW IR2
N BR = N
IR+SW IR2
IR−SW IR1
N DII = N
N IR+SW IR1
GDV I = N
√IR − Green

Escadafal and Huete (1991)
Gitelson et al. (2003)
Gitelson et al. (2003)
Barnes et al. (2000)
Barnes et al. (2000)

Chen (1996)

Qi et al. (1994)
Tucker (1979)
Huete (1988)

Reference
Tucker (1979)
Sripada et al. (2006)
Buschmann and Nagel (1993)
Vincini et al. (2008)
Bannari et al. (1995)
Ji et al. (2011)
Ji et al. (2011)
Sripada et al. (2006)

Table 4.4 Vegetation indices used in this study (*denotes indices only applied to Sentinel-2.)

the training data. The second validation dataset (Val02) was produced to evaluate the
model performance outside of the extent of the training data. While regions used in
the production of Val02 were excluded from the production of the training dataset for
the Elizabeth River and Katherine LiDAR, for the Gulf region a LiDAR transect was
selected south (approximately 150 km) of the Gulf LiDAR transects used in the model
development.

4.2.5

Model development

The machine learning algorithm random forest was used to investigate the relationships
between forest structural metrics and Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 satellite imagery. A total
of 28 models were developed: three sets of seven models for Sentinel-2 at 10 m, 20 m,
and 30 m spatial resolutions and seven models for Landsat-8 at 30 m resolution. Random forest is an ensemble of decision trees built from a bootstrap sample of the training
data (Breiman 2001, Cutler et al. 2007). The use of the random forest algorithm in
remote sensing applications has increased in recent times as it is non-paramateric, can
handle thousands of input data, and model complex non-linear relationships (Breiman
2001, Cutler et al. 2007, Belgiu and Drăgu 2016, Staben et al. 2018). In this study,
we use the random forest algorithm implemented in the open source Python module
Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011). There is a minimum of two parameters which
need to be defined to produce a model using random forest; (1) the number of trees
(n estimator) and (2) the number of prediction variables (max features) used to grow
the tree (Rodriguez-Galiano et al. 2012). Based on the results of previous work the
n estimater variable parameter was set to 512 trees and the max feature parameter was
set to ’log2’ (logarithm to the base 2) (Staben et al. 2018). One of the valuable features
of the random forest algorithm is the calculation of the relative importance score for
each of predictor variables (Belgiu and Drăgu 2016, Strobl et al. 2008).
A number of steps were undertaken in the development of each model. In stage one, the
most important predictor variables were identified using the mean importance score for
all predictor variables, based on 20 iterations of the model. In the second stage, predictor variables which are non-linear transformations of each other and variables that are
highly correlated (r = ≥ 95%) were identified. This was undertaken to remove redundant predictor variables and produce more parsimonious models. Variables removed
from further analysis were based on the order of importance identified in stage one of
the analysis.
To further optimise the models, variable reduction analysis was performed using the
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predictor variables identified in stage two. The least important variable was identified
based on the mean importance score for five iterations of the random forest model, and
the model was then re-run until only one predictor variable remained. For each of the
five iterations of the model, 10% of the training data was randomly selected to independently assess the accuracy of the model (total n=74,000). The final models were
selected and evaluated using a number of statistics, including the coefficient of determination (Zar 1984), root mean squared error (RMSE), RMSE%, BIAS and BIAS%. The
RMSE, RMSE%, BIAS and BIAS% are defined as;
rP

(xi − yi )2
n

(4.1)

RM SE
∗ 100
ȳ

(4.2)

RM SE =

RM SE% =

n

BIAS =

1X
xi − y i
n i=1

BIAS% =

BIAS
∗ 100
ȳ

(4.3)

(4.4)

where n is the number of observations, yi are the observed and xi the predicted structural metrics and ȳ is the mean of yi .
Candidate models for each of the structural metrics for each sensor and spatial resolution were selected using the statistics R2 , RMSE and RMSE%. Preference was given
to models with high accuracy statistics and low numbers of predictor variables. The
final models were then produced using all the training data (n=148,000). To independently assess the accuracy of each model the statistics R2 , RMSE, RMSE%, BIAS
and BIAS% were calculated for each of the candidate models using the two validation
datasets (Val01, Val02).

4.3

Results

4.3.1
4.3.1.1

Model development
Stage 1 and 2

In the first two stages of model development, a large number of predictor variables were
found to be highly correlated or non-linear transformations of each other. Of the 124
predictor variables assessed for Sentinel-2, between 50 and 60 predictor variables were
retained for further model development while for Landsat-8, of the 56 predictor vari81

ables between 29 and 31 remained.
4.3.1.2

Stage 3

The results of the variable reduction analysis for each of the structural metrics for
Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 are shown in Figure 4.4. The results were consistent for each
of the structural metrics assessed for Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8, with model RMSE%
converging on a minimum for more than 10 predictor variables. From the results of the
variable reduction analysis (Figure 4.4) the final candidate models for each structural
metric were selected using the R2 and lowest RMSE, RMSE% statistics and model with
the minimum number of predictor variables. The summary statistics and the number of
predictor variables used in each of the candidate models are shown in Table 4.5. For the
Sentinel-2 models (10 m, 20 m and 30 m), the number of predictor variables ranged between 21 and 35 and for Landsat-8 models between 18 and 25 (specific details for each
of the four test sets are provided in sections 4.3.1.3, 4.3.1.4, 4.3.1.5 and 4.3.1.6). The
relationship between the structural metrics and Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 varied with
R2 values ranging from 0.82 to 0.46 and RMSE% values from 22.8 to 60.1. A number of models (15) recorded RMSE% values below 30%. The strongest relationships
between all of the models and test sets developed was for H99 with R2 values ranging
from 0.82 to 0.75 and RMSE% between 22.8 and 27.1. The weakest models were for
H25 , which recorded the highest RMSE% values for the four model sets. Models developed using Sentinel-2 at 20 m recorded the highest R2 values, while the lowest overall
RMSE% values were recorded for Sentinel-2 and 30 m spatial resolution for all seven
structural metrics. An example of each of the candidate structural metric predicted from
Sentinel-2 imagery at 20 m spatial resolution are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Fig. 4.4 Results of the variable reduction analysis showing the RMSE% and number
of predictor variables for each structural metric predicted from Sentinel-2 (10 m, 20 m
30 m) and Landsat-8 imagery. Statistics were derived from five iterations of the model
where 10% of the training data was selected (total n=74,000).
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Table 4.5 Number of variables used for each of the candidate models predicting tree
structure metrics from Sentinel-2 (10 m, 20 m, 30 m) and Landsat-8 (30 m) imagery.
The accuracy statistics are based on five iterations of the random forest model during
the variable reduction analysis. For each iteration 10% of the training data were selected
(n=74,000).
Sensor/Metric

R2

RMSE

RMSE%

No.var

S2 10m
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.77
0.76
0.70
0.50
0.68
0.66
0.50

3.1
3.1
3.1
3.0
2.5
1.1
16.8

27.1
28.5
34.2
60.1
36.4
39.1
42.8

24
22
29
24
21
35
30

S2 20m
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.82
0.82
0.80
0.61
0.79
0.77
0.59

2.8
2.6
2.5
2.1
1.9
0.9
14.6

25.5
25.8
29.7
51.9
30.5
33.1
35.8

26
27
27
29
30
33
26

S2 30m
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.77
0.78
0.76
0.60
0.76
0.72
0.49

3.0
2.8
2.5
2.1
1.9
1.0
15.3

22.8
23.2
26.4
47.3
26.9
29.2
32.0

23
31
28
21
29
35
34

L8 30m
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.75
0.75
0.74
0.57
0.74
0.70
0.46

3.2
3.0
2.6
2.2
2.0
1.0
15.6

23.4
24.2
27.4
49.2
27.7
29.8
32.3

18
16
19
19
19
23
25
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Fig. 4.5 Example of the structural metrics applied to Sentinel-2 at 20 m spatial resolution, along with LiDAR canopy height (1 m) and very high resolution digital aerial
photography.
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4.3.1.3

Sentinel-2 10 m

The predictor variables used to produce each of the models using Sentinel-2 imagery
at 10 m spatial resolution are shown in Figure 4.6. A range of vegetation indices,
band ratios and single bands were used in each of the models with the number of variables ranging between 26 and 33. All models were composed of a combination of
predictor variables derived from the annual (a) and dry season (d) composites. One
predictor variable SWIR2/SWIR1(d) featured in all seven models, while ten variables
(SWIR1/RE1(d), SWIR2/Red(d), CVI(a), CVI(d), Green(a), NDRE1(d), RE1/NIR(a),
RE1/NIR(d), Red(d) and SWIR1/Green(a)) occurred six times. The accuracy statistics
for the seven models derived from the two validation datasets (Val01 and Val02) are
detailed in Table 4.6. The distribution of the predicted and observed values for both
validation datasets are represented in violin plots Figure 4.7. For the Val01 dataset H99
was the highest performing model with an R2 value of 0.77 and RMSE% of 27.1%,
followed by H95 which had a similar distribution in height values. Both H75 and Hmean
had similar RMSE% values with 34.5 and 36.8 respectively. Of the two models measuring structural variability Hsd had the strongest relationship with RMSE% of 39.0 while
Hcov recorded 43.3. The lowest accuracy recorded was for H25 with R2 value of 0.49
and RMSE% of 60.7, with predictions of heights generally overestimated, as seen in
the distribution of the predicted and observed values (Figure 4.7). The results for the
independent validation dataset Val02 were similar to Val01 with a decrease in overall
accuracy for each of the seven metrics. Overall the height range and distribution of the
independent validation dataset were lower (Figure 4.7). This would have contributed to
the difference in values between the two validation datasets, however there is clearly an
increase in bias for H99 , H95 , H75 , Hcov and H25 .
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Hmean

Predictor variables

H25

H75

RE2/Green(a)
NDRE1(d)
CVI(a)
CVI(d)
SWIR1/RE1(d)
SWIR1/NIRn(a)
RE2/Red(a)
RE3/RE1(a)
NIR/Green(d)
SWIR1(a)
SAVI(a)
SWIR2(d)
NDII(d)
SWIR1/Green(a)
RE1/NIR(d)
SWIR2/RE1(a)
SWIR2/NIRn(d)
RE1/NIR(a)
SWIR2/Red(d)
Green(a)
Red(d)
SWIR2/Red(a)
SWIR2/SWIR1(d)
SWIR2/Green(a)
GSAVI(a)
RE1(a)
SWIR1/Red(a)
NDGI(d)
SWIR2/SWIR1(a)
0.000.010.020.030.040.050.060.07

Predictor variables

H95

CVI(a)
SWIR1/RE1(d)
RE2/Green(a)
CVI(d)
RE2/Green(a)
NDRE1(d)
NDRE1(d)
RE2/RE1(a)
SWIR1/NIRn(d)
SWIR1/RE1(d)
CIgreen(a)
SAVI(a)
SWIR1(a)
CVI(a)
RE3/Red(d)
RE2/Green(d)
RE2/Red(a)
GNDVI(a)
SWIR1/RE2(a)
SWIR1/RE1(d)
NIR/Green(d)
CVI(a)
SWIR1/NIRn(a)
SWIR2(d)
SWIR1/NIRn(a)
RE2/Red(d)
RE1/NIR(a)
NDRE1(d)
CVI(d)
SWIR1/Green(a)
SWIR2/Red(d)
SWIR1(d)
CIrededge(a)
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GNDVI(d)
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SWIR1(a)
Red(d)
CVI(d)
SAVI(a)
SWIR2/Red(a)
SWIR1/Green(d)
RI(d)
RE1/NIR(d)
SWIR2/Green(a)
MSR(a)
RE1/NIR(d)
SWIR1/Green(a)
NDRE1(a)
SWIR2/SWIR1(d)
SWIR2/RE1(a)
SWIR2/Green(d)
GSAVI(a)
NIR/Green(d)
SWIR2/RE1(d)
SWIR2(d)
NDII(d)
SWIR2/RE3(d)
SWIR2/SWIR1(d)
RE1/NIR(a)
RE1(a)
RE1/NIR(d)
SWIR2/SWIR1(d)
RE1/Green(d)
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Fig. 4.6 Bar plots showing the predictor variables and relative importance score for each
of the models predicting tree structure metrics from Sentinel-2 (10 m) imagery.
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Table 4.6 Model accuracy statistics for tree structure metrics derived from Sentinel-2
imagery at 10 m spatial resolution for validation dataset Val01 (n=37,000) and Val02
(n=29,811).

40

Dataset/Metric

R2

RMSE

RMSE%

BIAS

BIAS%

Val01
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.77
0.76
0.70
0.49
0.68
0.66
0.49

3.1
3.1
3.1
3.0
2.5
1.1
17.1

27.1
28.5
34.5
60.7
36.8
39.0
43.3

0.002
0.001
0.016
0.076
0.033
0.016
0.384

0.02
0.01
0.18
1.55
0.47
-0.58
-0.97

Val02
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.70
0.70
0.65
0.45
0.64
0.60
0.40

3.0
2.9
2.8
2.5
2.2
1.0
19.7

33.8
34.0
40.2
67.3
41.8
44.5
48.0

-0.137
-0.152
-0.100
0.207
-0.001
-0.030
-2.651

-1.52
-1.79
-1.44
5.65
-0.01
-1.33
-6.45
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Fig. 4.7 Violin plots showing summary statistics (mean, min, max) and the distribution
of the observed (LiDAR derived) and predicted tree structure metrics from Sentinel-2
at spatial resolution 10 m for validation datasets Val01 and Val02.
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4.3.1.4

Sentinel-2 20 m

The importance score and each of the predictor variables used to produce the structural
models from Sentinel-2 at 20 m spatial resolution are shown in Figure 4.8. The number
of variables used in the final candidate models ranged from 26 to 33. Predictor variables
consisted of vegetation indices, band ratios and spectral bands from both the annual and
dry season composites were used in each of the models, with ≈55% derived from the
annual composite. Predictor variables that featured in all seven models, included the
SWIR2/Green(a), Green(a) and CVI(a), while SWIR1/Red(d), SWIR1/Green(a), RE1/
Red(d), SWIR1/Red(a), CVI(d), SWIR2(d), SWIR1(a), and SWIR2/Red(d) occurred
six times. Accuracy statistics for both validation datasets are presented in Table 4.7.
Violin plots representing the distribution of the predicted and observed values for each
model are shown in Figure 4.9. For the Val01 dataset, R2 values for the seven models
ranged from 0.82 to 0.59 with RMSE% values between 25.6 and 51.9. Both H99 and
H95 recorded the highest accuracy, with R2 of 0.81 and 0.82 with RMSE% values 25.6
and 25.8 respectively. The accuracy statistics for the independent validation (Val02)
dataset were very similar to Val01. Structural metrics H99 and H95 for Val02 were also
the best performing models with R2 values of 0.78 and 0.79 and RMSE% values of 25.9
and 25.8 respectively. In both validation datasets H25 was the lowest performing model,
with RMSE% above 50%. While RMSE% values for each of the models were similar
for both validation datasets, bias values for Val02 with exception for Hmean varied when
compared with the Val01 results.
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Predictor variables

H99

NIR/Green(a)
CVI(d)
CVI(a)
RE3/RE1(d)
NIR/Green(d)
RE2/Red(a)
NDVI(a)
SWIR1(a)
SAVI(a)
Green(a)
RE1(d)
RE1/Red(d)
NDII(a)
SWIR1/Green(a)
SWIR1/Red(a)
SWIR1/RE1(a)
SWIR2(d)
SWIR2/Red(d)
SWIR1/Red(d)
SWIR2/NIR(a)
SWIR2/Green(a)
DVI(d)
RI(d)
GSAVI(a)
NBR(d)
NIRn/RE2(a)
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

Hsd

Predictor variables

Hmean

H75

RE2/Green(a)
GNDVI(a)
CVI(a)
CVI(d)
RE2/Green(d)
CIrededge(d)
SWIR1(a)
SAVI(a)
RE2/Red(a)
Green(a)
NDVI(a)
SWIR1/NIR(a)
SWIR2(d)
SWIR1/Green(a)
SWIR1/RE1(a)
NDII(d)
Red(d)
SWIR2/Red(d)
SWIR1/Red(d)
SWIR1/Red(a)
SWIR2/NIRn(a)
DVI(d)
GSAVI(a)
SWIR2/RE1(a)
NDGI(d)
SWIR2/Green(a)
RE1/Red(d)
0.000.010.020.030.040.050.060.070.08

CVI(a)
GNDVI(a)
NIR/Green(a)
CVI(d)
CVI(a)
RE2/Green(d)
GNDVI(a)
RE2/Green(a)
NDRE1(d)
RE2/Green(a)
CVI(d)
CVI(a)
CIrededge(d)
NIR/Green(d)
CVI(d)
CIgreen(d)
SAVI(a)
MSAVI(a)
SWIR1(a)
RE3/RE1(d)
RE3/Red(d)
RE2/Red(a)
RE1/NIR(d)
NDVI(a)
NDII(d)
RE2/Red(a)
Green(a)
NDVI(a)
SWIR1(a)
SWIR2(d)
SWIR1/RE1(d)
SWIR1/Green(a)
NIRn/RE1(a)
SWIR1(a)
SAVI(a)
SWIR1/NIRn(a)
GSAVI(a)
NDGI(d)
SWIR1/RE1(d)
SWIR1/NIRn(a)
SWIR2/Red(d)
RE1/NIR(a)
SWIR1/Green(d)
SWIR2/Green(a)
SWIR1/Green(a)
RE3/RE1(a)
RE1(a)
NDII(d)
SWIR1/Red(d)
RE1/Red(a)
Green(a)
RE1/Red(d)
Green(a)
SWIR2(d)
Red(d)
Red(d)
RE1/Red(d)
SWIR1/NIRn(a)
SWIR2/RE1(a)
GSAVI(a)
SWIR1/RE1(a)
SWIR2(d)
RE1/Green(d)
RE1(d)
SWIR2/SWIR1(a)
SWIR1/Red(a)
DVI(d)
SWIR1/Red(a)
SWIR2/Red(a)
SWIR1/Red(a)
SWIR1/RE3(d)
SWIR2/NIRn(d)
SWIR2/RE1(a)
SWIR2/NIRn(d)
SWIR2/Red(d)
SWIR2/Red(d)
RE2(a)
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Fig. 4.8 Bar plots showing the predictor variables and relative importance score for each
of the models predicting tree structure metrics from Sentinel-2 (20 m) imagery.
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Table 4.7 Model accuracy statistics for tree structure metrics derived from Sentinel-2
imagery at 20 m spatial resolution for validation dataset Val01 (n=37,000) and Val02
(n=29,922).

40

Dataset/Metric

R2

RMSE

RMSE%

BIAS

BIAS%

Val01
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.81
0.82
0.79
0.60
0.78
0.77
0.59

2.9
2.7
2.5
2.2
1.9
0.9
14.5

25.6
25.8
29.8
51.9
30.7
32.8
35.2

0.021
0.016
0.018
0.052
0.029
0.013
0.272

0.18
0.16
0.22
1.25
0.47
0.48
0.66

Val02
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.78
0.79
0.75
0.52
0.74
0.73
0.53

2.7
2.5
2.3
1.9
1.7
0.9
15.7

25.9
25.8
30.3
55.4
30.8
32.4
34.4

-0.123
-0.202
-0.107
0.150
-0.006
-0.041
-1.013

-1.18
-2.10
-1.42
4.31
-0.11
-1.51
-2.23
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Fig. 4.9 Violin plots showing summary statistics (mean, min, max) and the distribution
of the observed (LiDAR derived) and predicted tree structure metrics from Sentinel-2
at spatial resolution 20 m for validation datasets Val01 and Val02.
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4.3.1.5

Sentinel-2 30 m

The number of predictor variables and relative importance scores for each structural
metrics modelled from Sentinel-2 at 30 m spatial resolution is shown in Figure 4.10.
The number of predictor variables used in each of the seven models ranged from 21
to 35. A number of vegetation indices, band ratios and spectral bands were used in
each model, derived from both the annual and dry season composites. Three variables
CVI(a), SWIR1/Green(a) and SWIR1/RE1(d) were used in all seven models. Eight
predictor variables (SWIR2/SWIR1(d), SWIR2/Red(a), CVI(d), RE1(d), RE1/NIR(a),
RE1/NIR(d), SWIR2/Green(a) and SWIR1/Green(d)) occurred six time. The vegetation
index CVI featured as the most important variable for five of the seven models. Models
accuracy statistics for validation datasets Val01 and Val02 are presented in Table 4.8.
Summary statistics showing the distribution of the predicted and observed values for
each structural metric is shown in Figure 4.11. The overall accuracy for the majority
of the models were high for both validation datasets (Val01 and Val02). Five of the
structural metrics (H99 , H95 , H75 , Hmean and Hsd ) recorded RMSE% values below
30%. The structural metrics H99 and H95 for both Val01 and Val02 recorded the highest
overall accuracy with R2 values ranging from 0.80 to 0.76 and RMSE% values between
22.9 and 24.1. The lowest accuracy was recorded for H25 with RMSE% values of 47.3
(Val01) and 49.1 (Val02). Bias values for both validation datasets were generally low,
with exception for Hcov (Val01 and Val02) and H25 (Val02).
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Fig. 4.10 Bar plots showing the predictor variables and relative importance score for
each of the models predicting tree structure metrics from Sentinel-2 (30 m) imagery.
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Table 4.8 Model accuracy statistics for tree structure metrics derived from Sentinel-2
imagery at 30 m spatial resolution for validation dataset Val01 (n=37,000) and Val02
(n=29,864).

50

Dataset/Metric

R2

RMSE

RMSE%

BIAS

BIAS%

Val01
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.76
0.78
0.76
0.60
0.76
0.71
0.48

3.1
2.8
2.5
2.1
1.9
1.0
15.5

22.9
23.2
26.5
47.3
26.9
29.4
32.4

-0.010
-0.010
-0.002
0.026
0.006
0.009
0.306

-0.08
-0.08
-0.02
0.60
0.09
0.26
0.64

Val02
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.80
0.80
0.78
0.58
0.77
0.75
0.52

2.6
2.4
2.1
1.7
1.5
0.8
14.3

23.6
24.1
27.2
49.1
27.5
29.7
30.5

0.012
0.069
0.067
0.186
0.067
0.012
-0.194

0.11
0.70
0.88
5.46
1.21
0.43
-0.41
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Fig. 4.11 Violin plots showing summary statistics (mean, min, max) and the distribution
of the observed (LiDAR derived) and predicted tree structure metrics from Sentinel-2
at spatial resolution 30 m for validation datasets Val01 and Val02.
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4.3.1.6

Landsat-8 30 m

The variable importance scores for the seven structural metrics modelled from Landsat8 imagery are presented in Figure 4.12. The number of predictor variables used in
each model ranged from 16 to 25, consisting of a variety of vegetation indices, band
ratios and spectral bands derived from the annual and seasonal composite. Six of the
predictor variables (CVI(a), SWIR2/Red(d), SWIR2/Red(a), CVI(d), SWIR1/Green(a),
SWIR1/Green(d)) occurred in all models. The band ratios SWIR1/Red(a) and SWIR1/
Red(d) occurred in six models. For five models (H99 , H95 , H75 and Hsd ) the vegetation
index CVI was the most important predictor variable. Accuracy statistics for the two
validation datasets (Val01 and Val02) are presented in Table 4.9. Violin plots showing
the distribution and summary statistics for the the predicted and observed values are
presented in Figure 4.13. RMSE% values for both validation datasets ranged from 24.0
to 49.9, with four metrics (H99 , H95 , H75 and Hmean ) recording values below 30%. The
metrics H99 and H95 recorded the highest overall accuracy with R2 values between 0.77
and 0.74 and RMSE% of 24.0 and 25.7, bias results were higher for both H99 and H95
in the Val02 dataset. Both Hsd and Hcov recorded RMSE% values between 30.2 and
34.4, while H25 was the lowest performing model with RMSE% of 49.7 and 49.9 for
Val01 and Val02 respectively. While the bias values were low they did increase for all
metrics for Val02.
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Fig. 4.12 Bar plots showing the predictor variables and relative importance score for
each of the models predicting tree structure metrics from Landsat-8 (30 m) imagery.
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Table 4.9 Model accuracy statistics for tree structure metrics derived from Landsat-8
imagery at 30 m spatial resolution for validation dataset Val01 (n=37,000) and Val02
(n=29,727).
Dataset/Metric

R2

RMSE

RMSE%

BIAS

BIAS%

Val01
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.74
0.74
0.73
0.55
0.72
0.69
0.42

3.2
3.0
2.7
2.2
2.0
1.0
16.6

24.0
24.6
27.7
49.7
28.4
30.2
34.4

0.053
0.054
0.044
0.039
0.035
0.021
-0.217

0.39
0.44
0.45
0.89
0.49
0.61
-0.45

Val02
H99 (m)
H95 (m)
H75 (m)
H25 (m)
Hmean (m)
Hsd (m)
Hcov (%)

0.77
0.77
0.75
0.56
0.75
0.72
0.52

2.7
2.5
2.2
1.7
1.6
0.9
14.3

25.0
25.7
29.1
49.9
29.0
31.4
30.5

0.277
0.220
0.120
0.144
0.113
0.054
0.817

2.54
2.22
1.58
4.20
2.03
1.93
1.74
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Fig. 4.13 Violin plots showing summary statistics (mean, min, max) and the distribution
of the observed (LiDAR derived) and predicted tree structure metrics from Landsat-8 at
spatial resolution 30 m for validation datasets Val01 and Val02.

4.4

Discussion

Predictive models for tree canopy structure metrics were developed for Sentinel-2 at
spatial scales of 10 m, 20 m and 30 m and for Landsat-8 at 30 m, enabling the production
of mapping products detailing a number of tree canopy structure metrics. The first map
of forest 99th percentile canopy height (H99 ) derived from Sentinel-2 imagery at 10 m
spatial resolution for our study area is shown in Figure 4.14. These products have the
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potential to be used in a variety of applications including vegetation mapping, natural
resource management, land use change, and habitat mapping for biodiversity.
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Fig. 4.14 Estimates of forest 99th percentile canopy height (H99 ) derived from 2018
Sentinel-2 satellite imagery at 10 m spatial resolution for the northern half of the Northern Territory.
4.4.1

Important predictor variables

Predictor variables for both Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 were produced from two seasonal
composites (annual and dry season) for the year of each LiDAR capture. The use of
multi-seasonal composites enabled us to exploit the change in spectral response in vegetation communities over the study area (Williams et al. 1997). Estimates of Hmean
were obtained from a single date Landsat-5 TM image in the Darwin region, with an
overall with R2 and RMSE values of 0.53 and 2.8 m respectively (Staben et al. 2018).
In this study Hmean predicted from Landsat-8 in the same region improved with RMSE
values of 2.0 m for the Val01 and 1.6 m for Val02 dataset. While the improved radiometric properties of the Landsat-8 sensor (Wulder et al. 2019) are likely to be contributing
to the higher overall accuracy observed in this study, the additional number of predictor
variables contrasting the seasonal responses in vegetation communities is also likely to
have had a positive impact. Higginbottom et al. (2018) developed models predicting
fractional woody cover in South African semi-arid savanna and found that using multiseasonal (wet and dry season) composites produced higher levels of accuracy. The
results of this study clearly demonstrate that the additional information available in the
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seasonal composites were important to the development of the models, with all models
comprising of parameters derived from both the annual and dry season composites. In
a number of the models, the same parameter (e.g. CVI) derived from both the annual
and dry season composites featured in the model (Figures 4.6, 4.8, 4.10 and 4.12).
The additional red-edge bands available with Sentinel-2 sensor were found to be important and featured in all models produced from the three spatial scales. Lang et al. (2019)
used convolutional neural networks to produce vegetation height mapping at 10 m spatial resolution from Sentinel-2 across two distinct regions: Switzerland (Europe) and
Gabon (tropics) and reported that the higher resolution bands (10 m) contained most of
the relevant information. The importance of the 10 m bands in the Lang et al. (2019)
study was attributed to the fact that individual trees were represented by single pixels
which enhanced the textural features used in the modeling. In this study, texture parameters were not used and both the 10 m and 20 m spectral bands were found to be
important and featured in all the Sentinel-2 models.
4.4.2

Scale effects

For all the seven tree canopy metrics, overall performance increased along with a decrease in spatial resolution. Sentinel-2 at 30 m had the strongest relationship across all
structural metrics, followed by Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 at 20 m. There was very little
difference between the performance of most models for both Sentinel-2 at 20 m and
Landsat-8 with differences in RMSE% scores of ≈2%. Sentinel-2 at 10 m recorded the
lowest accuracy across all models with ≈10% difference in RMSE% compared with
Sentinel-2 at 30 m. One factor contributing to the reduction in the overall accuracy of
the 10 m models is likely due to misregistration errors between the training and validation datasets and the Sentinel-2 10 m spectral bands. In some cases, the 10 m pixels
representing the spectral response of tree crowns were offset when compared to the LiDAR canopy height models. In Figure 4.15, the tree canopy represented by the LiDAR
canopy height model can be seen to be offset from the Sentinel-2 pixels and shows that
a number of the pixels covered by the extent of canopy height model were influenced
by shadow. As the spatial resolution increases the effect of the misregistration is minimised, reducing the noise in the training data and overall variance in the validation
datasets. The misregistration errors in the 10 m models are likely to have contributed to
a reduction in the overall accuracy scores for each of the models.
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Fig. 4.15 Example of the misregistration errors between the LiDAR canopy height
model and the 10 m Sentinel-2 pixels and the influence of different spatial resolutions
in absorbing this error. All Sentinel-2 imagery displayed in the NIR, Red and Green
spectral bands.
While model performance was lower for models derived from the 10 m Sentinel-2
imagery, the increased spatial resolution does provide increased detail in areas where
woody vegetation has been cleared along narrow corridors or sharp changes in ecotone,
such as mangrove forests and upland woodland communities (for an example see figure
4.16). The increased detail available at the 10 m spatial scale is significant and would be
particularly important for some applications such as detection of land use change and
vegetation mapping, however the suite of Landsat sensors at 30 m spatial resolution
offers the potential to investigate change in forest structure over a 30 year time period.
4.4.3

Structural metrics performance

Of the seven structural metrics, both H99 and H95 , representing maximum canopy
height recorded the strongest relationship with any of the four test model sets. The differences in the accuracy (based on both validation datasets) for H99 models produced
from Sentinel-2 at 10 m, 20 m and 30 m and Landsat-8 were small with R2 values ranging from 0.81 and 0.70 and RMSE% between 33.8 and 22.9. Overall model accuracy
declined moving down the height profiles H75 , Hmean and H25 for all model sets. The
accuracy of the two metrics characterising structural variability Hsd and Hcov improved
as pixel size increased, with Sentinel-2 at 30 m recording RMSE% values marginal
better than Landsat-8. While the additional red-edge bands available with Sentinel-2
featured as important predictor variables, the results of this study show
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Fig. 4.16 Differences in the level of mapping detail due to scale effects for the H99
Sentinel-2 at 10 m and Landsat-8 30 m spatial resolution.
that they did not significantly improve any of the seven models’ performance, when
compared with Landsat-8. The validation dataset Val02 was used to assess how well
the models generalised to unseen data, with the results showing that there was an increase in bias with many of the models. The increase in bias for the Val02 may indicate
that the statistics derived from Val01 datasets are an optimistic assessment of the models accuracy due to the fact that the Val01 dataset is likely to be highly autocorrelated
with the training dataset. Model development was undertaken on imagery captured in
locations across the study area over three different time periods (2016, 2017, 2018),
which is likely to have increased the variance in the reflectance values of the predictor variables and is likely to improve the generalisation ability of the models (Jin et al.
2018, Lang et al. 2019).
4.4.4

Characterising tree canopy structural variability

The models developed in this study characterise different aspects of forest structure.
The maximum tree height for given pixels were represented by the metrics H99 and
H95 which had a similar height distributions, while the distribution of the remaining
metrics were more distinct and highlighted the variability in tree canopy structure. In
figure 4.17, the structure metrics H99 , Hmean and Hcov models are displayed as a three
band composite. This band combination of structural metrics helps to highlight the
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variability in the forest structure across the landscape. For example the combination of
these three metrics enable areas dominated by tall canopies such as the monsoon rain
forest at Holmes Jungle Nature park to be identified (shown in figure 4.18), as there
is little difference in the height values for H99 and Hmean , while the Hcov values are
relatively low.
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Fig. 4.17 Estimates of tree canopy structure (H99 , Hmean and Hcov ) displayed as a three
band composite (Red = H99 , Blue = Hmean and Green = Hcov ) , derived from 2018
Sentinel-2 satellite imagery at 10 m spatial resolution for the northern half of the Northern Territory.
In the open forests and woodlands which often contain a mid stratum of woody vegetation there is a greater difference between maximum (H99 ) and mean (Hmean ) canopy
heights, with the increase in variability reflected in the values of Hcov . In areas with very
little or no woody vegetation (dark areas in the imagery), the values for H99 , Hmean and
Hcov are all very low. Stands of tall trees which are generally long lived and contain
hollows are very important habitat for a number of fauna species in northern Australia
(Woolley et al. 2018). The structural metrics developed in this study have the potential
to identify the spatial distribution of tall trees and assist in the mapping of important
habitats across the landscape. While this study aimed to produce quantitative models, the results for the structural metric H25 were low and limit its use, however as a
mapping product it does appear to highlight areas of tall trees. Further investigation,
including fieldwork is required to understand and validate what is being identified in
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the H25 product and the different patterns visible in the three band composite imagery.
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Fig. 4.18 Example of tree canopy structure metrics displayed as a three band composite
(a), H99 (b), Hmean (c) and Hcov (d) estimated from Sentinel-2 at 10 m spatial resolution.
The 15 cm digital aerial photograph (e) was captured in 2018.

4.5

Conclusion.

This study has demonstrated the utility of optical satellite sensors Sentinel-2 MSI and
Landsat-8 OLI for estimating forest structural metrics across the Northern Territory,
Australia. Seven structural metrics, characterising tree canopy structure were obtained
from LiDAR canopy height models (1 m spatial resolution) to use as training and validation data. The random forest algorithm was used to produce regression models at
10 m, 20 m and 30 m spatial resolution for Sentinel-2 and at 30 m for Landsat-8 imagery. Seasonal composites (annual and dry season) were produced for both Sentinel2 and Landsat-8 to use as the predictor variables to provide an annual estimate of
the tree canopy structural metrics. Seven models were developed estimating a range
of canopy structural metrics including, canopy height percentiles (H99 ,H95 ,H75 ,H25 ),
mean (Hmean ), standard deviation (Hsd ) and coefficient of variation (Hcov ) for thee
spatial scales. Overall, model accuracy was found to improve as spatial resolution decreased, with models produced at 30 m recording the highest overall accuracy. For
Sentinel-2, the red-edge bands featured as important predictor variables, however they
did not significantly improve model performance when compared with the models derived from Landsat-8, at 30 m spatial resolution. Of the seven models, H99 (representing maximum canopy height) had the strongest relationship for both Sentinel-2 and
Landsat-8 with R2 values ranging from 0.81 and 0.70 and RMSE% between 33.8 and
22.9. While model accuracy declined with a reduction in spatial scale, models at 10 m
spatial resolution provided much higher level of detail across the landscape, making
them valuable for certain applications such as land use change and vegetation mapping.
While the spatial detail in the 30 m products is reduced, the Landsat archive offers
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the potential to assess both spatial and temporal change in forest structure across the
Northern Territory, however further work is required to assess how well the Landsat-8
models generalise to Landsat-7 and Landsat-5 senors. The methods produced in this
study show that multiple LiDAR datasets captured across time and space can be used
as training data to develop robust models predicting a variety of tree canopy structural
metrics from Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 satellite sensors. While the models were developed over an extensive area across the Northern Territory, it likely that the methodology
can be applied more broadly across northern Australia. This study has produced mapping products with the potential to enhance understanding of savanna ecosystems and
presents the first mapping product at 10 m spatial resolution, giving greater insight into
tree canopy structure across northern Australia.
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CHAPTER 5

Remote sensing of structural dynamics of woody vegetation in
northern Australia impacted by severe tropical cyclone Monica

Thesis context: The focus of this chapter is on the development of a remote sensing
product to enable investigation of the impact of tropical cyclones on the the structural
dynamics of woody vegetation. This study is the culmination of the research undertaken
in chapters 2, 3 and 4 and demonstrates the utility of remotely sensed products for
assessing cyclone impacts on native vegetation at a regional scale.
Abstract
Mapping products were developed to provide insight into the spatial and temporal dynamics of woody vegetation structure in northern Australia’s savannas. Annual estimates of canopy cover and height derived from Landsat satellite imagery were combined to produce a structural classification product for a 30 year period (1988-2017).
Landsat estimates of woody foliage projective cover (FPC) were validated and corrected
for bias using estimates of FPC obtained from aerial photography. The bias corrected
Landsat FPC were then converted to canopy cover using a generalised model developed
from field data across Australia. The Landsat estimates of CC were then validated using independent field data, while the Landsat canopy height estimates were validated
using canopy height models derived from LiDAR. The structural classification scheme
developed in this study took into account the Australian national classification scheme,
structural attributes of the vegetation in the study area and the error in both the Landsat CC and canopy height estimates. The structural mapping product was then used to
investigate the dynamics of woody vegetation in a region (≈ 11,500 km2 ) impacted by
severe tropical cyclone Monica in 2006. It was estimated that a total area of 3,551 km2
was substantially impacted by cyclone Monica. The rate of recovery was assessed and
shows that the region is steadily recovering, with 70 km2 estimated to still be severely
impacted in 2017. The proportion of each structural class between the years 2004 and
2017 was used to gain insight into the structural dynamics and recovery of woody vegetation post cyclone Monica. The results show that recovery is occurring across the
region, however the dynamics observed between the structural classes suggest that the
region is still recovering 11 years after the cyclone.
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5.1

Introduction

Tropical cyclones occur on a frequent basis across the northern Australian coastline
(Cook and Nicholls 2009). The destructive winds associated with these cyclones can
have a major impact on both the man-made and natural environment. The impact of
cyclonic winds are greatest on the coastal regions, however they also have the potential to cause significant disturbance further inland (e.g. Cyclone Monica). The impact
on native vegetation can be substantial, resulting in major structural changes to vegetation communities. A number of studies have reported on the impact of cyclones on
vegetation in Australia’s Northern Territory (Stocker 1976, Fox 1980, Cameron et al.
1983, Bowman and Panton 1994b, Cook and Goyens 2008, Staben and Evans 2008,
Williamson et al. 2011, Hutley et al. 2013, Russell-Smith et al. 2019). These studies
have used a number of different methods ranging from collection of field data, aerial
photography and satellite imagery. Although cyclones are frequent and have the potential to be a major disturbance agent in coastal and subcoastal ecosystems across
northern Australia (Murphy 1984), there is limited information on the impact and potential role they play in driving the structure of these communities (Cook and Goyens
2008). A number of studies have looked at landscape change (woody cover) in vegetation communities in the Alligator Rivers Region of the Northern Territory (Banfai and
Bowman 2006, Bowman and Dingle 2006, Banfai and Bowman 2007, Lehmann et al.
2008, 2009, Bowman et al. 2010). These studies used manual interpretation techniques
of aerial photography spanning a 40 year period (1964, 1984, 1991 and 2004) to measure changes in woody cover, and in general reported a trend in woody expansion and
densification (Williamson et al. 2011). These studies also looked at a range of possible
drivers responsible for the changes observed which included increased rainfall, changes
in feral animal populations, increased CO2 levels and changes in fire regimes. Notably
the effects of wind as a disturbance factor were largely not considered as a possible
contributor to the changes they observed. While no definitive reason could be given
for the changes observed in Bowman and Dingle (2006), Lehmann et al. (2008, 2009),
Bowman et al. (2010), it was suggested that research at a regional scale may help to
gain a better understanding of the factors (Williamson et al. 2011).
Hutley et al. (2013) quantified the impact of cyclone Monica using the empirical models
developed by Cook and Goyens (2008) to estimate the severity of tree damage. They
also used satellite imagery (moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS))
to assess gross primary productivity (GPP) and fire frequency post cyclone Monica.
They reported that GPP was suppressed for four years after cyclone Monica and that
the increased fuel loads from destruction of the tree canopy did not dramatically shift
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fire regimes, however there was evidence that fires were more frequent in areas with
high levels of damage. It was estimated the on-ground fuel loads as a result of cyclone
Monica had the potential to represent ≈ 10 % of Australia’s accountable green house
emissions. Nevertheless, they concluded that the carbon balance is likely to be dominated by fire and termite consumption rather than infrequent extreme disturbance events
such as cyclone Monica. They suggested that tracking recovery of highly damaged areas, monitoring fuel consumption and the rate of return of woody vegetation is required
to gain a better understanding of cyclone disturbance and the impact it has on savanna
structure and function (Hutley et al. 2013). Understanding change in woody vegetation structure is also important for biodiversity conservation management (Levick et al.
2019). Disturbance from cyclone and fire was found to be related to the availability of
tree hollows, which are important habitat for many declining fauna species (Woolley
et al. 2018). Understanding both the spatial and temporal distribution of the impact of
cyclones on the structure of woody vegetation is important as it has the potential to increases the accuracy of carbon stock estimates (Cook et al. 2015, O’Grady et al. 2000,
Hutley et al. 2013) and assist in identifying the location of large hollow-bearing trees,
which are a keystone habitat in northern Australia for many fauna species (Woolley
et al. 2018). It is clear from the level of disturbance a cyclone can have on a savanna
ecosystems there is a need to gain a better understanding of their influence at a regional
scale. Cook and Goyens (2008) proposed that to understand the role of tropical cyclones in the dynamics of the savanna ecosystems of northern Australia will require
the knowledge of “(i) their immediate impacts; (ii) subsequent recovery processes and
especially any interaction with fires; (iii) effects on landscape processes; and (iv) the
probability of recurrence”.
The aim of this study is to produce information that enables both spatial and temporal
analysis of the dynamics of woody vegetation structure, at a regional scale. Remotely
sensed data offers a cost-effective way to investigate landscape change across northern
Australia (Staben et al. 2016). In particular, the spatial and temporal resolution of the
Landsat suite of satellites offers a unique record of northern Australia’s landscape. The
Landsat open (free) data policy has greatly enhanced its use (Wulder, Masek, Cohen,
Loveland and Woodcock 2012). While Landsat data have become freely available, suitable methods need to be developed and applied to ensure accurate information can be
derived from them. The objectives of this study are (1) to develop an annual mapping
product that details the spatial and temporal distribution of woody vegetation structure
between the years 1988 and 2017 using the Landsat sensors; and (2) investigate the
impact of severe tropical cyclone Monica (2006) and subsequent recovery of woody
vegetation across northern Australia. In this paper, we detail the development of the
structural classification mapping product which is based on Landsat estimates of hor107

izontal (Armston et al. 2009) and vertical structure (chapter 4), including validation
of the Landsat products using field data, digital aerial photography and LiDAR. We
also present new insights in the structural dynamics of woody vegetation for a region
impacted by severe tropical cyclone Monica (2006), including estimates of the area
severely impacted and the subsequent recovery.

5.2

Data and Methods

The development of the structural classification products involved a number of broadly
defined steps which include (1) validation of both the Landsat woody foliage projective
cover (FPC) and tree height mapping products using digital aerial photography and LiDAR canopy height models, (2) development of a model to correct the bias in Landsat
woody FPC, (3) conversion of the Landsat bias corrected woody FPC product to canopy
cover (CC) using models derived from field data, (4) defining the structural classification scheme and, (5) producing the structural classification mapping product from the
Landsat CC and canopy height products (Fig 5.1).
Woody FPC validation
Digital aerial photography

Landsat structural classification
Landsat surface reflectance (single
date 5 TM, 7 ETM+, 8 OLI)

Canopy height validation
LiDAR point cloud

Random forest
classifier (RGB)

Landsat woody FPC
(single date)

LiDAR canopy height model

FPC estimates from aerial
photography

Landsat FPC bias
corrections.

Validation of canopy height
seasonal composites

Validation of single date woody FPC

Bias corrected Landsat woody
FPC ‐ seasonal composites

Validation of Canopy Cover

Convert woody FPC seasonal
composites to Canopy Cover

Landsat canopy height
seasonal composites

Validation of Canopy Cover

Structure classes
Field data
Landsat woody structure product
Canopy Cover and Height

Fig. 5.1 Schematic showing the work flow used to produce the Landsat tree structure
mapping product.

The following sections detail the development of the structural classification mapping
products and the methodology used to investigate the impact of severe tropical cyclone
Monica.
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5.2.1

Study area

The study was undertaken in the northern Australian wet-dry tropics covering an area
of approximately 355,500 km2 in the Northern Territory (NT) (Figure 5.2). Temperatures across the study area are generally high all year with the mean annual maximum
temperatures of 32◦ C on the coast (Darwin) to 34◦ C for inland regions, such as Katherine. The region is influenced by a monsoonal climate with the majority of the rainfall
occurring between the months of October and April (McDonald and McAlpine 1991),
with a distinct rainfall gradient moving south (Cook et al. 2015). Mean annual rainfall
for Darwin on the north coast is 1725 mm, and 790 mm for Borroloola in the south east
of the study area (http://www.bom.gov.au/).
The study area consists of a broad variety of vegetation communities dominated by
savanna woodlands, open woodlands and open forests. Small areas of wet and dry
rainforests are scattered across the region (Bach 2002, Wilson et al. 1990), with extensive areas of Mangroves forests found along the coastal regions (Lymburner et al.
2019, Duke et al. 2017). Large areas of coastal floodplain are dominated by herbaceous
species, however woody plants such as Melaleuca spp. are found along the margins and
can form extensive forests (Cowie et al. 2000). Vegetation on the sandstone plateaus
consists of a mix of woodlands and shrublands, with patches of Allosyncarpia forest
found within the gorges dissecting the plateaus (Wilson et al. 1990, Woinarski et al.
2006). The extensive savanna woodlands and open forests found on the undulating lateritic plains and plateaus are largely dominated by Eucalyptus and Corymbia species
(Wilson et al. 1990). Eucalyptus species E. tetrodonta and E. miniata are the most dominant tree species found in the northern Australian woodlands (Woolley et al. 2018) and
often consist of a mid-stratum of mixed semi-deciduous to deciduous trees and shrubs
and grasses (Williams et al. 1997).
The case study in this paper focuses on dynamics of vegetation structure in the region
impacted by intense tropical cyclone Monica in April 2006. Cyclone Monica developed in the Coral Sea, intensifying into a cyclone on the 17th April before moving
in a westerly direction across the Cape York Peninsula into the Gulf of Carpentaria
(Durden 2010). Cyclone Monica continued to develop as it moved in a westerly direction, making landfall at Junction Bay on the Northern Territory coastline (35 km
west of Maningrida) as an intense category 5 system (Cook and Goyens 2008). The
category 5 storm weakened as it moved inland in a south westerly direction, with maximum wind gusts of 118 km h−1 at the town of Jabiru and 12 hours after first making landfall it had weakened to a tropical low over the city of Darwin (BOM 2019
http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/history/monica.shtml accessed 09/10/2019).
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5.2.2

Satellite imagery

This study uses two existing models developed to predict information on horizontal
(Armston et al. 2009) and vertical woody structure in chapter 4 from Landsat satellite imagery. Three Landsat sensors are utilised, Landsat-5 Thematic Mapper (TM),
Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) and Landsat-8 Operational Land
Imager (OLI). A number of pre-processing steps were applied to all of the Landsat imagery used in this study including, atmospheric correction using 6S radiative transfer
code and application of a bi-directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) model
to take into account topographic illumination effects, producing surface reflectance values at nadir and a solar zenith angle of 45◦ (Flood 2014). Readers are referred to Flood
et al. (2013) for a detailed description of the image pre-processing steps applied in this
study. Cloud, shadow and water were also masked from the single date imagery. As
large areas of the study area are burnt each year (Edwards et al. 2013), fire scars were
masked using burnt area mapping product automatically derived from the single date
Landsat imagery (Goodwin and Collett 2014). The Landsat imagery used in this study
was captured between the years 1988 and 2018.
5.2.2.1

Landsat horizontal structure (Foliage projective cover)

Foliage projective cover (FPC) is the percentage of the sample site covered by the vertical projection of green foliage for woody vegetation, was used to characterise the
horizontal structure. Estimates of woody FPC were obtained from single date Landsat
imagery. These single date estimates of woody FPC were produced using a multiple
linear regression model developed from field data, collected in the state of Queensland (QLD), Australia (Armston et al. 2009). The Landsat based woody FPC product
is used by the Queensland Government for the Statewide Landcover and Trees Study
(SLATS), and is routinely produced for all Landsat imagery captured across the Northern Territory under a collaborative agreement between the QLD and NT Governments.
To obtain an annual estimate of woody FPC for each year seasonal composites were
produced from Landsat imagery captured between the months of May and September.
During these months, the grassy understorey is largely senescent and there is a greater
spectral separability between woody and non-woody vegetation (Staben et al. 2018).
The woody FPC seasonal composites for each year were produced using a multidimensional medoid (median) detailed in Flood (2013). Validation of the woody FPC products
was undertaken using digital aerial photography across the study area, which is detailed
in section 5.2.4.
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Fig. 5.2 Location of the study area in the Northern Territory, Australia (a) along with
the track for cyclone Monica (BOM 2019), locations of the field sites used in this study
and broad-scale vegetation structure (NVIS 1M) (b). The region used to assess the
impact of cyclone Monica is also shown (c) and field sites at Narbarlek mine lease (d)
and Gulungul Creek Catchment adjacent the town of Jabiru (e).
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5.2.2.2

Landsat vertical structure (Canopy height)

Annual estimates of vertical tree structure were obtained from Landsat imagery using
a random forest model predicting maximum canopy height for each pixel (chapter 4).
Training data for the model were derived from 1 m LiDAR canopy height models captured across the NT in 2016, 2017 and 2018. For each 30 m Landsat pixel the 99th
percentile height values (representing maximum canopy height) were calculated from
the 1 m canopy height models. Predictor variables used in the modelling were derived
from two Landsat surface reflectance seasonal composites representing the annual and
dry season (May-September) for each year. Validation of the canopy height product using airborne LiDAR captured in 2011 and field sites measured in 2006 was undertaken
as detailed in section 5.2.3.

5.2.2.3

Field data

A number of historic field datasets were available to assess the accuracy of the CC and
tree canopy height estimates. Canopy Cover (CC) estimates measured using a point intercept method were available from 92 sites captured in 2000 (Meakin et al. 2001) and
212 sites measured as part of the Northern Territory Governments Rangelands monitoring program were available between 2016 and 2018. All CC estimates were from
100 m × 100 m plots using a point-based intercept method, which obtains measurements at 1 m intervals along 100 m tapes using a densiometer sight tube (Stumpf 1993).
The tapes were either configured in a star shape (three 100 m tapes) for plots measured
in 2016–2018 (Staben et al. 2016) or two 100 m tapes running parallel at a distance of
approximately 100 m (Meakin et al. 2001).
In 2006, a total of 46 field plots (30 m × 30 m) were sampled to assess the impact
of cyclone Monica on vegetation in the Gulungul Creek Catchment (near the town of
Jabiru) and the Nabarlek mine lease (Figure 5.2 (e) (d)). Field sites were selected
using a stratified random approach based on a classified 2005 Landsat image for the
Gulungul Creek Catchment and for the Nabarlek mine lease land unit mapping (Day
and Czachorowski 1982) were used (Saynor et al. 2009). The 31 plots in the Gulungul catchment were located within natural vegetation communities. Three of the plots
at Nabarlek were located in rehabilitated areas and the remainder in natural vegetation
communities (Staben et al. 2009, Saynor et al. 2009). A number of parameters were
measured for trees (≥ 2 m in height) within each plot including; identification to species
level (fallen and standing), tree height (standing trees visual estimated and fallen trees
measured), diameter at breast height (DBH), tree fall orientation and assessment of the
level of damage using one of 11 descriptors detailed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Eleven status codes describing the level of impact of cyclone Monica on each
tree ≥ 2 m in height.
Status Code
AS
ASS
ASB
AU
AL

Description
Alive standing undamaged
Alive standing snapped trunk
Alive standing broken limbs
Alive uprooted
Alive leaning

Status Code
DU
DL
DSN
DSC
DUC
DS

Description
Dead uprooted
Dead leaning
Dead snapped trunk
Main trunk dead standing coppicing at base
Main trunk dead uprooted coppicing at base
Dead standing

The tree damage descriptors were used to produce CC and tree height statistics pre
(2005) and post (2006) Cyclone Monica. All tree measurements were used to produce
statistics representing 2005, while for 2006 four status codes (AS, ASS, ASB, AL) were
used to produce the tree height statistics and five (AS, ASS, ASB, AL, AU) were used to
produce the CC estimates. As CC was not directly measured in the field sites, estimates
were derived from the basal area measurements for each plot by first predicting FPC
from total plot basal area (Armston et al. 2009) and then CC from FPC (Fisher et al.
2018). The individual tree heights were used to calculate the 99th percentile tree height
for each 30x30 m plot. The Landsat estimates of tree canopy height (H99 ) and CC from
for 2005 and 2006 were then compared with field estimates for each of the 46 field
sites, accuracy was assessed using the statistics coefficient of determination (Zar 1984),
RMSE and BIAS. The RMSE and BIAS are defined as;
rP
RM SE =

(xi − yi )2
n

(5.1)

n

BIAS =

1X
xi − y i
n i=1

(5.2)

where n is the number of observations, yi are the observed and xi the predicted structural metrics and ȳ is the mean of yi .

5.2.3

Validation of Landsat canopy height product

Airborne LiDAR captured over the Kakadu region in 2011 were used to validate the
Landsat canopy height product. This LiDAR dataset was captured over a extensive area
covering a broad range of vegetation communities with a focus on the Kakadu floodplains. To reduce the computational time required to produce the LiDAR canopy height
models, a subset of the LiDAR dataset representing a broad range of vegetation communities was selected covering an area approximately 3,780 ha (Fig 5.3). The LiDAR
used in this study were captured using a Leica ALS60 sensor between 22nd October
and 16th November 2011 at a flying height of 1409 m (AGL). The laser foot print was
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0.32 m with an average point spacing of 2 points per m2 and horizontal and vertical spatial accuracy of 0.8 m and 0.3 m respectively. We produced canopy height models from
the LiDAR point clouds following the same methodology in chapter 4 which used the
open source software Fusion http://forsys.cfr.washington.edu/fusion/fusion overview.
html. This involved producing surface models to enable the canopy heights to be normalised to the ground surface. To account for the senescent native grasses about 0.5 m
tall when the LiDAR data were captured (Setterfield et al. 2010) pixels in the canopy
height models between 0 and 0.51 m were removed from further analysis as they may
represent the highest z value for a given pixel in the canopy height model.
Polygon grids based on the 30 m Landsat pixels were produced over the extent of the
LiDAR canopy height models. The 99th percentile canopy height values were calculated from the LiDAR derived canopy height model for each of the 30 m polygon grids
and compared with the Landsat derived estimates resulting in a validation dataset of
42,000 points. The accuracy of the 99th percentile canopy height values were assessed
using the coefficient of determination (Zar 1984), root mean squared error (RMSE) and
BIAS.

5.2.4

Validation of the Landsat Woody FPC product

Previous studies have successfully demonstrated that very high resolution imagery can
be used to obtain cover estimates of woody vegetation (Sharp and Bowman 2004, Fensham and Fairfax 2007, Coggins et al. 2008, Staben et al. 2016, Higginbottom et al.
2018, Whiteside and Bartolo 2018, Melville et al. 2019, Barnetson et al. 2019). Staben
et al. (2016) have shown that estimates of woody FPC can be reliably estimated from
digital aerial photography when compared with field plots across our study area. To
assess the Landsat woody FPC product we obtain estimates of woody FPC from subsets of digital aerial photograph mosaics captured between the years 2008-2018 across
the study area. The digital aerial photography used in this study were captured using
either a Vexcel Ultracam D or Ultracam X large-format digital camera on a fixed wing
aircraft. The aerial photography was processed by commercial contractors producing a
true colour (red, green, blue) orthorectified mosaic with a dynamic range of 8 bit, with
a reported spatial accuracy of 1 m (Staben et al. 2016).
To obtain the woody FPC estimates from the aerial photography we used a supervised
classification technique based on the machine-learning algorithm random forest. Random forest produces an ensemble of decision trees built from a bootstrap sample of the
training data. The combined ensemble of decision trees reduces the risk of overfitting
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and produces more accurate results (Breiman 2001). The random forest classifier is relatively easy to parameterise and requires a minimum of two parameters to be set. These
parameters include the number of trees and the number of predictor variable used to
grow the trees (Pedregosa et al. 2011). In this study, the number of trees and the number of predictor variables were set to 200 and ‘auto’ respectively. The ‘auto’ parameter
in the random forest classifier is calculated as the square root of all features. The random forest algorithm implemented in this study is based on the open source python
programming language and the scikit-learn machine-learning library (Pedregosa et al.
2011). Training and validation data were selected from a number of aerial photograph
mosaics located across the NT. Five classes were defined representing either woody
green, non-woody green, bare, shadow and branch/trunk (Table 5.2. A total of 17,012
pixels (vector point file) were visually assessed and assigned to one of the five classes.
To assess the accuracy of the classification, 80% of the 17,012 points were randomly
selected to train the classifier, while 3,403 data points were used to produce an error
matrix. All 17,012 data points were then used to train the final classifier which was
applied to plots across the aerial photography to estimate woody FPC.
Table 5.2 Description of the classes used in the development of the digital aerial photography random forest classifier
Class
Woody green
Non-woody green
Bare
Shadow
Branch/trunk

Description
Green leaf for all woody vegetation
Green leaf from all non-woody vegetation
Bare ground and senescent vegetation (woody and non-woody)
Shadow
Branches and trunks of woody vegetation

Field data collected over 1 ha plots covering at least 3x3 Landsat pixels were used to
develop the Landsat woody FPC product used in this study (Armston et al. 2009). To
replicate the size of the field plots used to develop the woody FPC model we obtained
woody FPC estimates from the aerial photography over an area covering 3 × 3 Landsat
pixels (0.81 ha). A total of 6,305 plots were selected representing a broad range of
vegetation communities from across the study area. A grid of 90 × 90 m (representing
3 × 3 Landsat pixels) were generated over each of the aerial photography mosaics. For
the majority of aerial mosaics, the plots were randomly selected from the grid, however
for rainforest communities plots were manually selected to obtain a larger sample size
and for the smaller subsets of the aerial mosaics the entire area was used to assess the
Landsat woody FPC product. For each of the 90 × 90 m plots the woody FPC estimate
was calculated from the aerial photography by summing the total number of pixels
classified as green woody vegetation and dividing it by the total number of pixels per
plot. Estimates of Landsat woody FPC were then obtained for each of the 6,305 plots
using cloud free Landsat images captured closest to the date of the aerial photography.
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The accuracy of the woody FPC product was assessed using the statistics coefficient of
determination (R2 ), RMSE and BIAS.
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Fig. 5.3 Location of the digital aerial photographs and LiDAR used to validate the
woody FPC and canopy height estimates from Landsat imagery.
5.2.5

Correcting the bias in Landsat satellite estimates of foliage projective cover.

A number of studies have shown that the relationship between canopy cover and Landsat derived indices or products in our study area is non-linear and follows a sigmoid
curve (Staben and Evans 2008, Lymburner et al. 2019). To correct the systematic bias
observed during the validation of the Landsat woody FPC product used in this study we
developed a model using the aerial photography woody FPC estimates as the dependent
variable and Landsat FPC product as the independent variable based on a sigmoidal
equation;
LsatCF P C = 100 ∗ (1 − exp(−k ∗ F P C b ))

(5.3)

where F P C is the estimate obtained from the single date Landsat imagery, k and b represent the fitting constants. Seventy percent of the 6,305 aerial photograph plots were
randomly selected to train the sigmoid function and remaining 30 % were used to independently validate the accuracy of the model. The accuracy of the model was assessed
using the statistics coefficient of determination (R2 ), RMSE and BIAS.
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5.2.6

Converting foliage projective cover to canopy cover

Canopy cover is commonly used to describe the structure in Australian vegetation communities (Lewis et al. 2008). Fisher et al. (2018) developed a generalised equation to
enable prediction of CC from FPC using the following form;
CC = 1 − (1 − F P C)1.86

(5.4)

This function has been fit using a wide range of field data across the Australian continent, including field data collected in the NT between the years 2009 and 2015 (Fisher
et al. 2018). It should be noted that none of the field sites used in this study were used
by Fisher et al. (2018) to develop equation 5.4.

5.2.7

Structural classification

The structural classification used in this study has been defined by CC and height which
is commonly used to describe structural formations for woody vegetation in Australia
(Sun et al. 1997, Lewis et al. 2008, Thackway et al. 2007, Scarth et al. 2019). A number of classification schemes have been used to define vegetation structure in Australia.
The National Vegetation Inventory System (NVIS) classification scheme has been developed by Commonwealth, State and Territory governments and has been adopted by
the NT Governments vegetation mapping program (Brocklehurst et al. 2007, Lewis
et al. 2008). The NVIS classification scheme utilises floristic, cover and height information to define 23 major vegetation groups across Australia (Scarth et al. 2019). In
this study, the structural classes were adapted from NVIS and (Walker and Hopkins
1990) classification schemes with CC represented by six categories, while height were
grouped into four (Table 5.3). The definition of the CC classes in this study took into
account both the NVIS classification scheme and the measurement error in the Landsat derived CC estimates. The CC values used to define the closed forest, open forests
and woodlands followed the NVIS classification scheme while the lower value used to
define the open woodland class (<5 %) took into account the measurement error in the
Landsat CC estimates and followed Walker and Hopkins (1990) scheme. The woodland
class was split into two CC ranges (lc = 20-35%) and (hc = 35-50%) to assist in the detection of change between these classes and take into account measurement error in the
mapping product. The structural formations defined in this study represented woody
vegetation (e.g. Trees, palms and shrubs) with CC values between 5 and 100 %. Due
to the measurement error in the Landsat CC estimates the ”isolated trees” class was not
used in this study, with any pixels <5 % CC classified as grassland. The height classes
were represented by four classes and followed the NVIS nomenclature (Tall, Mid, Low
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and Very Low), however the the height ranges were modified to represent vegetation
communities across the study area. Estimates of height >20 m were considered tall,
while heights between 10–20 m were considered Mid. The height values for the Low
class ranged between 6–10 m, while the very low class was represented by height values
<6 m. As with the Landsat CC products any height estimates for pixels with CC values
between 0–5 % were not used due to the uncertainty in the height estimates.
Table 5.3 Description of the structural formation classes used in this study, canopy
cover classes are based on the NVIS/Walker and Hopkins scheme and the height classes
have been adapted from Walker and Hopkins/NVIS scheme taking into account the
measurement error in the Landsat derived CC and canopy height products and structural
characteristic of woody vegetation in the study area.
Height Range
Canopy
>20 m
10-20 m
6-10 m
<6 m
Cover
>80 %
Closed forest-Tall
Closed forest-Mid
Closed forest-Low
Closed forest-Very low
50-80 %
Open forest-Tall
Open forest- Mid
Open forest-Low
Open forest-Very low
35-50 % Woodland(hc)-Tall
Woodland(hc)-Mid
Woodland(hc)-Low
Woodland(hc)-Very low
20-35 % Woodland(lc)-Tall
Woodland(lc)-Mid
Woodland(lc)-Low
Woodland(lc)-Very low
5-20 % Open woodland-Tall Open woodland-Mid Open woodland-Low Open woodland-Very low
0-5 %
Grassland
Grassland
Grassland
Grassland

5.2.8

Time series Analysis.

Analysis of the structural classification product was undertaken to assess the impact of
Cyclone Monica on woody vegetation. This analysis included identifying annual disturbance and rates of recovery post Cyclone Monica. The area of each structural class was
calculated for each year between 2004 and 2017 to investigate the dynamics of woody
vegetation over the region (≈ 11,500 km2 ) impacted by the cyclone.
5.2.8.1

Change detection.

Possible change in structural classes were identified for each year between 1988 and
2017 for the region shown in Fig 5.2 (c). A methodology was developed to identify
any change (substantial loss) between the 21 structural classes. This methodology took
into account (1) limitations (error) of the structural classification product to accurately
discriminate adjoining classes, (2) natural variation in CC as a result of seasonal variation and (3) limitations of the models to accurately predict CC or canopy height in
areas of low tree density. A matrix was used to identify when substantial change was
considered to have occurred for a particular class (the decision matrix is provided in
the supplementary martial Fig B.1). To also assist in removing the seasonal variation
between years the majority class for each pixel was calculated from all available years
prior to the year being assessed. For example, if the year 2006 was being assessed the
mode was calculated for each pixel in a layer stack produced from the structural classified products between 1988 and 2005. This gave an estimate of the long-term structural
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class for each pixel in 2005. Each pixel in the 2006 structural classification was then
evaluated against the long-term class in 2005 and assessed as changed based on the
range of classes defined in the decision matrix. A graphical examples of the change
detection analysis described above is shown for two sites in Fig 5.4.
5.2.8.2

Recovery estimates.

The rate of recovery for areas impacted by Cyclone Monica were estimated using the
change detection analysis for the years 2006 and 2017. As there is sufficient data (18
years) prior to Cyclone Monica, the change detection is based on the long term class
value (mode) the subsequent recovery from the disturbance event can be assessed, as
individual pixels will be identified as change until they return to the original class or
within the class ranges defined as not substantially different to the original class in
Fig B.1. To identify the rate of recovery the change detection layers, between 2006
and 2017 were totaled, resulting in values ranging from 0 to 12. Pixels with the value
of 0 were not identified in the initial change detection in 2006 and are not assessed
further while pixel values of 1 to 11 indicate the time taken to recover and pixel values
of 12 have been estimated to have not yet recovered and still substantially different.
Missing data in 2006 structural classification were not included in any analysis post
cyclone Monica. This analysis does not take into account additional disturbance after
the impact of cyclone Monica however, areas that were disturbed post cyclone Monica
(2007 to 2017) but were not assessed as disturbed in 2006 are not identified in the
change/recovery analysis.
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Fig. 5.4 Graphical representations of the change detection analysis undertaken for each
pixel over a 30 year period for (a) Eucalyptus Open forest and (b) Mangrove forest.
Each of the 21 structural classes are shown on the y axis and year on the x axis. The
circles represents the classification assigned to the pixel for each year and the squares
represent the long term classification based on the mode. The light grey area represents
the range of classes considered to be substantially different from the long term class
which is identified as change, whereas the dark grey regions represent no change.
5.2.8.3

Time series analysis of structural class spatial coverage.

Estimates of the spatial coverage for each of the structural formation classes was calculated for each year from 2004 to 2017 over an area ≈ 11,500 km2 . The boundary for
the area of interest (AOI) was defined based on the area identified as significant change
in 2006, the AOI boundary is shown in Fig 5.16. Areas of coastal floodplains dominated with grasslands within the AOI were also removed due to error in the structural
formation classes in these regions (discussed further in section 5.4). For each year, the
percentage area covered by each structural class over the 11,500 km2 area were calculated to produce time series plots detailing change in spatial coverage between the years
2004 and 2017.
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5.3

Results

5.3.1

Woody FPC validation and bias corrections

The aerial photograph plots were randomly split into a training (n=4,413) and validation (n=1,892) dataset with mean woody FPC of 29.7 % and 30.3 % respectively. An
example of the classified aerial photography used to produce estimates of woody FPC
is shown in Fig 5.5.
5.3.1.1

Accuracy of aerial photograph classifier

The overall accuracy of the random forest classifier using 3,403 independent validation
point was 94 %, with the producer and user accuracy for the five classes being high and
ranging from 76.6 % to 99.5 % (Table 5.4). The woody green class recorded high user
and producer accuracy, with 96.5 and 92.1 % respectively. Commission and omission
error was low for most classes, however commission error was higher for the woody
green class with the highest misclassification occurring with the non-woody green class.
While the aerial photography used in this study were captured during the dry season
when most of the grassy understory is senescent, in some situations photosynthetic
grass was present in low lying areas and drainage depressions. The confusion between
the woody green and non-woody green classes may have resulted in overestimation of
the woody FPC in some plots.
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Fig. 5.5 Example of the digital aerial photograph (2013) and the woody green class,
with the 90x90 m grid overlay.
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Table 5.4 Error matrix for the aerial photo classification
Reference data
Classified data

Woody
green

Woody green
Non-woody green
Bare
Shadow
Branch / Trunk
Total
Producers accuracy

1089
66
14
4
10
1183
92.1 %

Nonwoody
green
15
329

344
95.6

Bare

Shadow

Branch
Trunk

19
7
875
6
20
927
94.4

1

5

3
818

24

822
99.5

98
127
77.2

Users
accuracy

Total
1129
402
916
828
128
3403

96.5 %
81.8 %
95.5 %
98.8 %
76.6 %

Overall accuracy 94.3 %

5.3.1.2

Validation and bias correction

The training dataset was used to assess the relationship between woody FPC estimates
derived from the aerial photography and the single date Landsat imagery (Fig 5.6).
The relationship between the digital aerial photography and single date Landsat derived
woody FPC estimates recorded a R2 of 0.56, RMSE of 11.5 % and bias of 2.9. While
the overall bias is relatively low, there is clearly an overestimation of Landsat woody
FPC below ≈ 20 % and an underestimation above ≈ 50 %. The increase in Landsast
FPC values below 38 % is evident with a majority of the data points below the 1:1
line (Fig 5.6a). To correct for the systematic bias observed in the relationship between
aerial photograph and Landsat derived woody FPC we fit a sigmoidal function to the
training dataset Fig 5.6b. The fitting constants for the non-linear model (eq. 5.3) were
k = 0.000435 and b = 1.909 which applied to the single date Landsat woody FPC and
the accuracy of the bias correction was assessed using the aerial photograph validation
dataset.
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Fig. 5.6 (a) Scatter plots showing the predicted (woody FPC from single date Landsat
TM, ETM+ and OLI) and observed (aerial photo derived FPC) for sites located across
the Northern Territory between the years 2008 and 2018 and (b) the non-linear fitted
line used to correct the bias in Landsat woody FPC estimates.
Scatter plots showing woody FPC estimates derived from both Landsat with and without
bias correction and digital aerial photograph are shown in Figure 5.7. Comparisons
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between the uncorrected and corrected Landsat woody FPC estimates show that there
was a only a slight improvement in the R2 and RMSE error, however overall bias for the
corrected data was reduced. The improvement in the relationship between the corrected
Landsat and aerial photograph estimates of woody FPC is clear, with the distribution of
the data points spread around the 1:1 line. Predictions of Landsat corrected woody FPC
below 30 % were improved while data were more dispersed around the 1:1 line above
50 % FPC.
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Fig. 5.7 Scatter plots showing the relationship between woody FPC estimates obtained
from digital aerial photography and single date Landsat satellite imagery for (a) uncorrected and (b) bias corrected data. The black line represents the 1:1 line.
5.3.2

Conversion of FPC to CC

The Landsat seasonal woody FPC composites were first corrected for bias (eq. 5.3)
before converting them to CC using eq. 5.4 (Fisher et al. 2018). The Landsat seasonal
CC estimates were then compared with field measured CC for 304 sites measured in
the years 2000, 2016, 2017 and 2018 across the study area (locations shown in Fig 5.2).
The predicted and observed data were scattered around the 1:1 line, with a R2 of 0.51
and RMSE of 13 % Fig 5.8. The Landsat CC estimates were slightly underestimated
compared to the field measured CC with a bias of -3.55.
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Fig. 5.8 Scatter plots showing the predicted and observed CC estimates obtained from
Landsat seasonal composites and field sites across the study area for the years 2000,
2016, 2017 and 2018. The black line represents the 1:1 line and the grey dashed lines
represent the CC cover class ranges used in this study.
Estimates of CC obtained from field total basal area measurements and Landsat pre
(2005) and post (2006) cyclone Monica are shown in Figure 5.9. Canopy Cover was
overestimated from Landsat in 2005 with a R2 of 0.58 and RMSE of 13 % which is
similar to the results of the CC derived from point intercept data (Figure 5.8). The
results for 2006 show that there was a general reduction in CC post cyclone (2006) with
a R2 of 0.39 and RMSE of 15.2 %.
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Fig. 5.9 Scatter plots showing the predicted and observed CC estimates obtained from
Landsat seasonal composites and field sites (30 m×30 m) impacted by cyclone Monica
(a) 2005 and (b) 2006. The black line represents the 1:1 line. The location of the field
sites is shown in Figure 5.2
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5.3.3

Validation of tree height

Tree canopy height parameter (H99 ) representing the maximum canopy height for a
30 × 30 m Landsat pixel were obtained from a subset of the LiDAR dataset (captured
in 2011) were compared to the estimates predicted from 2011 Landsat seasonal composites (Landsat path/row: 105/068, 105/069, 104/068 and 104/069). A scatter plot
showing the predicted and observed data for the 42,000 pixels assessed is shown in Fig
5.10. The results show the data scattered around the 1:1 line with a low bias of -0.667,
R2 of 0.48 and a RMSE of 4.3 m. While the majority of the data points are scattered
around the 1:1 line there are significant number of data points under predicting heights
above 20 m. The Landsat model is also underestimating heights in the 12–15 m height
range, which will result in an overestimation in the 6–10 m height class. The results also
show that the model is predicting non-zero canopy heights for pixels with no observed
canopy.
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Fig. 5.10 Scatter plot showing the predicted (Landsat satellite seasonal composite) and
observed (LiDAR) results for the validation of the canopy height metric H99 . The black
line represents the 1:1 line and the grey dashed lines represent the height class ranges
used in this study.
Comparison between field measured tree height (H99 ) for the 46 plots and estimates
derived from Landsat seasonal composites for 2005 and 2006 are shown in Figure 5.11.
The validation statistics were similar for both years, with R2 of 0.35 and RMSE of 3.6
for 2005. The results for 2006 reflect a loss of taller trees in the plots with R2 of 0.39
and RMSE of 3.1.
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Fig. 5.11 Scatter plots showing the predicted and observed tree canopy height (H99 )
estimates obtained from Landsat seasonal composites and field sites (30 m × 30 m)
impacted by cyclone Monica (a) 2005 and (b) 2006. The black line represents the 1:1
line. The location of the field sites is shown in Figure 5.2
5.3.4

Structural formation classes

Structural formation classes were produced from annual Landsat seasonal composites of
canopy height and CC estimates. The structural formation classification for 2017 over
the northern half of the NT is shown in Fig 5.12. The percentage area covered by each of
the 21 classes was calculated from the mapping product shown in Fig 5.12. Woodlands
were the the dominant class covering approximately 55 % of the area with the majority
from the two mid height range (10–20 m) classes (Fig 5.13). Approximately 28 % of the
study area consisted of open woodland with the highest proportions (15.5 %) recorded
in the low height range. Open forest covered approximately 8 % of the region with the
majority also found in the mid height range. Closed forest covered the smallest area,
representing 0.8 % of the region with height ranges predominately in the low and mid
classes while grasslands were estimated to cover 6.6 % of the region.
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Fig. 5.12 Structural formation classification for the year 2017 across the study area
(Landsat path/rows: 106/68-72, 105/68-72, 104/68-72, 103/68-72, 102/68-72, 101/7172).
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Fig. 5.13 The percentage area covered for each of the structural formation classes for
the 2017 mapping shown in Fig 5.12.
5.3.5

Time series analysis - Cyclone Monica

Landsat derived CC and tree canopy height for both 2005 and 2006 were used to investigate impact of cyclone Monica. The 2005 image was subtracted from the 2006 imagery
to identify areas of change in both the CC and tree height products Figure 5.14. The
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area impacted of cyclone Monica is very evident with significant areas of change in
both the CC and tree canopy height products along the track of cyclone Monica. The
initial impact of cyclone Monica on the Wessel Islands is evident along with the impact
at Junction Bay and inland to the town of Jabiru.
Canopy Cover 2005 - 2006
Wessel Islands

Junction Bay

96 %

Jabiru

-97 %
Tree Canopy Height 2005 - 2006
Cyclone Monica track

25 m

-23 m

Fig. 5.14 Maps showing the extent of change in canopy cover and tree canopy height
between 2005 and 2006 for the top-end of the Northern Territory.
The structural classification were produced for the region impacted by severe tropical
Cyclone Monica for the years 1988 to 2017. An example of the structural formation
mapping for the years 2005, 2006 and 2017 are shown in Fig 5.15. The impact of
Cyclone Monica is clearly visible in 2006 with large areas of change visible along the
cyclone track. A larger area was impacted east of the cyclone track due to the influence of the forward motion on the cyclonic winds which are increased on the east and
reduced in the west (Hutley et al. 2013). The recovery 11 years after cyclone Monica
is evident in the 2017 mapping. Analysis of the time series was undertaken to quantify
the change visible in 2006 and subsequent recovery using the methodology described
in section 5.2.8. A summary of the results for the change detection analysis from 2006
to 2017 for the area impacted by Cyclone Monica is shown in Fig 5.16. The change
detection map shows that damage occurred along a 75 km extent on the coast with extensive area impacted ≈ 90 km inland, damage then starts to tapering off towards the
town of Jabiru. Using the area identified as severely impacted by cyclone Monica, we
defined an area of interest (AOI) covering ≈ 11,500 km2 , the extent is shown in Fig
5.16. Based on the change detection analysis the area identified as severely impacted
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in 2006 is estimated to cover an area of 3,551 km2 . The rate of recovery post Cyclone
Monica for the preceding 11 years was estimated using the annual change detection
layer and shows that one year after Cyclone Monica (2007) a total of 714 km2 were
estimated to have recovered Fig 5.17. The total area estimated to still be severely impacted steadily declined over the 11 years, with an area of ≈ 70 km2 estimated to be
still severely impacted in 2017.
The area covered by each structural formation class for each year between 2004 and
2017 was obtained from the 11,500 km2 AOI impacted by Cyclone Monica. The results for five of the major classes representing the percentage of area covered by each
structural classes over the period two years prior and 11 years post cyclone Monica are
presented in Figure 5.18 and in the supplementary material B.2. The impact of cyclone
Monica in 2006 is evident, with reductions in the Open forest-Mid, Woodland(hc)Mid and to a lesser degree the Closed forest-Mid classes. The loss of taller trees and
reduction in CC is evident, with a sharp increase in the area mapped as Open woodlandLow in 2006. Areas mapped as Open woodland-Mid and Open Woodland-Very Low
increased and there was a slight increase in the area classified as grasslands. The results show that recovery post cyclone Monica is occurring, with increases in area for the
Woodland(hc)-Mid and Open Forest-Mid classes and a decrease in the Open woodlandLow class. The results show that the recovery of the Open forest-Mid class is still below
the level pre-cyclone Monica, while the Woodland(hc)-Mid class recovered to similar
levels in 2014. The results suggest that the Closed forest-Mid class was declining prior
to 2006 and it is currently still below the 2005 levels. Both the Closed forest-Tall and
Low class decline in 2006, with no real recovery evident for the Closed forest-Tall class
while the the results indicate the area of Closed forest-Low class is similar to the 2006
levels.
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Fig. 5.15 Structural formation maps for the years 2005, 2006 and 2017 over the region
impacted by severe tropical cyclone Monica.
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5.4

Discussion

5.4.1
5.4.1.1

Development of the structural formation mapping product.
Landsat CC.

The estimates of CC were derived from Landsat model predicting woody FPC developed by Armston et al. (2009). The accuracy assessment showed that the single date
Landsat woody FPC product was overestimating FPC in areas with lower tree density
and cover, and underestimating in high cover (Fig 5.11a). The bias observed in this
study are similar to Armston et al. (2009), who assessed the accuracy of their model
using LiDAR derived woody FPC estimates (Fig 8 page 20 Armston et al. (2009)).
The overestimation of woody FPC in lower cover ranges has been observed in other
products derived from Landsat in Australia (including our study area) and has been attributed to the presence of a green understory visible thought the sparse canopy (Gill
et al. 2017). The single date woody FPC products used to produce the seasonal composites were captured during the dry season (May and September) when the majority
of the understory grasses are senescent (Staben et al. 2018). While the seasonal composites were produced from imagery captured in the dry season, areas such as drainage
lines and lower lying area may still have photosynthetic non-woody vegetation, which
would increase the estimated FPC values for these areas. Another area with overestimation of woody FPC is the extensive fresh water wetlands across the study area. These
wetland often contain flood waters early in the dry season that progressively dry and
contain large areas of photosynthetic non woody vegetation later into the dry season
(Cowie et al. 2000). In an attempt to reduce the observed bias in the Landsat FPC,
a sigmoid function was fitted using the aerial photograph estimates of FPC as the dependent variable. Assessment of the bias correction (using an independent validation
dataset) clearly showed a reduction in the bias, however there was only a very slight
improvement in the overall RMSE.
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In Australia, CC is a common metric used to characterise horizontal woody vegetation structure (Lewis et al. 2008, Fisher et al. 2018). The bias corrected Landsat woody
FPC seasonal composites were used to estimate CC for each year between 1988 and
2017. The generalised equation developed by Fisher et al. (2018) to predict CC from
FPC was developed from a range of field site across the Australian continent, including
a significant number located across our study area. A total of 350 field sites located
across our study area were used to assess the accuracy of the CC derived from the
Landsat seasonal composites. None of the field sites used in this study were used in
the development of the generalised equation Fisher et al. (2018). The results show that
there was reasonable agreement between the annual Landsat CC and field based estimates obtained from the 1 ha sites (using point intercept measurements) with a RMSE
of 13 %. The results obtained from the 30 m × 30 m sites pre (2005) cyclone Monica
were similar to the 1 ha field sites and for 2006 there was an increase in the RMSE
(15.2 %) and an overall reduction in CC, post cyclone Monica. The majority of the
data points below 20 % CC showed good agreement with the field data however data
points are dispersed around the 1:1 line and the number of field sites available to assess
CC above 60 % were minimal. The CC class ranges are show as the dashed grey lines
in Fig 5.8 and show that a a number of the sites in the Woodland(lc) class 20-35 %
were underestimated by Landsat CC. A number of the data field sites in the 5-20 %
class range were also overestimated by Landsat CC. To enable assessment of CC values
above 60 % the single date bias corrected Landsat and aerial photograph FPC validation
dataset were converted to CC and show that similar error was occurring across all the
CC class ranges (Fig 5.19). Woodlands are the dominant structural class in our study
area so to reduce chance of detecting false change between both the Woodland class and
either the Open woodland or Open forest class we produced sub classes identifying low
(20-35 %) and high (35-50 %) cover values. This was undertaken to take into account
the error in the CC data and increased the flexibility in defining the rules in the change
matrix (Fig B.1).
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Fig. 5.19 Scatter plots showing the predicted and observed CC estimates obtained from
Landsat single dates imagery and digital aerial photography across the study area for
the years 2008-2018. The black line represents the 1:1 line and the grey dashed lines
represent the CC cover class ranges used in this study.
5.4.1.2

Landsat Canopy Height

The vertical structural information used in this study was obtained from Landsat annual and seasonal composites which estimated the maximum canopy height of the trees
(H99 ) for each pixel (Chapter 4). The Landsat canopy height model used in this study
was developed for Landsat-8 OLI sensor which were trained on canopy height metrics data obtained from a number of canopy height models (1 m) derived from LiDAR
captured across our study area. While the model was developed using Landsat-8 annual and seasonal composites, the surface reflectance values were converted to predict
Landsat-7 reflectance values using coefficients published in Flood (2014), enabling the
model to be directly applied to both Landsat-7 and Landsat-5 sensors. The accuracy of
the H99 canopy height model produced from Landsat-8 (detailed in chapter 4) using two
validation datasets, reported overall R2 values of 0.74 and 0.77 and RMSE of 3.2 and
2.7. The seasonal composites used to assess the accuracy of the canopy height model
were a combination of Landsat-5 TM and Landsat-7 ETM+ sensors captured in 2011.
The overall accuracy of the canopy height model was lower than the results in chapter
4 with R2 values of 0.48 and RMSE of 4.3. The validation results obtained from the
30 m × 30 m field sites pre and post cyclone Monica were lower than the 2011 results,
with RMSE of 3.6 and 3.1 for 2005 and 2006 respectively. The overall reduction in
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tree canopy height is also apparent post cyclone Monica and the results show that for
a number of sites the Landsat predicted height was overestimated. There are a number
of factors that could explain the difference between the results in this study and chapter
4. While the LiDAR used to train the Landsat-8 OLI model were captured across a
variety of landscapes across the Northern Territory, the increased error observed in this
study may reflect differences in vegetation communities not represented in the training
dataset used to develop the canopy height model. Direct comparisons between the accuracy of mean canopy height predicted from models using single date Landsat-5 image
(R2 = 0.53 and RMSE = 2.8) (Staben et al. 2018) and Landsat-8 seasonal composites in
chapter 4 (R2 = 0.72, RMSE = 2.0) show that there was an improvement in the results
for Landsat-8. The use of seasonal composites may explain the improved accuracy of
the Landsat-8 senors or it could reflect differences in the overall radiometric quality between the three Landsat sensors (5,7 and 8). The results of the accuracy assessment in
this study and in chapter 4 indicate that there could be more error in the height estimates
derived from Landsat-5 and Landsat-7 between 1988 and 2012, with an improvement
from 2013 with the introduction of Landsat-8.
5.4.1.3

Structural Classification

Landsat derived estimates of CC and canopy height were used to produce a structural formation classification mapping product, covering three decades between 1988
to 2017. The structural classification used in this study were guided by the nationally
adopted NVIS classification scheme developed by Commonwealth, State and Territory
governments (Brocklehurst et al. 2007, Lewis et al. 2008). Where possible the NVIS
classification scheme was adopted, however we also took into account the error in the
Landsat derived CC and canopy height products and the structural characteristics of the
vegetation communities in our study area. The NVIS classification scheme was developed to characterise a diverse range of vegetation communities across the continent of
Australia (Scarth et al. 2019). To account for measurement error in the Landsat CC and
canopy height products, a number of the NVIS classes were altered. As discussed in
section 5.4.1.1, the Woodland class was split into two sub classes to enable more flexibility in defining the rules in the change detection analysis. The lower and upper bounds
of the NVIS CC range (20-50 %) for the Woodland class were retained enabling users
to combine the two Woodland sub classes if required. The Open woodland class in this
study used the CC range of 5-20 % (Walker and Hopkins 1990) which differed from the
NVIS classification which uses 0.25-20 % (Brocklehurst et al. 2007). The lower bound
of 5 % was chosen as 0.25 % used in the NVIS class was not reliably predicted by the
Landsat model. Both the NVIS and Walker and Hopkins (1990) classification schemes
have an ‘isolated trees’ class which was not used in this study. All values below 5 %
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were classified as grassland as the accuracy of both the CC and canopy height products
were low in areas with very few trees and low cover.
The ranges use to define the vertical structure differed from the NVIS classification
and took into account the height of vegetation communities across the study area. The
height range of 10–20 m was selected as this represents the dominant vegetation communities across the study area. While the accuracy assessment shows that areas >20 m
are underestimated, this class was retained as it still highlighted important areas such
as rainforest patches (Closed forest-Tall) in the mapping product. Below 10 m the 6 m
height was used to separate classes into low and very low classes. The height ranges
are important as communities such as Mangrove forests are generally classified in the
Closed forest low and very low classes. While this study does not attempt to distinguish
between woody shrubs or trees. The <6 m height range was used as it is associated
with shrubs in the Open woodland class which are predominately located in the more
southern regions of our study area.
There are an number of limitations which need to be taken into account when using
the structural formation mapping products. While seasonal composites were used to
reduce the influence of non-woody vegetation, there is error over the floodplains and in
areas of agriculture. Non-woody agriculture is often misclassified as woody vegetation
due to the photosynthetically active crops as a result of irrigation during the dry season.
The extensive floodplains will often be flooded and covered with photosynthetically active aquatic grasses and sedges that become senescent later into the dry season (Ward
et al. 2014), which resulted in misclassification of the grasslands in these areas. While
there are areas of extensive forest across the floodplains it is difficult to reliably separate
the woody and non-woody pixels at the Landsat scale. Further work is required to produce grassland masks to enable analysis of the extensive forest on the floodplains such
as the Arufura swamp. Due to the failure of scan line corrector (SLC) of the Landast-7
sensor, there is striping visible in some areas of the annual mapping product as a result
of distinct changes in classification. In some instances, the change in class in these
areas is due to error in the height class (e.g. change from Mid to Low ranges) or associated with a change in the CC classes. The striping in the annual structural formation
classification mapping is likely to be reflecting the seasonal changes over the year in
woody vegetation across the study area (Williams et al. 1997, Myers et al. 1997). Ma
et al. (2013) have also observed the inter-annual seasonal variability in the vegetation
across the study area. The inter-annual and annual variability in the single date imagery combined with the total number of cloud free images available for a given year,
all contributed to the variability in the CC and canopy height values, which results in
class variation between years. The variability between years could also be due to the
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occurrence of natural and prescribed fires, which occur across large areas in the study
area (Edwards et al. 2013). The burnt areas masked from the Landsat imagery used in
this study are mapped automatically (Goodwin and Collett 2014) and it is likely that the
influence of burnt areas were not entirely removed from the production of the Landsat
CC and canopy height product, resulting in reduction in values for both CC and canopy
height. Producing structural formation mapping products over multiple years reduces
the variability seen in the annual mapping products. An example showing the reduction
of the striping error clearly visible in the 2017 structural formation mapping and a triannual structural formation mapping product calculated from 2015, 2016, 2017 using
the mode class value is shown in Fig 5.20.
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Fig. 5.20 Example of the (a) Structural formation classification for 2017 and (b) the
structural formation classification produced from three years of data 2015, 2016 and
2017.
5.4.2

Assessment of Cyclone Monica

The immediate impact of cyclone Monica on the Northern Territory is clearly visible
in (Fig 5.14), with a reduction in both CC and tree canopy height between 2005 and
2006. While the focus of this study is on the mainland of the Northern Territory, the
impact of cyclone Monica on the Wessel Islands is evident in reductions of CC and
tree canopy height. The difference analysis between 2005 and 2006 shown in Fig 5.14
enables the magnitude of change in CC and tree canopy height to be quantified. The
impact of severe tropical Cyclone Monica on the woody vegetation is clearly visible
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when compared with the 2005 and 2006 structural formation mapping (Fig 5.15). The
spatial distribution of the area impacted by Cyclone Monica mapped in this study is
similar to a tree isodamage map produced by Hutley et al. (2013) which used estimates of tree damage derived from aerial and field surveys and wind speed estimates
along the track of Cyclone Monica (Cook and Goyens 2008). The results of this study
indicate that recovery of the woody vegetation is occurring, with the area considered
severely impacted steadily declining over the 11 years assessed. Russell-Smith et al.
(2019) undertook a tree recruitment study in two locations in the NT, including field
sites located in the coastal and sub-coastal regions impacted by cyclone Monica, which
were measured in 2006 (3 months after cyclone Monica), 2007, 2011 and 2016. They
reported that mean stem basal area for all plots was estimated to be 9.8 m2 /ha at the
time of cyclone Monica and that extensive structural devastation was evident, by 2016
stem basal area had recovered to ≈ 6.5 m2 2/ha. Between 2011 and 2016 at one of their
sub-coastal plots, stem basal area increased from 5.3 to 11.8 m2 /ha, attributed to significant eucalyptus stem recruitment (Russell-Smith et al. 2019). Estimates from the
change/recovery analysis in this study indicate that between 2006 and 2011 ≈ 62 %
of the area initially assessed as severely impacted (based on the decision matrix Fig.
B.1) had recovered. In 2017, it was estimated that an area of 70 km2 was still significantly impacted. The spatial distribution of these areas is shown in Fig 5.2.8 and shows
that a large number of these areas are located on or within ≈ 30 km of the coast. The
greatest concentration of these areas is in the Mangrove forests where there has been
no regrowth since 2006 and the remnants of dead Mangroves are still evident in high
resolution satellite imagery captured in 2015 (source: ESRI World imagery). While
some areas of Mangroves forest impacted by cyclone Monica are recovering, it may
take several decades for some areas to recover. Mangroves forest located in Darwin
Harbour (≈ 350 km east of Junction Bay) were moderately and severely impacted as a
result of cyclone Tracy in 1974 (Stocker 1976). In some of the severely impacted areas, there was still evidence of dead trees 26 years after cyclone Tracy (Ferwerda et al.
2007) with recovery only starting to appear two decades after the cyclone (Staben et al.
2018). A large number of the areas assessed as still significantly impacted appear to
be located on areas of bright soil. Inspection of high resolution imagery in a number
of these areas show that there was significant wind-throw, with large numbers of tree
trunks still visible. An example of the tree damage visible in aerial photography captured in 2013 in a area with bright soil is shown in Fig 5.21, In 2015 the tree damage
is similar (see Google Earth Lat: -12.226310, Long: 133.287477). It should be noted
that not all areas identified as severely impacted for a given year have not started to
recover. The change detection analysis used in this study was based on the conditions
detailed in Fig. B.1, which takes into account the long term structural formation classification of each pixel, which in turn determines when a pixel is considered to have
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reached the minimum structural formation class identifying it as recovered. The condition matrix took into account the measurement error in the CC and canopy height
models and also the natural seasonal fluctuations in woody vegetation (section 5.2.8),
which was not considered a significant change. While the change analysis highlights areas significantly altered the magnitude of the change needs to be taken into account. A
number of other potential factors such as; land use change, fire or tropical storms need
to be taken into account as they have the potential to contribute to change observed in
the structure of woody vegetation, post cyclone Monica. Change in land use can result
in the loss of native vegetation however, it is not likely to have changed significantly
in the study area as this region is sparsely populated with very limited development
(Staben and Edmeades 2017). Localised tropical storms have the potential to cause minor to severe damage to woody vegetation (Franklin et al. 2010) and other cyclone’s
such as cyclone Nathan which impact the study area in 2015. Cyclone Nathan initially
made landfall on the east coast of the Northern Territory as a category 2 storm (C.1)
and continued to moving westward over Elcho Island before moving over the Arafura
Sea. Cyclone Nathan continued to track in a westerly direction over the Arafura Sea
before making landfall as a category 1 storm over Junction Bay, it then moved in a south
westerly direction overland before weakening to below tropical cyclone intensity near
the towns of Gunbalunya and Jabiru (http://www.bom.gov.au/cyclone/history/Nathan2015.shtml). While cyclone Nathan impacted the study area as low intensity storm (in
comparison to cyclone Monica) it is likely to have caused damage to areas recovering
from Monica in 2006.
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Fig. 5.21 Example the disturbance/recovery mapping product and an area estimated as
not recovered, in 2017. The digital aerial photography was captured in August 2013
and the damage is still evident. This site is located at Lat -12.226310 Long 133.287477
and in 2015 the damage is still evident in high resolution satellite imagery in Google
Earth.
To gain further insight into the the structural dynamics of woody vegetation impacted
by cyclone Monica in the region, the proportion of each class was calculated. The
initial impact of cyclone Monica is clear in the time series analysis with an increase
in the number of pixels classified as Open Woodland-Low and decreases in areas of
higher woody cover and taller trees. There are a number of trends evident which indicate that woody vegetation is recovering, with increases in the Woodland(hc)-Mid
and to a lesser extent in the Open forest-Mid class. In contrast, the area classified as
Closed forest-Mid appears to be in decline prior to cyclone Monica with no real increase in area over the next 11 years. The area mapped as Open Woodland-Mid class
increased significantly in 2006 and is shown to reduce to a similar level pre cyclone
Monica in 2007. This rapid reduction in the area of the Open Woodland-Mid class in
2007 is likely to reflect the recovery of trees with less damage. The loss of branches
and defoliation in the canopy in areas not significantly impacted are likely to recover
rapidly (Stocker 1976, Cook and Goyens 2008). The area mapped as Open WoodlandLow increased after the cyclone and then gradually declines which is likely to reflect
the slower recovery of trees, particularly in areas significantly damaged. In 2015 there
is a slight decrease in the area mapped as Woodland(hc)-mid and an increase in Open
woodland-Mid and Open Woodland-Low classes which may reflect the impact of cyclone Nathan, which followed a similar track to cyclone Monica. In 2016 the area
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mapped as Woodland(hc)-mid and Open Forest-Mid declined further while the Open
Woodland-Mid, Open Woodland-Low and grassland classes increased. In 2017 there
was an increase in the area mapped as Woodland(hc)-Mid and decreases to close to the
2014 levels for the Open woodland-Mid, Open Woodland-Low and grassland classes.
Cyclone Nathan impacted the region as a low intensity category 1 storm which is more
likely to result in canopy defoliation and damage to branches which has to potential
to recovery more rapidly however, other factors such as fire may be also influencing
the results observed. Fire occurs frequently across the top-end of the Northern Territory (Edwards et al. 2013) and has been shown to impact woody vegetation structure
(Williams et al. 1999). Further work is required to identify the interactions between
other disturbance factors such as fire on the recovery process of woody vegetation in
the savanna’s of northern Australia. The dynamics observed between the structural
formation classes and the change/recovery analysis indicate that while there has been
recovery over the 11 years post cyclone Monica the regions is still in a state of recovery
with some areas still significantly impacted.

5.5

Conclusion

Landsat derived estimates of Canopy Cover (CC) and canopy height were combined
to produce a woody vegetation structural classification mapping product. The CC estimates were derived from the Landsat woody FPC product (Armston et al. 2009) which
were validated using estimates of woody FPC derived from digital aerial photography
captured across the study area. Based on the aerial photography validation assessment,
bias corrections were applied to the Landsat woody FPC prior to converting them to CC
using a generalised model developed from field data collected across Australia (Fisher
et al. 2018). The accuracy of the annual Landsat CC estimates (RMSE of 13 %) were
then assessed using field data from 304 sites collected across the study area in the years
2000, 2016, and 2017. Canopy height estimates were derived from Landsat seasonal
composites (Chapter 4), which were validated (RMSE = 4.3 m) using canopy height
models derived from LiDAR acquired in 2011. The structural classification scheme
used in this study was based on the Australian national (NVIS) classification scheme
and took into account the error in both the Landsat CC and canopy height estimates
and consideration of the structural attributes of the vegetation in the region. It should
be noted, that as the structural mapping product is developed from continuous data any
classification scheme can be applied to the Landsat CC and canopy height products to
produce the required class ranges. Annual and inter-annual seasonal changes are likely
to account for some of the error in the Landsat woody FPC and canopy height products used to produce the annual structural mapping product. It is recommended that
further work is undertaken to investigate using multiple years (e.g. 3–5) to reduce the
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error in the structural mapping product. The Landsat CC and canopy height estimates
were used to produce annual structural classification mapping products over a 30 year
period, impacted by severe tropical cyclone Monica. A change detection method was
developed to identify the areas impacted by cyclone Monica and it was estimated that
an area of 3,551 km2 was severely impacted in 2006. Over the next decade, the areas assessed as severely impacted gradually decreased, however in 2017 it was estimated that
a total of 70 km2 was still severely impacted. The impact of cyclone Monica in many
of the areas identified as severely impacted were still visible in both high resolution
aerial photography captured in 2013 and satellite imagery in 2015. The area covered
by each structural class was used to gain insight into the dynamics of woody vegetation
in the 11,500 km2 between the years 2004 and 2017. The proportion of each structural
class shows the initial impact of cyclone Monica in 2006 and subsequent recovery of
woody vegetation. The results clearly show the impact of cyclone Monica in 2006 and
indicate that substantial recovery has occurred, but some areas still have not completely
recovered from the effects of Tropical Cyclone Monica.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was the development of remote sensing products and techniques
enabling the assessment of the impact of tropical cyclones on natural vegetation communities in the wet-dry tropics of northern Australia. Remote sensing methods were
developed that enabled analysis of vegetation structure dynamics at a regional scale
over a 30 year period across the top-end of the Northern Territory. The first three research chapters (2,3 and 4) focused on the development of these remote sensing products. Chapter 2 focused on the use of digital aerial photography as a surrogate for the
collection of field data to validate and calibrate satellite derived woody FPC. Chapter
3 and 4 focused on development of techniques to quantify and map vertical structure
attributes of woody vegetation. Chapter 5 utilised the research in chapters 2, 3 and 4 to
combined both horizontal (woody FPC) and vertical (tree height) derived from Landsat
sensors to develop annual mapping products identifying 21 vegetation structural classes
for the period 1988 to 2017. A change detection method was developed to investigate
the impact of severe tropical cyclone Monica on native vegetation communities using
the annual structural classification product. The research in the thesis provides new
information on tree structure attributes for vegetation communities across the Northern Territory at a scale (spatial and temporal) not previously available. The analysis of
the region (Australian mainland) impacted by severe tropical cyclone Monica, demonstrated the utility of the new techniques developed in this thesis to identify areas of
damage and any subsequent recovery. The methodology and results presented in this
thesis have improved insight into the role tropical cyclones play as a natural disturbance
agent on savanna ecosystems at a regional scale. In doing so, this work contributes more
broadly to the global understanding of the ecological impacts of cyclones, for a biome
that is poorly understood. The outcomes of this thesis are a resource contributing to the
protection of important ecosystems and supporting long-term ecologically sustainable
development across the Northern Territory. The following sections briefly summarise
the major findings, details the limitations and the contribution of each research chapter
to the overall aim of the thesis, followed by a section summarising the key contribution
to new knowledge and recommendations for future work.
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6.0.1

Chapter 2 - Obtaining biophysical measurements of woody vegetation from high
resolution digital aerial photography in tropical and arid environments: Northern Territory, Australia

The objective of chapter 2 was to “investigate the utility of very high resolution digital
aerial photography to be used as a surrogate for the collection of field data”.
The findings of this study identified that there is a strong relationship between fieldmeasured woody UMGF P C and APGW C derived from aerial photography captured
across a broad range of vegetation communities in the Northern Territory. Evidence
of the relationship was further highlighted by the close agreement of live SBA predicted from both UMGF P C and APGW C using allometric relationship developed from
field measured data. The use of aerial photography to obtain woody FPC estimates
has advantages for sites with low tree density, as it samples the entire image ensuring
all trees are detected. A number of limitations were identified that need to be taken
into account when using the methodology developed in this study. The results showed
that in areas of very high cover it is possible that woody FPC is underestimated due to
shadow masking the green foliage. The supervised classification method used in this
study, relies on an operator selecting the training samples for each image being classified. If the operator is not familiar with the objects visible in the imagery, the results
are likely to be erroneous. The major contribution of this chapter to the overall aim of
the thesis is that it shows that accurate estimates of woody FPC can be obtained from
digital aerial photography. This is particularly relevant when the satellite imagery used
such as Landsat-5 TM (used in chapter 5) is no longer operational and historical field
estimates are required coincident with the image overpass.
6.0.2

Chapter 3 - Modelling LiDAR derived tree canopy height from Landsat TM,
ETM+ and OLI satellite imagery:a machine learning approach.

The objective of chapter 3 was to “Investigate the utility of Landsat-5 TM satellite
sensors to predict woody vegetation canopy height across a range of vegetation communities in the wet-dry tropics of northern Australia.”.
A random forest regression algorithm was developed to predict canopy height from
a single date Landsat-5 TM scene. Training data for the model were derived from a 1 m
canopy height model produced from LiDAR captured in 2009. A three-stage approach
was used to tune the random forest regression model. Independent data (n = 30,500)
was used to validate the accuracy of the model resulting in an overall R2 = 0.53, RMSE
of 2.8 m. For two of the dominant vegetation communities in the study area, Mangrove
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forests and Eucalyptus communities, RMSE values of 2.9 m and 2.5 m were achieved
respectively. The model was also applied to Landsat-7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper
Plus (ETM+) resulting in an R2 of 0.49 and RMSE of 2.8 m. A number of limitations
were identified with the model developed in this study. When the model was applied
to Landsat imagery captured between 1987 and 2016, the results showed that there was
variability between canopy height estimates likely caused by seasonal variations in the
image capture dates and difference in sensors characteristics. Also one limitation of the
random forest regression model is that it will not extrapolate beyond the range of values in the training dataset. While the minimum and maximum heights in the validation
dataset did not exceed the values in the training dataset, further work was required to
assess how well the random forest model transfers beyond the current study area. The
major contribution of the research undertaken in chapter 3 to the thesis was the demonstration that canopy height can be predicted from Landsat imagery at moderate to high
levels of accuracy. The robustness of the model across a range of vegetation communities and three different Landsat sensors also illustrated that the approach could be
successfully used to explore changes in woody vegetation canopy height through time.
6.0.3

Chapter 4 - Broad-scale mapping of tree canopy structure using optical satellite
sensors, Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8 OLI

The objective of chapter 4 was to “Investigate the utility of optical satellite imagery,
Sentinel-2 MSI and Landsat-8 OLI in predicting seven forest structural parameters
to produce annual forest structure maps across northern Australia.”.
This study developed and evaluated seven random forest regression models predicting a range of structural metrics characterising tree canopy structure from Sentinel-2
MSI and Landsat-8 OLI satellite sensors. To assess different spatial resolutions and
enable comparisons with Landsat-8 imagery, models were developed at 10 m, 20 m
and 30 m spatial resolution for Sentinel-2. To address limitations identified in chapter 3, the models developed in this study used seasonal composites (annual and dry
season) produced for both Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 as the predictor variables. In addition, training datasets were generated from three LiDAR datasets captured across a
much larger area of the NT. Model accuracy was found to improve as spatial resolution decreased, with models produced at 30 m recording the highest overall accuracy
(Tables 4.8 and 4.9). The additional red-edge bands available for Sentinel-2 imagery
featured as important predictor variables, however they did not significantly improve
model performance when compared with the Landsat-8 models. Of the seven models H99 (representing maximum canopy height) had the strongest relationship for both
Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 with R2 values ranging from 0.81 and 0.70 and RMSE% be-
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tween 33.8 and 22.9. Model accuracy declined with a reduction in spatial resolution
however, models at 10 m spatial resolution provide much higher level of detail across
the landscape, making them relevant for certain applications such as land use change
and vegetation mapping. While the validation of the models developed in this study
was rigorous, one limitations of this study (particularly in the context of this thesis) was
the need to assess how well the Landsat-8 models generalise when applied to seasonal
composites produced from all three Landsat sensors. The major contribution of this
chapter to the aim of the thesis are (1) the overall improvement of the accuracy of the
tree structure models, (2) identification of the optimal tree structure metric (H99 ), and
(3) development of a regional scale mapping product that provides insight into the vertical tree canopy structural metrics, which has been validated across a broad range of
vegetation communities in the NT.
6.0.4

Chapter 5 - Investigating structural dynamics of woody vegetation in northern
Australia impacted by severe tropical cyclone Monica, using remote sensing

The final research chapter (5) in this thesis consisted of two core objectives: “(1) development of an annual mapping product, detailing the spatial and temporal distribution of woody vegetation structure between 1988 and 2017 using the Landsat suite of
sensors, and (2) investigate the impact of severe tropical cyclone Monica (2006) and
assess the subsequent recovery of woody vegetation (2017).”.
Research from chapters 2, 3 and 4 were used to achieve the first objective in chapter 5,
which produced a woody structural classification mapping product based on estimates
of canopy cover and canopy height derived from Landsat sensors. The CC estimates
were derived from Landsat woody FPC product (Armston et al. 2009), which were validated using estimates of woody FPC derived from digital aerial photography captured
across the study area. To address the limitations identified in chapter 2, an automated
classifier was developed to obtain estimates of woody FPC from digital aerial photography (n = 6,305). The woody FPC estimates obtained from the aerial photography
were then used to correct the bias observed in the Landsat based woody FPC estimates
prior to converting them to CC using a generalised model developed from field data
collected across Australia (Fisher et al. 2018). Accuracy of the annual Landsat CC estimates (RMSE of 13 %) were assessed using field data from 304 sites collected across
the study area in the years 2000, 2016, and 2017. Validation of the H99 tree height
was also undertaken to assess how well the Landsat-8 model (chapter 4) transferred
to Landsat seasonal composites produced from 2011 Landsat-5 and Landsat-7 imagery
(RMSE = 4.3 m). The Landsat CC and canopy height estimates were used to produce
annual structural classification mapping product over a 30 year period. The 21 structural
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classes were defined taking to account a number of factors which included: the Australian national (NVIS) classification scheme, error in both the Landsat CC and height
estimates, and consideration of the structural attributes of the vegetation in the region.
The annual structural mapping product was then used to investigate the dynamics of
woody vegetation in a region (≈ 11,500 km2 ) impacted by severe tropical cyclone
Monica in 2006. The accuracy assessment of the Landsat derived canopy cover and
tree height products enabled limitations of these data to be identified, which was taken
into account when developing the change detection methodology. It was estimated that
an area of 3,551 km2 was substantially impacted by cyclone Monica and that the region
impacted is steadily recovering, with and area of 70 km2 estimated to still be severely
impacted in 2017. The proportion of each structural class was used to gain insight into
the structural dynamics and recovery of woody vegetation post cyclone Monica, the
results suggesting that the region is still in a state of recovery. A number of limitations were identified in the structural classification mapping product. This included the
mapping of woody classes in areas dominated by non-woody vegetation that is photosynthetically active during the dry season (e.g. floodplains and areas of agriculture).
Variability between structural classes was also evident between years, which in some
situations is likely to represent true change, however, a number of factors are likely to
have also influenced the variability observed. For instance, striping effects were visible
in the structural classification product due to the failure of the scan line corrector error
in the Landsat-7 imagery, and regions which were burnt were not successfully removed
from the single date imagery prior to production of the seasonal composites. These factors need to be taken into account when using the structural mapping product. The major
contributions of this chapter to the overall aim of the thesis are (1) the development of
a structural classification mapping product that enables analysis of vegetation structural
dynamics over three decades across the northern half of the Northern Territory, (2) development of a change detection methodology that enables areas substantially impacted
by tropical cyclones to be quantified and assessed at a regional scale, demonstrated by
the cyclone Monica case study.
6.0.5

Contributions to knowledge

This thesis focused on the development of remote sensing methods and creation of mapping products that enable greater insight into the dynamics of vegetation structure in the
wet-dry tropics of northern Australia. A number of different remote sensing platforms
were used in this thesis, including digital aerial photography, LiDAR and multispectral
satellite sensors (Landsat and Sentinel-2). The major contributions to knowledge in this
thesis is the development of techniques and remote sensing products (digital aerial pho-
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tography and multispectral satellite data) which provide new insight and ways to assess
tree structural dynamics in the savanna ecosystems of northern Australia.
In chapters 2 and 5, techniques were developed to quantify woody vegetation cover
from digital aerial photography. The results in chapter 2 show that there is a strong relationship between foliage projective cover obtained from both aerial photography and
field measurements across a broad range of vegetation communities across the Northern Territory. To our knowledge this is the first study that looks at the relationship
between field measured woody FPC (measured using the Australian national standard
methodology), based on an extensive field dataset covering a diverse range of vegetation
communities, and biophysical parameters from digital aerial photography in the NT. In
chapter 5, methodology and code were developed using machine learning techniques to
automatically extract large quantities of information from digital aerial photography, at
a scale suitable for use validation and calibration of satellite sensors, as demonstrated
in chapter 5 (section 5.3.1.2).
In chapter 3 and 4 research was undertaken to develop methodology and techniques
to quantify vertical woody vegetation structural metrics from Landsat satellite sensors,
enabling annual analysis over satellite imagery acquired between 1988 to the present
day. Models were also developed to quantifying vertical tree canopy structural metrics
from Sentinel-2 satellite sensors for three spatial resolutions (10 m, 20 m, 30 m), enabling annual analysis from 2016 to present. The tree canopy models developed in this
thesis provide the opportunity to assess the dynamics of tree canopy height at a spatial
and temporal scale, previously unavailable across the northern half of the Northern Territory. Furthermore, the tree canopy height model developed for the Sentinel-2 sensor at
10 m spatial resolution is the first mapping product at this scale, providing information
on the tree canopy height at a broad-scale.
The remote sensing methods developed in chapter 5 enabled annual analysis of horizontal and vertical structural dynamics at a broad-scale. These new methods enable
analysis of the structural mapping products, providing greater insight into the spatial
and temporal dynamics of vegetation structure in the savanna ecosystems of northern
Australia. Despite the significant impact tropical cyclones can have on the dynamics of
vegetation structure, there has been very little focus on the long term impacts these natural disturbance events have on savanna ecosystems. Understanding of the ecological
role tropical cyclones play in savanna ecosystems is limited in both northern Australia
Cook and Goyens (2008), Hutley et al. (2013) and at a global scale (Lin et al. 2020).
Furthermore the global understanding of tropical cyclones on ecosystem structure and
function, over the last three decades is likely to be biased towards the northern hemi148

sphere (Lin et al. 2020). This thesis has made a major methodological contribution
enabling quantitative mapping of the impacts of tropical cyclones as a natural disturbance agent on savanna ecosystems across northern Australia. This thesis provides new
ways to assess the immediate impact and the longer-term influence of tropical cyclones
on ecosystem structure and function. One of the unique aspects of this work is that the
methodology has been applied to long timeseries of satellite data advancing knowledge
and insight into to the influence of tropical cyclones on savanna ecosystems, over three
decades across northern Australia.
The research undertaken in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5 of this thesis has been extended
to other applications in the Northern Territory for the development of vegetation mapping products. The algorithms developed in this thesis are now used operationally in
remote sensing monitoring programs contributing to a greater understanding of vegetation structure in northern Australia. In doing so, this work contributes to identify and
protect significant ecosystems assisting long-term ecologically sustainable development
in northern Australia.

6.0.6

Current operational use of the products developed in this thesis

The remote sensing methods and products developed in this thesis have been applied
and used operationally for a number of projects by the Northern Territory Government
and Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The relevant chapters of this
thesis and a brief summary of the projects using the output from this thesis are:
• Chapter 2 and 5 - concepts and the methodology used to extract biophysical parameters from digital aerial photography has been applied in a project (https://
denr.nt.gov.au/water/water-management/darwin-harbour) developing a long-term
mangrove monitoring program for Darwin Harbour (Staben et al. 2019).
• Chapter 2 - The methodology developed in chapter 2 to extract biophysical parameters from digital aerial photography was used to assess the accuracy of a
number of Landsat satellite derived woody FPC products (Aubault H. (in prep)
Comparison of woody cover based on aerial photography and remote imagery.
Technical Report, Department of Environment and Natural Resources.)
• Chapter 3 and 4 - the height structural metrics predicted from both Landsat and
Sentinel-2 were used as input parameters in the development of a mapping product identifying mangrove extent and land use. This is also associated with the
development of a long-term mangrove monitoring program for Darwin Harbour
(Sun and Staben 2019).
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• Chapter 3 and 4 - Both Landsat and Sentinel-2 tree structure products are being
used in the assessment of land clearing applications.
• Chapter 4 - Landsat and Sentinel-2 tree structure products have been used as
inputs into species distribution models, which are used for biodiversity conservation.
• Chapter 4 and 5 - Both Landsat and Sentinel-2 mapping products (Sentinel-2 tree
canopy metrics, and Landsat structural classification) are being used as inputs for
the production of a vegetation map covering an area of 80,000 km2 across the
Beetaloo Basin in the Northern Territory.
6.0.7

Recommendations for future work

While the focus of this thesis was on the development of remote sensing products to
enable the investigation of the impact of tropical cyclones on native vegetation, the
methodology and products have the potential to be used for a range of applications
(as demonstrated above). It is recommended that future work focuses on addressing
a number of the limitations identified in the Landsat structural classification mapping
products, including;
• investigating the suitability of producing mapping products from data captured
over multiple years in attempt to reduce the variability seen in the annual mapping
products and,
• development of masks (similar to the the concept of cloud masking) which enables grasslands and agricultural areas to be efficiently removed from further
analysis.
It is recommended that additional LiDAR datasets covering a range of ecosystems
across the study area are used to validate existing tree canopy models and develop new
models. The existing Sentinel-2 tree canopy metric (H99 ) was used to characterise tree
canopy height across the 80,000 km2 area of the Beetaloo Basin. While no LiDAR
datasets were available across the Beetaloo Basin to train the Sentinel-2 model (chapter
4), it was successfully used to characterise tree canopy height across this broad region
and it is recommended that future work is undertaken to develop tree canopy models
for the entire Northern Territory. In addition to using airborne LiDAR data, it is recommended that future work investigates the use of spaceborne LiDAR captured by the
Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) project (Dubayah et al. 2020), to
validate and calibrate tree structure models.
The canopy height models developed in chapter 4 were based on predictor variables
derived from individual spectral bands, band ratios and indices from seasonal com150

posites. If sufficient LiDAR training datasets are available, it is also recommended
that additional predictor variables such as texture metrics and ancillary datasets such as
topographic metrics and climatic variables are investigated in any new model development. The use of a range of texture metrics have been found to be useful as predictor
variables in models predicting biomass and classification products however, there may
be difficulties using texture due to the way texture metrics are calculated (using global
min and max values for each spectral band). The variability in values representing the
same feature between the annual seasonal composites may make it difficult to use for
time series analysis. It is recommended that future work investigates the potential use
of texture metrics in the model development based on seasonal composites, derived
from multiple years, as the reduced variability between years may be sufficient to enable them to be used. It is also recommended that the use of ancillary datasets such as
topographic metrics and climatic variables are investigated as predictor variables in any
development of the tree canopy models across the entire Northern Territory.
In chapter 4, several tree canopy metrics were modeled from both Landsat and Sentinel2. It is recommended that further work is undertaken to explore the relationship between
the seven structural models and the patterns observed when these models are combined
to produce a three band composite image. While the results for the structural metric
H25 were low and limit its use, as a mapping product it does appear to highlight areas
of tall trees in the imagery. It is recommended that further work (including field work)
is undertaken to gain a better understanding of the patterns and validate these mapping
products, as they have the potential to identify regions dominated by tall trees, which
are important habitat for a number of fauna species (Woolley et al. 2018).
This thesis demonstrated that remote sensing can be used to quantify and assess the
impact of tropical cyclones on native vegetation. Estimates of vegetation structure at
30 m spatial resolution are now currently available between 1988 and 2019. Numerous
cyclones have impacted the Northern Territory coastline over this time period (e.g. C.1)
and it is recommended that further work is undertaken to map and quantify the impact
of cyclones on native vegetation structure over this period. To assist in identifying the
magnitude of damage, it is also recommended that work is undertaken to define damage severity classes, based on changes in tree canopy height and canopy cover layers
pre and post any cyclone event. Quantifying and mapping the impact of cyclones on
the structural dynamics of native vegetation in the savannas of northern Australia is important, as it has the potential to improve the estimates of carbon stocks and provide
important information for biodiversity conservation management. This thesis has made
a substantial contribution to achieving this aim.
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Table A.1 Details of the Landsat imagery used in the production of the time series plots.
Sensor
WRS-2 path/row Capture date
Landsat 5TM
106/69
30/05/1987
Landsat 5TM
106/69
01/04/1989
Landsat 5TM
106/69
04/04/1990
Landsat 5TM
106/69
07/06/1990
Landsat 5TM
106/69
07/04/1991
Landsat 5TM
106/69
09/05/1991
Landsat 5TM
106/69
12/04/1993
Landsat 5TM
106/69
28/04/1993
Landsat 5TM
106/69
30/05/1993
Landsat 5TM
106/69
15/04/1994
Landsat 5TM
106/69
01/05/1994
Landsat 5TM
106/69
17/05/1994
Landsat 5TM
106/69
20/05/1995
Landsat 5TM
106/69
20/04/1996
Landsat 5TM
106/69
23/04/1997
Landsat 5TM
106/69
10/04/1998
Landsat 5TM
106/69
26/04/1998
Landsat 5TM
106/69
28/05/1998
Landsat 5TM
106/69
29/04/1999
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
25/05/2000
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
10/04/2001
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
26/04/2001
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
28/05/2001
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
13/04/2002
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
29/04/2002
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
31/05/2002
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
16/04/2003
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
02/05/2003
Landsat 5TM
106/69
10/04/2004
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
18/04/2004
Landsat 5TM
106/69
26/04/2004
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
04/05/2004
Landsat 5TM
106/69
13/04/2005
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
21/04/2005
Landsat 5TM
106/69
29/04/2005
Continued on next page
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Table A.1 –continued from previous page
Sensor
WRS-2 path/row Capture date
Landsat 5TM
106/69
15/05/2005
Landsat 5TM
106/69
31/05/2005
Landsat 5TM
106/69
02/05/2006
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
10/05/2006
Landsat 5TM
106/69
18/05/2006
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
26/05/2006
Landsat 5TM
106/69
03/06/2006
Landsat 5TM
106/69
05/05/2007
Landsat 5TM
106/69
05/04/2008
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
13/04/2008
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
29/04/2008
Landsat 5TM
106/69
07/05/2008
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
31/05/2008
Landsat 5TM
106/69
08/06/2008
Landsat 5TM
106/69
26/05/2009
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
05/05/2010
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
06/06/2010
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
24/05/2011
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
11/04/2013
Landsat 8OLI
106/69
19/04/2013
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
27/04/2013
Landsat 8OLI
106/69
08/05/2014
Landsat 8OLI
106/69
24/05/2014
Landsat 8OLI
106/69
09/04/2015
Landsat 8OLI
106/69
11/05/2015
Landsat 8OLI
106/69
27/05/2015
Landsat 8OLI
106/69
13/05/2016
Landsat 7ETM+
106/69
21/05/2016
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Year Assessed

Wm(lc) = Woodland (lc) Mid

Wt(lc) =Woodland (lc) Tall

OWt = Open woodland Tall

Wt(hc) = Woodland (hc) Tall

Wm(hc) = Woodland (hc) Mid

Wl(hc) = Woodland (hc) low

Wvl(hc) = Woodland (hc)Very low

No Change

OFvl

OFt = Open Forest Tall

OFm = Open Forest Mid

OFl = Open Forest low

OFvl = Open Forest Very low

Wvl (lc) Wl (lc) Wm (lc) Wt (lc) Wvl (hc) Wl (hc) Wm (hc) Wt (hc)

OWm = Open woodland Mid

Change

OWt

Wl(lc) = Woodland (lc) low

OWm

OWl = Open woodland low

OWl

Wvl(lc) = Woodland (lc)Very low

OWvl

OWvl = Open woodland Very low

GL = Grassland

CFt

CFm

CFl

CFvl

OFt

OFm

OFl

OFvl

Wt (hc)

Wm (hc)

Wl (hc)

Wvl (hc)

Wt (lc)

Wm (lc)

Wl (lc)

Wvl (lc)

OWt

OWm

OWl

OWvl

GL

GL

OFl

OFt

CFvl

CFt = Closed Forest Tall

CFm = Closed Forest Mid

CFl = Closed Forest low

CFvl = Closed Forest Very low

OFm

CFl

CFm

CFt
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Decision matrix used to define when substantial change (loss) had occurred between
each structural formation class in the change detection methodology developed in this
study. The grey cells represent classes where significant change is considered to have
occurred for the class representing the year being assessed.

Fig. B.1 Decision matrix showing the conditions used to identify change (loss) between
structural formation classes.

Previous Year

Bar chart showing the coverage of each structural formation class for the region impacted by Cyclone Monica between the years 2004 and 2017.
2004
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2014
2015
2016
2017

Closed forest-Tall
Closed forest-Mid
Closed forest-Low
Closed forest-Very low
Open forest-Tall
Open forest- Mid
Open forest-Low
Open forest-Very low
Woodland (hc) -Tall
Woodland (hc) -Mid
Woodland (hc) -Low
Woodland (hc) -Very low
Woodland (lc) -Tall
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Fig. B.2 Bar graph detailing the coverage (km2 ) of each structural formation class for
the years 2004 to 2017 over the region impacted by Cyclone Monica (Extent shown in
Fig 5.16).
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Example of the structural classification mapping product showing the impact of two
cyclone’s, Lam and Nathan which impacted the Arnhem Land region in 2015. Cyclone
Lam is the strongest cyclone to impact the Northern Territory since cyclone Monica in
2006.
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Fig. C.1 Example of the structural classification mapping product showing the impact
of two cyclone’s, Lam and Nathan which impacted the Arnhem Land region in 2015.
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